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Chapter 751: Chapter 751, I’ll Swallow It for you!

“Slaughtering chickens and dogs? hahahaha!”Ao Zhan could not help but
burst into laughter.

“What, do you still have that martial saint weapon with you?”Ao Zhan
asked somewhat tentatively.

Qin Yu sneered, “You don’t have to probe. That martial saint weapon is
not with me.”

Upon hearing these words, Ao Zhan could be considered to be
completely relieved.

The internal Qi on his body began to surge slowly. The aura of a
peak-stage martial marquis filled the entire quiet bar.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “Let’s go somewhere else. Don’t disturb his
business.”

After saying this, Qin Yu took the lead and walked out of the door.

Looking at Qin Yu’s back, Ao Zhan narrowed his eyes slightly.

He suddenly launched an attack. A gust of wind arose under his feet, and
a pair of fists fiercely pressed toward Qin Yu’s junior!

“Qin Yu!”Seeing this, Yao Meng immediately cried out in surprise!

However, it was too late to dodge at this time. The speed of a peak
martial marquis was too fast!



“Clang!”

Ao Zhan’s fist smashed firmly onto Qin Yu’s back!

A crisp sound reverberated throughout the entire room!

However, this incomparably fierce fist was unable to shake Qin Yu in the
slightest.

Qin Yu slowly turned around and said with a grin, “Even a sneak attack
is useless. You really are a piece of trash.”

Ao Zhan’s expression changed slightly. He could not help but take a step
back, and his face became more vigilant.

“I’ll wait for you in front,”Qin Yu said coldly.

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of Jing Bar.

Ao Zhan snorted coldly and then quickly chased after him.

“Are We Going?”Wan Gu Qiong asked.

Yao Meng nodded and said, “Let’s go and take a look.”

…

More than ten kilometers away, there was an abandoned factory.

It was deserted and there were no lights.

Qin Yu stood there and quietly waited for Ao Zhan’s arrival.



A few minutes later, a light flashed in front of Qin Yu. Then, ao Zhan
appeared in front of Qin Yu with a crossbow in his hand.

“Qin Yu, today is the Day You Die,”ao Zhan said coldly.

Qin Yu looked at Ao Zhan expressionlessly and said, “It seems that you
are not important to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

Ao Zhan frowned slightly and said coldly, “What do you mean?”

“If it were important, they wouldn’t have sent you here to die,”Qin Yu
said with a sneer.

Ao Zhan’s pupils shrank and he said angrily, “Arrogant!”

Before he could finish his words, Ao Zhan grabbed the crossbow, and a
ray of light shot toward Qin Yu!

This crossbow released the purest inner strength! After the crossbow, the
inner strength could be dozens of times more powerful!

That Ray of light contained a powerful force, and it shot toward Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s face was calm. He clenched his fist, and then suddenly threw a

punch!

“Boom!”

A loud sound shook the ground and dust flew everywhere!

The abandoned factory, which was already in ruins, was turned into dust
at this moment!

Under this punch, the light from the crossbow was shattered!



On the other hand, Qin Yu’s expression was calm. He was not affected at
all.

Ao Zhan’s expression changed slightly and he said coldly, “What a tough

body!”

“What other moves do you have? Just use them.”Qin Yu looked at Ao
Zhan in front of her quietly.

Ao zhan sneered and said, “Don’t be happy too early. Just now, it was
just a test. Now, let’s get to the main topic!”

Before he finished speaking, ao Zhan’s figure suddenly exploded!

The crossbow in his hand flickered with light, as if it was brewing some
terrifying power!

“Hualala!”

A series of strange sounds were emitted from the crossbow.

“Hundred Light Slash!”

Accompanied by Ao Zhan’s furious roar, the crossbow in his hand

immediately burst out with bursts of dazzling light!

In an instant, countless balls of light shot towards Qin Yu!

These balls of light contained an extremely destructive power. Wherever

they passed, even the air was ignited!

One Ball of light after another bombarded wildly, almost turning qin Yu
into minced meat!



This technique was one of Ao Zhan’s famous techniques. Such a huge
amount of energy, under the activation of the crossbow, contained an
unimaginable power!

Qin Yu’s expression was cold. Facing these hundred balls of light, Qin
Yu showed no fear.

With a furious roar, his body suddenly burst out with golden light!

The resplendent light instantly illuminated the surroundings!

“He wants to forcefully resist this hundred light slash!”Yao Meng, who
was watching the battle, seemed to have noticed something!

A trace of surprise flashed across Wan Gu Qiong’s face.

Just as Yao Meng had said, Qin Yu planned to use his physical body to
forcefully resist this technique!

“Boom Boom Boom!”

The nearly hundred light balls rained down on Qin Yu’s body!

The ground under Qin Yu’s feet instantly collapsed, and cracks appeared
one after another!

“Boom!”

The ground with Qin Yu as the center completely collapsed, and crushed
stones shot out in all directions like bullets!

Seeing this scene, ao Zhan could not help but sneer, “Arrogance will
make you pay the price you deserve.”



He looked down at the dust from above, and a cruel smile appeared on
his face.

But in the next second, ao Zhan’s expression suddenly changed.

The ground around Qin Yu collapsed, but the ground under Qin Yu’s feet
was intact, forming a long stone pillar.

Qin Yu’s clothes had been shattered, but his body was intact.

Under the Golden Light, he looked like a God!

“How… how could this be!”Ao Zhan’s expression suddenly changed!

Qin Yu looked in the direction of ao Zhan and sneered, “Is this your
technique? It’s just so-so.”

Ao Zhan immediately flew into a rage!

“Don’t be so arrogant!”Ao Zhao roared and grabbed the crossbow with

both hands!

The inner strength in Ao Zhan’s body was pouring into the crossbow!

The crossbow seemed to be drawing out ao Zhan’s inner strength. In a
short moment, it contained an unimaginable power!

In front of the crossbow, there was a terrifying pressure.

This pressure made even Yao Meng feel a little uncomfortable.

“Go to hell!”



Accompanied by Ao Zhan’s angry roar, the crossbow instantly exploded

with a dazzling ball of light!

This ball of light was incomparably bright, comparable to the sun and
moon, and the power within was even more unimaginable!

“What a terrifying power.”Yao Meng frowned slightly.

She looked in Qin Yu’s direction and couldn’t help but feel a little
worried.

Hence, Qin Yu didn’t show any signs of responding.

“Boom!”

Following the activation of the crossbow, that ball of light crushed
towards Qin Yu!

This ball of light had a diameter of several meters and was incomparably
huge at a glance.

In front of this ball of light, Qin Yu’s figure seemed insignificant.

In the blink of an eye, this ball of light arrived in front of Qin Yu!

Qin Yu, who had been motionless, finally made a move.

He slowly raised his hand and said coldly, “Divine devouring technique!”

In an instant, Qin Yu opened his mouth.

He grabbed the ball of light and swallowed it in the next second!

This scene immediately made everyone’s jaws drop!



Even Yao Meng and Wan Gu Qiong couldn’t help but be dumbfounded!

“This… what is this…”Yao Meng’s beautiful eyes were filled with
shock.

“I’ve never seen such a barbaric spell….”Wan Gu Qiong also said in

shock.

Chapter 752: Chapter 752, I’ll Swallow It for you!

“Slaughtering chickens and dogs? hahahaha!”Ao Zhan could not help but
burst into laughter.

“What, do you still have that Martial SaintWeaponWith You?”Ao Zhan
asked somewhat tentatively.

Qin Yu sneered, “You don’t have to probe. That martial saint weapon is
not with me.”

Upon hearing these words, Ao Zhan could be considered to be
completely relieved.

The internal Qi on his body began to surge slowly. The aura of a
peak-stage martial marquis filled the entire quiet bar.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “Let’s go somewhere else. Don’t disturb his
business.”

After saying this, Qin Yu took the lead and walked out of the door.

Looking at Qin Yu’s back, Ao Zhan narrowed his eyes slightly.



He suddenly launched an attack. A gust of wind arose under his feet, and
a pair of fists fiercely pressed toward Qin Yu’s junior!

“Qin Yu!”Seeing this, Yao Meng immediately cried out in surprise!

However, it was too late to dodge at this time. The speed of a peak
martial marquis was too fast!

“Clang!”

Ao Zhan’s fist smashed firmly onto Qin Yu’s back!

A crisp sound reverberated throughout the entire room!

However, this incomparably fierce fist was unable to shake Qin Yu in the
slightest.

Qin Yu slowly turned around and said with a grin, “Even a sneak attack
is useless. You really are a piece of trash.”

Ao Zhan’s expression changed slightly. He could not help but take a step
back, and his face became more vigilant.

“I’ll wait for you in front,”Qin Yu said coldly.

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and walked out of Jing Bar.

Ao Zhan snorted coldly and then quickly chased after him.

“Are we going?”Wan Gu Qiong asked.

Yao Meng nodded and said, “Let’s go and take a look.”

…



More than ten kilometers away, there was an abandoned factory.

It was deserted and there were no lights.

Qin Yu stood there and quietly waited for Ao Zhan’s arrival.

A few minutes later, a light flashed in front of Qin Yu. Then, ao Zhan
appeared in front of Qin Yu with a crossbow in his hand.

“Qin Yu, today is the day you die,”ao Zhan said coldly.

Qin Yu looked at Ao Zhan expressionlessly and said, “It seems that you
are not important to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

Ao Zhan frowned slightly and said coldly, “What do you mean?”

“If it were important, they wouldn’t have sent you here to die,”Qin Yu
said with a sneer.

Ao Zhan’s pupils shrank and he said angrily, “Arrogant!”

Before he could finish his words, Ao Zhan grabbed the crossbow, and a
ray of light shot toward Qin Yu!

This crossbow released the purest inner strength! After the crossbow, the
inner strength could be dozens of times more powerful!

That Ray of light contained a powerful force, and it shot toward Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s face was calm. He clenched his fist, and then suddenly threw a

punch!

“Boom!”



A loud sound shook the ground and dust flew everywhere!

The abandoned factory, which was already in ruins, was turned into dust
at this moment!

Under this punch, the light from the crossbow was shattered!

On the other hand, Qin Yu’s expression was calm. He was not affected at
all.

Ao Zhan’s expression changed slightly and he said coldly, “What a tough

body!”

“What other moves do you have? Just use them.”Qin Yu looked at Ao
Zhan in front of her quietly.

Ao zhan sneered and said, “Don’t be happy too early. Just now, it was
just a test. Now, let’s get to the main topic!”

Before he finished speaking, ao Zhan’s figure suddenly exploded!

The crossbow in his hand flickered with light, as if it was brewing some
terrifying power!

“Hualala!”

A series of strange sounds were emitted from the crossbow.

“Hundred Light Slash!”

Accompanied by Ao Zhan’s furious roar, the crossbow in his hand

immediately burst out with bursts of dazzling light!

In an instant, countless balls of light shot towards Qin Yu!



These balls of light contained an extremely destructive power. Wherever

they passed, even the air was ignited!

One Ball of light after another bombarded wildly, almost turning qin Yu
into minced meat!

This technique was one of Ao Zhan’s famous techniques. Such a huge
amount of energy, under the activation of the crossbow, contained an
unimaginable power!

Qin Yu’s expression was cold. Facing these hundred balls of light, Qin
Yu showed no fear.

With a furious roar, his body suddenly burst out with golden light!

The resplendent light instantly illuminated the surroundings!

“He wants to forcefully resist this hundred light slash!”Yao Meng, who
was watching the battle, seemed to have noticed something!

A trace of surprise flashed across Wan Gu Qiong’s face.

Just as Yao Meng had said, Qin Yu planned to use his physical body to
forcefully resist this technique!

“Boom Boom Boom!”

The nearly hundred light balls rained down on Qin Yu’s body!

The ground under Qin Yu’s feet instantly collapsed, and cracks appeared
one after another!

“Boom!”



The ground with Qin Yu as the center completely collapsed, and crushed
stones shot out in all directions like bullets!

Seeing this scene, ao Zhan could not help but sneer, “Arrogance will
make you pay the price you deserve.”

He looked down at the dust from above, and a cruel smile appeared on
his face.

But in the next second, ao Zhan’s expression suddenly changed.

The ground around Qin Yu collapsed, but the ground under Qin Yu’s feet
was intact, forming a long stone pillar.

Qin Yu’s clothes had been shattered, but his body was intact.

Under the Golden Light, he looked like a God!

“How… how could this be!”Ao Zhan’s expression suddenly changed!

Qin Yu looked in the direction of ao Zhan and sneered, “Is this your
technique? It’s just so-so.”

Ao Zhan immediately flew into a rage!

“Don’t be so arrogant!”Ao Zhao roared and grabbed the crossbow with

both hands!

The inner strength in Ao Zhan’s body was pouring into the crossbow!

The crossbow seemed to be drawing out ao Zhan’s inner strength. In a
short moment, it contained an unimaginable power!

In front of the crossbow, there was a terrifying pressure.



This pressure made even Yao Meng feel a little uncomfortable.

“Go to hell!”

Accompanied by Ao Zhan’s angry roar, the crossbow instantly exploded

with a dazzling ball of light!

This ball of light was incomparably bright, comparable to the sun and
moon, and the power within was even more unimaginable!

“What a terrifying power.”Yao Meng frowned slightly.

She looked in Qin Yu’s direction and couldn’t help but feel a little
worried.

Hence, Qin Yu didn’t show any signs of responding.

“Boom!”

Following the activation of the crossbow, that ball of light crushed
towards Qin Yu!

This ball of light had a diameter of several meters and was incomparably
huge at a glance.

In front of this ball of light, Qin Yu’s figure seemed insignificant.

In the blink of an eye, this ball of light arrived in front of Qin Yu!

Qin Yu, who had been motionless, finally made a move.

He slowly raised his hand and said coldly, “Divine devouring technique!”

In an instant, Qin Yu opened his mouth.



He grabbed the ball of light and swallowed it in the next second!

This scene immediately made everyone’s jaws drop!

Even Yao Meng and Wan Gu Qiong couldn’t help but be dumbfounded!

“This… what is this…”Yao Meng’s beautiful eyes were filled with
shock.

“I’ve never seen such a barbaric spell….”Wan Gu Qiong also said in

shock.

Chapter 753: Chapter 753, beheading!

The huge ball of light was sucked into Qin Yu’s stomach!

The ball of light became smaller and smaller until it completely
disappeared!

Qin Yu patted his stomach and burped with a satisfied expression on his
face.

“Not bad, Comfortable.”Qin Yu grinned.

Ao Zhan, who was not far away, had an extremely ugly expression! His
forehead was covered with layers of sweat.

“How… how is this possible…”ao Zhan swallowed his saliva, as if he
could not believe the scene in front of him.

Qin Yu looked at Ao Zhan coldly and said, “If this is your trump card,
then you will die.”



Ao Zhan gritted his teeth, grabbed the crossbow, and said coldly, “Qin
Yu, don’t be so arrogant!”

After saying that, ao Zhan seemed to have gone crazy. He grabbed the
crossbow in his hand and kept casting spells toward Qin Yu!

The overwhelming light almost destroyed the entire ground!

However, Qin Yu, who was covered in golden light, was not affected at
all.

After a series of indiscriminate attacks, Qin Yu was still intact.

“Are you done? It’s my turn,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Ao Zhan wiped the sweat from his forehead. Just as he was about to
speak, Qin Yu’s figure disappeared into thin air!

In the next second, he felt a golden light flash in front of his eyes.

Then, a huge fist smashed fiercely at the crossbow!

“Boom!”

This fist contained a force of ten thousand tons. The golden light turned
into substance and directly smashed the crossbow into pieces!

The Weapon AO Zhan was proud of turned into ruins just like that!

“You… you actually destroyed my weapon!”Ao Zhan’s face was
extremely pale!

Qin Yu sneered and said, “As far as I know, most of your strength came
from this weapon, right?”



Ao Zhan’s face was pale and he didn’t say a word.

“Without this weapon, I’m afraid that your title as a peak-stage Marquis
is undeserved.”Qin Yu looked down at Ao Zhan with a cold killing intent
in his eyes.

Ao Zhan gritted his teeth and roared, “Qin Yu, don’t be arrogant!”

After saying that, Ao Zhan clenched his fist and swung it fiercely at Qin
Yu!

Ao Zhan was, after all, at the peak-stage martial marquis realm, so his
strength was naturally self-evident.

However, when this punch landed on Qin Yu’s body, it actually did not
injure him in the slightest. Instead, it shook his wrist until it hurt!

“This… this…”ao Zhan took two steps back. A trace of panic flashed

across his face, and then he took off and wanted to run!

But How Could Qin Yu give him a chance? A huge golden hand covered

the sky and covered the Earth, slamming ao Zhan onto the ground with
one palm!

A huge palm print instantly appeared on the ground.

And Ao Zhan’s body was almost smashed into meat paste!

Before ao Zhan could get up, a golden fist had already descended from
the sky!

“Boom!”



With this punch, ao Zhan’s spine was directly shattered! Dozens of bones
were instantly shattered into fine powder!

Ao Zhan wanted to get up, but he found that there was no support from
the bones, and he couldn’t stand up at all!

“What, is this the peak of the Martial Marquis Realm? It’s just

so-so.”Qin Yu looked at Ao Zhan coldly.

Ao Zhan said in pain, “Spare me… I beg you… spare me…”

“Spare you? You Murderer, you’ve already lived for dozens of years.
It’s time for you to pay the price,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Ao Zhan wanted to say something, but Qin Yu didn’t give him a chance.

He reached out his palm and grabbed ao Zhan’s dantian.

In the next second, Qin Yu pulled ao Zhan’s golden core out of his
abdomen.

Ao Zhan’s internal Qi was quickly drained. In a moment, he had turned
into an ice-cold corpse.

Qin Yu played with the Golden Core and was surprised to find that it was
much bigger than all the other golden cores he had seen before.

Could it be that the golden core at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm
is bigger? Qin Yu thought to himself.

He was not in a hurry to swallow the golden core into his stomach.
Instead, he planned to keep it for the time being and use it when he broke
through to the martial saint realm in the future.



After taking the golden core, Qin Yu carried ao Zhan’s corpse and
walked towards Yao Meng.

“Brother Qin’s strength is really shocking,”Yao Meng said with a smile.

“It’s really surprising that brother Qin has such strength in just two
years.”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Miss Yao, you flatter me.”

Wan Gu Qiong could not help but sigh and said, “No wonder Miss Yan
likes you. I have to say, Brother Qin is really like a peerless hero, full of
charm.”

Their praise made Qin Yu feel a little embarrassed.

“Gentlemen, if there’s nothing else, I’ll take my leave first,”said Qin Yu.

Yao Meng smiled and said, “Okay, Brother Qin. See You in a few days

at the Martial Arts Academy.”

Qin Yu agreed, and then he took ao Zhan’s body and left.

…

The next day.

Granny Qin had just left the Jingdu Martial Arts Association and was
about to go to the martial arts academy when she saw the body hanging
on the gate.

Granny Qin’s expression changed drastically when she saw this corpse!



Even though ao Zhan’s body was almost shattered, Granny Qin still
recognized his identity at a glance.

“Ao Zhan… is actually dead.”Granny Qin’s expression was extremely
cold.

“Granny Qin, what… What’s going on?”Xia hang also followed out and
asked while pretending to be surprised.

Granny Qin did not answer but waved her hand and said, “Get someone
to dispose of the corpse.”

“Yes!”Xia hang hurriedly nodded.

His heart was filled with excitement.

He had never thought that ao Zhan would actually be killed by Qin Yu!

One had to know that this was the peak state of a martial marquis!

“It seems that my choice was not wrong,”Xia hang thought to himself.

Granny Qin did not stay any longer. She turned around and walked
towards the martial arts academy.

After arriving at the Martial Arts Academy, Granny Qin went straight to
Blackie’s room.

“Granny Qin.”Seeing Granny Qin, Blacky immediately stood up.

Granny Qin said in a deep voice, “Blacky, come with me immediately.”

“Where are we going?”Blacky asked in surprise.



Granny Qin said coldly, “I want to take you to the mystic realm. We

can’t wait any longer.”

“To the Mystic Realm?”Blacky was even more confused.

Granny Qin glanced at him and said, “Ao Zhan died at the hands of Qin
Yu. This is enough to show that the current Qin Yu is no longer the same

as before.”

“In order to prevent any accidents, I want to take you to bathe in Yan
Ruoxue’s blood and pass on her bloodline power.”

Blackie smiled and said, “Granny Qin, there’s no need for that. That Qin
Yu is not worth mentioning.”

“Yeah, I’m just a small character. Why Bother?”At this moment, Qin Yu
suddenly appeared at the door.

Granny Qin’s face turned cold and she said with a sinister tone, “Qin Yu,
who told you to come here? !”

Qin Yu glanced at Blacky and said with a slightly mocking tone, “It
seems that you don’t have much confidence in this beast that you raised.”

“Qin Yu, you’re courting death!”Upon hearing that, Blacky immediately
took a step forward and the aura on his body suddenly exploded!

Chapter 754: Chapter 754, the worried Granny Qin

Qin Yu was unmoved by Blackie’s rage.



He looked coldly at Granny Qin and said, “Did you find someone to kill
me? You want to bring him to the arcane realm ahead of time? Old Man,
you’re really shameless.”

“You’re F * cking courting death!”Blackie was completely enraged. He
waved his large palm, and a black fist headed straight for Qin Yu!

Qin Yu did not give in, and clenched his fist to meet it.

“Boom!”

A loud sound spread throughout the martial arts academy!

Both sides had the strength of their physical bodies, but the waves of air
that erupted from them almost destroyed the entire courtyard!

Although the two of them were only testing each other out, they still
contained extremely powerful strength.

Blackie glanced at his fist, and could not help but frown slightly.

There were cracks on his black fist.

Although the injury was not serious, it was shocking.

The heaven-swallowing Python’s body was extremely strong. The outer
layer of its skin could be said to be indestructible.

But now, it was at a disadvantage when fighting with a human. How
could he accept this.

Granny Qin’s expression was not too good.

She looked coldly at Qin Yu, her killing intent unconcealed.



“Old Bastard, I’ll come and take his life on time in three days,”Qin Yu
said, pointing at Blackie.

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and left.

In the room, Granny Qin’s expression became even colder.

“This Qin Yu…”Granny Qin gritted her teeth, her skinny hands slightly
clenched.

Blacky rushed forward and said, “Granny Qin, I will not lose to him.”

Granny Qin glanced at Blacky and said, “You must not lose, not even
once!”

To Granny Qin, Blacky was not only her pet, but also her blood and
sweat.

She even treated Blacky as her own offspring.

Therefore, Granny Qin had to make him the number one in the younger

generation no matter what!

Besides that, if Blackie lost, it meant that Qin Yu could enter the secret
realm that imprisoned Yan Ruoxue!

That secret realm was a secret of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association,
and Qin Yu absolutely couldn’t get his hands on it.

“I won’t lose,”Blackie clenched his fists and said in a low voice.

Granny Qin didn’t say anything.



What she wanted was a hundred percent certainty.

“I’ll think of a way to let you win,”Granny Qin said in a deep voice.

She turned around and walked out of the room, a trace of killing intent
bursting out of her eyes.

On the other side.

Qin Yu had officially returned to the martial arts academy.

As the first batch of academies, they received excellent treatment and had
their own independent mansions.

It was unknown whether it was intentional or not, but Qin Yu’s mansion
and Yan Jinyao’s mansion happened to be next to each other.

When Qin Yu returned, he happened to meet Yan Jinyao who was
standing at the door.

He saw more than ten people standing beside Yan Jinyao.

These ten people were not old, only in their early twenties.

Judging from their internal QI, the strongest among these people was a
new martial marquis.

The rest were more than half a step into the martial marquis realm.

“Qin Yu, I didn’t expect you to dare to come back,”Yan Jinyao said
sarcastically.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “Why? are your followers so young

now?”



Yan Jinyao glanced at the people around him and then said indifferently,
“These people are my followers and also my disciples.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but feel like laughing.

“What? Are you planning to be independent of the Yan Family?”Qin Yu
raised his eyebrows and asked.

Yan Jinyao was not anxious. Instead, he said indifferently, “If you, Qin
Yu, can establish your own sect, I, Yan Jinyao, can do the same.”

“These people are all extremely talented. Compared to the rotten garlic of
your Jade Moon Villa, I wonder how much stronger they are.”Yan
Jinyao’s tone was slightly smug.

“That’s right. Our master’s requirements for taking in disciples are very
high. Not everyone can become a disciple,”a youth beside Yan Jinyao
said coldly

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with Yan Jinyao. He turned around and
returned to his own residence.

Yan Jinyao looked at Qin Yu’s back as he left. His gaze unconsciously
fell on Little Yu.

“Who is that girl? Why haven’t I seen her before?”Yan Jinyao frowned
and asked.

“Master, I’ll go and scout for information for you,”a disciple beside him
hurriedly said.

Yan Jinyao shook his head and said, “No need. If I want to know, I can
ask her myself.”



“Moreover, as long as I want to get someone, I can poach them from his

side at any time.”

This was Yan Jinyao’s confidence.

As the Crown Prince of the Yan family, regardless of his background,
looks, and resources, he was far above Qin Yu.

Therefore, Yan Jinyao believed that his charm was far from what Qin Yu

could compare to.

…

In the mansion.

Qin Yu appeared to be bored to death.

There were only three days left before he had to fight with Blackie. He
couldn’t do much in these short three days, so Qin Yu chose to rest.

Night fell.

However, Qin Yu couldn’t sleep at night.

He sat in the courtyard, drinking tea by himself. He was quite relaxed.

At this moment, someone had already set their eyes on Qin Yu.

In a forest near the martial arts academy, Granny Qin and a young girl
were standing there.

“No matter what, we have to think of a way to lure Qin Yu Out,”Granny
Qin said coldly.



The young girl in front of her said with some confusion, “Granny Qin,
with Your Ability, why do you need my help? You can just kill your way

in…”

Granny Qin glanced at her coldly and said, “If I make a move in the
martial arts academy, won’t Everyone Know About It? At that time, even
if little black wins, it won’t be glorious.”

The young girl suddenly understood. She was silent for a moment, and
then said tentatively, “Granny Qin, if I can trick him out, can you really
give me the Bloodline?”

“Of course.”Granny Qin nodded coldly.

The young girl gritted her teeth and said, “Okay! I’ll Go!”

After saying that, she walked quickly into the martial arts academy.

Granny Qin’s expression was extremely cold, and her eyes emitted waves
of coldness.

She used a secret technique to conceal her internal qi and waited for an
entire day at the entrance of Qin Yu’s residence.

However, Qin Yu had no intention of going out at all.

Helpless, Granny Qin picked a student from the martial arts academy and

asked her to think of a way to trick Qin Yu Out.

“Little Bastard, your time of death has come!”Granny Qin said with a
cold expression.

Chapter 755: Chapter 755, framing



Within the mansion.

Qin Yu Sat alone under the moonlight, adjusting his internal Qi slightly.

As his strength grew stronger and stronger, it became more and more
difficult to increase one’s realm.

Many people would be stuck at a certain realm for the rest of their lives.
It was unknown how many geniuses would stop before a certain realm.

Just as Qin Yu was deep in thought, a beautiful figure appeared at the
door.

Raising his head, he saw a curvy and graceful woman appear at the door.

Qin Yu glanced at her and frowned. “Who are you?”

This woman walked slowly towards Qin Yu with light steps.

She pretended to be delicate and pitiful, she whispered, “Mr. Qin, I am
an ordinary member of the Martial Arts Academy. I. . . I have
encountered some difficulties recently. I really have no choice. After
thinking about it, I can only come to you for help…”

“Encountered some difficulties?”A trace of surprise flashed across Qin

Yu’s face.

The woman continued, “Yes, I am being pursued by a group of people.
Right now, they are hiding outside the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.
I… Once I go out, I will be attacked by them…”

Looking at the delicate and pitiful woman in front of him, a trace of
ridicule flashed across Qin Yu’s face.



“So What do you want me to do?”Qin Yu asked.

The woman hurriedly said, “Please help me kill them! As long as I kill
them, I’ll be safe!”

“Mr. Qin, as long as you’re willing to help me, I’m willing to do

anything!”

Qin Yu sneered, “Why should I help you?”

“If you don’t help me, I’ll only die…”the woman sobbed softly.

“What does your death have to do with me? Do I Know You?”Qin Yu
asked coldly.

The woman opened her mouth and wanted to say something, but Qin Yu
waved his hand and interrupted her.

“I won’t help you. Go Out,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“Mr. Qin, I…”

“I told you to go out. Don’t you understand?”Qin Yu said coldly.

The woman had no choice but to stand up and grit her teeth as she walked
out.

Qin Yu was not a person who was overflowing with sympathy.

Moreover, the woman’s words were full of loopholes, making it hard for
people to believe her.

…



In the forest, the woman told Granny Qin what had happened.

Granny Qin said with a cold face, “Trash! If you can’t even do this, how
can I Trust You!”

The woman opened her mouth, bit her lips and said in a low voice, “This
Qin Yu is impervious to oil and salt. He doesn’t believe me at all. I. . .”

“Bang!”

Before the woman finished her words, she was suddenly hit in the chest!

This slap immediately made her fall back again and again. Her sternum
was broken and blood kept flowing out of her mouth.

The intense pain made it difficult for her to even breathe. A trace of

paleness appeared on her handsome face.

She looked up and saw Granny Qin looking at her coldly.

“Granny Qin, you…”the woman pointed at Granny Qin, her face full of
confusion.

Granny qin sneered, “It looks more realistic this way. Go, think of a way
to trick him out.”

The woman’s face was extremely ugly, but there was no turning back. At
this moment, she was already riding a tiger.

She could only endure the pain and walk towards Qin Yu’s mansion
again.

Ten minutes later.



The woman appeared in front of Qin Yu again.

This time, she looked miserable.

The collapse of her chest was shocking, and the blood at the corner of her
mouth kept gushing out.

“Mr. Qin, I beg you to help me, or else… or else I will die…”the woman

said with a pained expression.

Seeing her like this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

“You really went all out, injuring yourself?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
sneer in his heart.

Just as Qin Yu was about to refuse, another figure appeared at the door.

This person was none other than Yan Jinyao.

“TSK TSK, Qin Yu, you really have a heart of a snake and a scorpion.
When someone comes to beg you, you actually don’t Move?”Yan Jinyao
said with a strange tone.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “If you don’t have the heart, you can
help her.”

Yan Jinyao spread his hands and said, “That won’t do. She’s begging
you, not me.”

“TSK, tsk. Didn’t some people claim that they’re standing on the side of

ordinary people? Now that someone comes to ask for help, they’re not
moved. How hypocritical.”Yan Jinyao continued to ridicule.

Hearing this, Qin Yu slowly stood up.



He looked at the woman and narrowed his eyes. “I’ll give you a chance.
Tell me, who asked you to come?”

A trace of panic flashed through the woman’s eyes. She hurriedly said,
“I. . . No one asked me to come…”

From her expression, Qin Yu was even more certain of his own thoughts.

Qin Yu took a look at the wound on her chest and said in a deep voice,
“You are so ruthless. Be careful not to put your life at risk.”

Hearing Qin Yu’s words, the woman gritted her teeth and could not help
but lower her head slightly.

Qin Yu thought for a moment and then said, “You go first. I will come
back later.”

Hearing this, the woman hurriedly nodded and said, “Okay, thank you,
Mr. Qin!”

After the woman left, Qin Yu walked straight out of the main door.

“TSK TSK, you really have a flood of sympathy, don’t You?”Seeing that
Qin Yu had agreed, Yan Jinyao ridiculed him again.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “How did your asshole grow on your

face? Stay away from me, I think it stinks.”

Yan Jinyao’s face instantly turned cold.

He snorted lightly and said, “Vulgar Thing.”

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with Yan Jinyao. He turned around and left
the mansion, walking directly toward the martial arts academy.



In the forest.

Granny Qin was looking at this woman coldly.

“It’s been half an hour. where is he?”Granny Qin said with a cold
expression.

The woman quickly said, “Granny Qin, he really said that he would be
here soon. You… you wait a little longer.”

Granny Qin said impatiently, “You Idiot, have you been deceived by him
again?”

“No… impossible, he really promised me…”a trace of panic flashed

across the woman’s face.

Granny Qin narrowed her eyes.

She was about to speak when she felt a trace of internal Qi approaching
her.

“It’s coming.”Granny Qin’s lips curled into a cold smile.

In a short while, Qin Yu’s figure appeared in front of the two of them.

“Granny Qin, he’s Here!”The woman said excitedly.

Granny Qin didn’t say anything. She just quietly looked at Qin Yu, who
was not far away.

“Granny Qin, you promised me the bloodline, but… you mustn’t forget

it,”the woman said carefully.



Granny Qin glanced at her and then grinned, “Don’t worry, of course I
won’t forget it.”

Before she could finish her words, Granny Qin suddenly stretched out her
shriveled claw-like palm and slapped the woman’s Head!

With a crisp cracking sound, the woman’s head was directly smashed
into pieces!

“Trash also wants to touch the bloodline? It’s simply wishful

thinking,”Granny Qin said darkly.

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu shook his head helplessly.

Qin Yu had already warned her, but in the end, she still died because of
her own desire.

“You are really ruthless. Aren’t you afraid of your reputation being
tarnished?”Qin Yu looked at Granny Qin and said coldly.

Granny Qin said indifferently, “You are the one who killed her. Why

should I Be Afraid?”

“Qin Yu had an evil plot against the female student.. He was afraid that
the matter would be exposed, so he killed her ruthlessly,”Granny Qin
said indifferently with her hands behind her back.
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Granny Qin put her hands behind her back and looked indifferent.

Qin Yu looked at Granny Qin in front of him and sneered, “You want to
frame me?”



“Hehe, I’m telling the truth. Do you think everyone will believe me or
you?”Granny Qin said proudly.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered to talk nonsense with her and immediately
asked, “Tell me, why did you come to me in the middle of the night?”

Granny Qin’s eyes immediately narrowed. A strong killing intent burst

out from her body.

“To teach you a lesson, of course!”Granny Qin said coldly.

“Teach me a lesson?”Qin Yu was a little surprised.

“What? The AO Zhan you sent didn’t work. Are you going to do it
yourself now?”

Granny Qin didn’t hide anything and said indifferently, “That’s right.”

“TSK tsk, it seems that you have no confidence in that beast you raised.
You want to cripple me again and again. You’re really persistent.”Qin
Yu sneered.

Granny Qin narrowed her eyes and said, “Little black can’t lose. No one
can beat him! I want to make him invincible!”

Qin Yu clapped his ears and said with a bit of ridicule, “Are you going to
cripple me, or are you going to kill me?”

“I only need to injure you.”Granny Qin grinned, revealing a mouthful of
yellow teeth.

Her sinister internal Qi enveloped the entire mountain forest, and that
strong killing intent turned into a strong wind that was like a sharp blade,
cutting through people’s lives!



“You heard it, right? Recorded It?”

Just as Granny Qin was about to make her move, Qin Yu suddenly took
out his phone.

A handlebar mustache voice immediately came from the other end.
“Don’t worry, it’s all recorded.”

Upon hearing this, Granny Qin’s expression instantly changed!

With a flick of her finger, she directly smashed Qin Yu’s phone.

“It’s useless. I was afraid that you would destroy my phone, so I
deliberately turned on the voice chat with my friends.”Qin Yu grinned,
revealing a brilliant smile.

“Old Thing, you’re already so old. I guess you don’t know enough about

modern high-tech products, right?”

Granny Qin was instantly furious! Her face, which was full of ravines,
was trembling non-stop!

Qin Yu looked at Granny Qin coldly and said, “If you don’t want
everyone to see your face, you’d better not play any more tricks with
me.”

“Otherwise, I promise to make you and that beast you raised lose your
reputation!”

Granny Qin glared at Qin Yu and said through gritted teeth, “Little Beast,
You Little Beast, I will tear you into pieces!”



Qin Yu sneered and said, “Don’t worry, when I become a martial saint,
you will be the first one I will kill.”

After saying this, Qin Yu turned around and left.

Granny Qin stared at Qin Yu. Her entire body was filled with a strong
killing intent.

As she watched Qin Yu leave, Granny Qin’s entire body trembled.

However, in the end, she did not do anything and allowed Qin Yu to
leave her sight.

She had never expected that her carefully planned plan would be easily
resolved.

…

The next day.

Qin Yu and the handlebar mustache duo walked together on the main
street of the martial arts academy.

“There’s a secret realm ahead,”Qin Yu said, pointing at the secret realm
he had sensed last time.

The moustache man mumbled, “How did you know?”

“I can’t explain it to you right now,”Qin Yu said, waving his hand.

As they were talking, the two of them bumped into Granny Qin and Little

Black.

They seemed to have come to find Qin Yu on purpose, blocking their
way with one step forward.



The Mustache Man hurriedly hid behind Qin Yu with a vigilant
expression.

Qin Yu, on the other hand, looked at the two of them expressionlessly.

“What’s the matter? Do you have something to do?”Qin Yu asked
coldly.

Granny Qin narrowed her eyes and said, “Little Bastard, you’d better not
spread the video around.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh.

“Why? Are you here to scout for Information?”Qin Yu said with a hint
of sarcasm.

Granny Qin’s old face darkened, and her skinny claws couldn’t help but
Clench.

Just as Qin Yu said, Granny Qin was afraid that Qin Yu would spread the
video.

“Don’t worry. As long as you don’t come looking for trouble again, I
guarantee that the video will not be spread,”Qin Yu said indifferently.

Blackie took a step forward, and his pitch-black eyes stared coldly at Qin
Yu.

“If I win, how about you destroy the video?”Blackie asked.

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and smiled. “Of course.”

Blackie said coldly, “You’d better keep your word.”



“Don’t worry, you have no chance of winning,”Qin Yu said
indifferently.

After saying this, Qin Yu and the Mustache Man were ready to leave.

“You were the one who recorded last night, right?”At this time, Granny
Qin suddenly looked at the Mustache Man with a gloomy expression.

The handlebar mustache’s old face turned black. He braced himself and
said, “Nonsense. I went to bed early last night.”

“Hehe.”Granny Qin sneered.

“It’s better for you to be careful. If you follow the wrong person, it’s
easy to lose your life.”

The handlebar mustache coughed dryly. He thought to himself, “Since
I’ve already offended her, what face do I have to give her?”

Thinking of this, the handlebar mustache straightened his back and said,
“Old Bastard, do you think I’m afraid of You?”

Granny Qin’s face instantly darkened. She opened her mouth and was
about to say something when her phone suddenly rang.

After the call was connected, Granny Qin immediately put on a respectful
expression.

“Okay, I’ll be there right away,”Granny Qin said with a nod and a bow.

After hanging up the phone, Granny Qin pointed at Qin Yu and the
handlebar mustache and said coldly, “Let’s see how long you can be

arrogant.”



After saying this, Granny Qin left in a hurry.

Looking at Granny Qin’s back, Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown slightly.

“There aren’t many people who can make Granny Qin so respectful.
Could it be… a call from the higher-ups?”Qin Yu suddenly guessed
something.

Just as Qin Yu guessed, this call was from the higher-ups.

And the content of the call was to ask Granny Qin to attend a meeting.

…

In the meeting room.

The eight higher-ups were still hidden in the darkness.

In the huge meeting room, only Granny Qin could see their faces.

And this time, even Xia hang was not qualified to attend the meeting,
which was enough to show the importance of it.

“Welcome back, higher-ups,”Granny Qin said respectfully.

The scene was silent. After a while, someone said, “Our people have just
deduced the heavenly secrets and obtained a prophecy.”

Granny Qin did not say anything and waited for his follow-up.

“This prophecy is related to Qin Yu.”Another voice was heard.

Upon hearing this, Granny Qin suddenly raised her head.



She said in surprise, “What… What prophecy is it?”

“According to the prophecy, a martial saint will appear in this
world.”The voice of the higher-ups came from the dark.

Granny Qin’s expression changed and she said hurriedly, “Could it be…
that martial saint is Qin Yu?”

“That’s right.”

“According to the prophecy, Qin Yu will become that martial saint.”

Granny Qin’s face instantly turned pale.

She knew very well what it meant for a martial saint to appear in this
world.
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Granny Qin said anxiously, “Didn’t you say that martial saints can no
longer appear in the current era?”

“That’s right. Normally, it’s impossible for a martial saint to appear in
the current era.”

“Regardless of whether you’re a heaven’s pride or you have a strong
bloodline, it’s impossible for you to become a martial saint.”

“Otherwise, people like ye Qing, Jiang He, and the others would have
the chance to become a martial saint.”

“However, the current prediction is that Qin Yu will break this
deadlock.”



Hearing these words, Granny Qin felt a chill run down her spine!

She knew very well that Qin Yu was a threat to the martial arts
association, but she had never thought that Qin Yu would step into the
martial saint realm.

Not only Granny Qin, but the entire Jingdu martial arts association also
thought so.

Therefore, although they had taken measures against Qin Yu, they did
not go too far.

“Is… is the prophecy accurate?”Granny Qin asked unwillingly.

“I don’t know, but the prophecy has never been wrong,”a higher-up said
coldly.

Granny Qin gritted her teeth, stood up and asked, “What should we do

now?”

A higher-up said coldly, “Use all methods to get rid of Qin Yu
immediately. We must not give him the slightest chance to become a

martial saint.”

“That’s right. With his current abilities, he’s not even worth
mentioning.”

Granny Qin immediately frowned.

She hesitated for a long time before she stood up and said, “But… I have

made an agreement with Qin Yu.”

“You can go back on your agreement. Don’t follow in the Han family’s

footsteps,”said one of the higher-ups coldly.



Granny Qin said with some regret, “But I. . . I have signed the Heavenly
Guardian book with Qin Yu.”

As soon as these words were said, the scene instantly fell into silence.

“If I lose, I have to Promise Qin Yu to enter the second mystic
realm,”Granny Qin continued.

The atmosphere at the scene instantly froze.

Granny Qin’s face was full of self-blame.

She suddenly stood up and said, “If I lose, I’m willing to have my soul

taken away, and I definitely won’t bring Qin Yu into the second Mystic
Realm!”

“No.”The higher-ups denied Granny Qin’s words.

“We will not watch you die, don’t worry.”

“Bring your pet here, we will give him power.”

Hearing this, Granny Qin’s face was full of excitement.

“Are… are you telling the truth?”Granny Qin’s voice almost trembled.

“What do you think?”A higher-up said unhappily.

Granny Qin hurriedly said, “Okay, okay. I’ll go and bring little black
over now. Thank you, higher-ups!”

She was almost kneeling on the ground. Her excitement was self-evident.



With the help of higher-ups, that little black was almost equivalent to
winning!

After the meeting ended, Granny Qin quickly found little black.

She brought little black all the way back to the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association and then took him into the secret realm.

…

At this moment, Qin Yu knew nothing about this.

There were only three days left. It was rare for Qin Yu to have time to
rest.

He lay in the courtyard and basked in the Sun all day long. He was very
happy.

“I’m about to fight with the heaven-swallowing python. Why aren’t you

worried at all?”The mustached man squatted on the wall and muttered as
he ate.

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “I fought with little black yesterday. If
I’m not surprised, he is not my match.”

The Mustache Man rolled his eyes and said, “Aren’t you afraid that he
has some kind of trump card?”

“If he has it, I have it too,”Qin Yu said with a faint smile.

It was still the same saying. Qin Yu was not afraid of anyone at all when
it came to the foundation of spells.

Even if his background was the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.



In the past few days, voices came from Yan Jinyao’s mansion next door

all day long.

It seemed that he had more and more disciples.

With the fame that he had accumulated over the years and the
background of the Yan family, many people came to follow him.

In just a few days, Yan Jinyao had nearly twenty disciples.

This kind of charisma was indeed surprising.

In the blink of an eye, two days had passed.

There was only one day left before he had to fight with Blackie.

“That’s weird.”

That afternoon, the handlebar mustache walked in from outside the door.

“What’s Wrong?”Qin Yu asked casually.

The handlebar mustache touched his chin and said in a low voice, “I
haven’t seen Blacky and Granny Qin for the past few days. I wonder
what tricks they are playing.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu frowned slightly, and he couldn’t help but feel a
little wary.

This time, winning or losing was extremely important to Qin Yu.

As long as he won, he would be able to find Yan Ruoxue, so he
absolutely couldn’t have any accidents.



Qin Yu originally wanted to call Xia Hang, but when he touched his
pocket, Qin Yu remembered that his phone had been destroyed by
Granny Qin.

“In this era, it’s always inconvenient to not have a phone,”Qin Yu said in
a deep voice.

After thinking for a while, Qin Yu decided to go out and buy a phone
first.

At the same time, he brought little fish out for a walk. After all, she was
a little girl, so it was not appropriate for her to stay at home all day.

Therefore, Qin Yu called Little Fish and left the martial arts academy.

They arrived at the largest shopping mall in Jingdu.

There was a sea of people here, and it was very lively.

And this shopping mall was very large, almost covering all the goods.

“Look, that’s a foreigner!”The mustached man pointed at the blonde
woman not far away and said.

“TSK TSK, this is an ocean horse,”the mustached man muttered.

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “Shut your mouth or stay away from
me.”

“What’s there to be afraid of? She doesn’t understand anyway,”the
mustached man muttered.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with the mustached man anymore and
immediately went to buy a cell phone.



After he was done, Qin Yu looked at little yu and said, “Wait for me for

a while, I’m going to make a call.”

With that, Qin Yu turned around and walked into the toilet.

He took out his phone and dialed Xia hang’s number.

After a while, the call was answered.

“Xia Hang, where has Granny Qin gone recently?”Qin Yu asked
directly.

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “She seems to have taken Xiao Hei to the
secret realm.”

“To the secret realm?”Qin Yu frowned immediately.

Xia hang hummed in gratitude and continued, “Let me tell you some bad
news. The eight higher-ups have already returned. You’d better be
careful.”

Qin Yu remained silent.

As expected, it was just as Qin Yu had guessed.

“Looks like the call Granny Qin received a few days ago did indeed come
from the higher-ups.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

“Xia Hang, do you know the content of that meeting?”Qin Yu asked.

“I don’t know. I don’t have the right to participate in this meeting,”Xia
Hang said.

This made Qin Yu even more worried.



“I know.”Qin Yu hung up the phone.

He stood in the toilet for a long time, and then said in a low voice, “It
seems that I have to prepare a contingency plan.”
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After coming out of the toilet, Qin Yu found little Yu and the handlebar
mustache waiting for him at the door.

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “Why don’t you go out and look around

the mall?”

“What’s there to look around in the mall?”Little Yu shook her head.

Qin Yu spread his hands and said with a smile, “Don’t little girls like to
Go Shopping?”

Little Fish didn’t say much about this.

The moustache on the side pointed upstairs and said, “The top floor of
this mall is an antique market. Hurry up and take a look. Maybe you can
pick up some Babe.”

“Antique market?”A trace of interest appeared in Qin Yu’s eyes.

Qin Yu was naturally not interested in ordinary antiques.

But among these antiques, it was very likely that some unknown Babe
was hidden.

After all, the martial arts world of many years ago was completely
different from the present.



“Let’s go.”Qin Yu nodded.

The three of them headed upstairs.

They arrived at the top floor.

As soon as they entered the door, Qin Yu felt a trace of a sinister internal
Qi.

Although the internal Qi was not dense, it was a real yin qi.

“It seems that there are really treasures in this antiques market.”Qin Yu
took a deep breath.

Xiao Yu also frowned and said, “There is yin qi. Perhaps it is an antique
excavated from the tomb.”

Qin Yu released his spiritual sense and covered the entire antique market.

Soon, Qin Yu found that there were many martial artists hiding in this
antique market.

There were martial grandmasters, martial marquises, and even a martial
marquis at the peak of the Martial Marquis realm.

“Hiss…”

At this time, the handlebar mustache suddenly inhaled a breath of cold
air.

He sniffed his nose and said with some surprise, “I keep feeling like
there’s some treasure here that’s summoning me.”



“Summoning you?”Qin Yu frowned slightly, his face showing some
confusion.

The handlebar mustache explained, “Although I’m an expert in

archaeology, many times, it’s the treasure that’s summoning me.”

“In other words, I was forced to become an expert in archaeology.”

“Shameless.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but roll his eyes at the Mustache Man.

The Mustache Man didn’t say anything. He felt the call and Strode
forward.

Qin Yu and Little Yu followed behind him.

The Mustache Man closed his eyes slightly and relied on the call to walk
forward.

After going around in circles, he passed by many antique stalls.

Finally, the Mustache Man stopped at an extremely large stall.

He suddenly opened his eyes and said in a deep voice, “It’s here.”

Looking down, he saw several Babe on the stall.

There were weapons, spiritual artifacts, paintings, and antiques.

Qin Yu released his spiritual sense and covered the stall.

Soon, Qin Yu felt a trace of internal Qi from the antiques.

“It really is a treasure,”Qin Yu said in surprise.



The mustached man sniffed his nose and kept touching the antiques with
his palm.

Qin Yu didn’t stay idle either. He used his powerful spiritual sense to
search for treasures.

Soon, Qin Yu and the mustached man put their hands on a calabash at the
same time.

The Calabash looked ordinary, and its surface was almost cracking.

Qin Yu and the Mustache Man exchanged a look. They seemed to have
the same idea.

“This calabash looks ordinary, and there isn’t much internal Qi
fluctuation, but I can feel an extremely old aura hidden in it,”Qin Yu said
in a deep voice.

The mustache man said, “I can feel it. This calabash is the one that
summoned me.”

Qin Yu reached out and took the gourd in his hand.

He looked at the stall owner and asked, “How much is this gourd?”

The stall owner glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Five billion, or an
equivalent treasure to exchange for it.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu and the man with the handlebar mustache couldn’t
help but suck in a breath of cold air.

“Five billion? Why Don’t you go and Rob It!”The man with the
handlebar mustache said with his eyes wide open.



Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “What he meant was that he didn’t want

to exchange it with money, so he threw out an exaggerated figure.”

“A wise man.”The stall owner nodded and said.

The mustached man scratched his head and immediately took out the
Babe from his spatial artifact.

For a time, all kinds of spiritual artifacts appeared one after another.
What was surprising was that these spiritual artifacts were all
high-quality items.

Even the stall owner in front of him was stunned. He gulped and said,
“You… Where did you get so many spiritual artifacts?”

The mustached man waved his hand and said, “Aiya, don’t worry about it.
Just Pick one yourself.”

The stall owner didn’t stand on ceremony. He immediately began to pick
from the pile of spiritual artifacts.

A few minutes later, the stall owner picked up a bead and said, “This
one.”

The mustached man glanced at the bead and muttered, “You’re quite
picky. This is a Buddhist bead from the western regions. It contains a
trace of the power of Buddhism.”

“What? You Don’t agree? If you don’t agree, then forget it.”The stall
owner pretended to take the gourd back.

“Hey, Hey, Hey, who said I don’t agree?”The mustached man anxiously
stopped the stall owner.



The stall owner said with a smile, “Okay, then it’s settled. I…”

“A pile of worthless scrap metal. You have the nerve to take it out.”

Just as the two sides were about to reach an agreement, a voice suddenly
came from the side.

Turning his head, he saw a graceful young man standing by Qin Yu’s

side.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

That peak-stage martial marquis’internal Qi just now came from this

young man’s body.

And the two old men who followed him made it even more difficult to
see through his strength.

“Who are you talking about?”The mustached man said unhappily.

The young man said indifferently, “Put away your pile of scrap metal.
You’re embarrassing yourself.”

“Little Thing, you dare to say that this is scrap metal?”The mustached
man immediately became anxious. He rolled up his sleeves with a face
full of anger.

“How dare you speak to our young master like that? You’re courting

death!”

At this moment, the two old men beside the young man took a step
forward and shouted loudly.



His body emitted waves of powerful pressure, making it difficult for
people to breathe.

The mustached man’s expression changed, and he hurriedly hid behind
Qin Yu.

The young man glanced at the mustached man and said indifferently,
“Let me introduce myself. My name is Luo Yang. You can call me
young master Luo.”

“Luo Yang?”Hearing this title, the stall owner immediately stood up.

“So you are the son of the Pavilion Master of the pavilion of heavenly
secrets. Sorry for my disrespect!”The stall owner said respectfully.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Pavilion of Heavenly Secrets? What is this thing?

Luo Yang sized up the handlebar mustache and said, “You should have
heard of the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets, right?”

The handlebar mustache was obviously cowardly and hid behind qin yu
without saying a word.

The two old men beside Luo Yang looked at the mustache man coldly
and said, “How Dare You Insult Our Young Master? You deserve a

slap!”

After saying that, the two men strode forward and reached out to grab the
mustache man.

At this moment, Qin Yu reached out his hand and grabbed the arms of
the two men.



“Young Master Luo, right?”Qin Yu glanced at him.

Luo Yang Looked Qin Yu up and down and said, “What?”

Qin Yu said, “Everyone is here for the treasure. Since it’s for the treasure,
the one with the highest price will get it.. There’s no need to fight.”

Chapter 759: Chapter 759, Treasure Gourd

Qin Yu’s hand was tightly grasping the wrists of the two old men.

The internal Qi of both sides collided in the dark, causing the air to
explode.

Luo Yang glanced at Qin Yu and said indifferently, “It makes sense.”

Qin Yu released the two old men. The moment he released them, the two
men immediately said in a cold voice, “Kid, you have some strength.”

Qin Yu did not pay attention to these words. He looked at Luo Yang and
said, “Young Master Luo, since you said that my friend’s are all scrap
metal, then what treasure are you prepared to give out?”

Luo Yang snorted lightly. He stretched out his palm, and a treasure
instantly fell into his palm.

This treasure flickered with a strange light in his palm. The light was
quite dazzling, and for a moment, it was impossible to see what it was.

After ten seconds, the light gradually dimmed and revealed its true
appearance.

A dagger was placed in Luo Yang’s palm.



There were dragon patterns carved on the dagger. The dragon patterns
looked natural and obviously came from a master.

“Divine Dragon Blade?”The handlebar mustache seemed to have
knocked out this treasure.

Luo Yang smiled faintly and said, “Not bad, you know the Divine

Dragon Blade. It seems that you have some skills.”

The Mustache Man kept silent and stared at the Divine Dragon Blade.

A moment later, the mustache man frowned and said, “No, this dagger
looks like the Divine Dragon Blade, but it has flaws.”

He pointed at the dragon pattern on the dagger and said, “The real divine
dragon blade has dark red dragon patterns. It is said that it is made with
the blood of a saint, but this one is bright red.”

“If I’m not wrong, this divine dragon blade is a high-quality imitation,
right?”

Luo Yang frowned slightly and a trace of displeasure flashed across his
face.

A moment later, Luo Yang smiled faintly and said, “That’s right. This is
indeed a high-quality imitation. If it’s the real Divine Dragon Blade, do
you think I would be willing to exchange it for this broken gourd?”

Having said that, Luo Yang changed the topic and continued, “But even
if it’s a high-quality imitation, its power can not be underestimated.”

After he finished speaking, Luo Yang grabbed the divine dragon blade in
his hand and lightly waved it in front of him.



An extremely powerful light instantly surged out!

This powerful Qi path almost shattered the void!

That wall even left behind a trace!

Such power, even Qin Yu couldn’t help but be slightly stunned.

Just a mere imitation had such power. If it was an authentic one, how
much power would it display?

The stall vendor was even more stunned. He swallowed his saliva and
said, “Young master Luo, I’m willing to trade with you!”

A subtle smile flashed across Luo Yang’s face.

“Hold on.”At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly shouted.

Luo Yang frowned slightly and said unhappily, “What?”

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I have a treasure here too. You can take a
look.”

The vendor frowned as he looked at Qin Yu. His eyes were filled with
anticipation.

Qin Yu flipped his palm and a pill fell into his palm.

The pill was purple in color and had a hint of medicinal fragrance on it.

“What is this?”The vendor asked doubtfully.

Qin Yu said indifferently, “Purple Gold Pill.”



“Purple Gold Pill?”

Hearing this, everyone present could not help but exclaim!

Even Luo Yang could not help but be moved.

“Not bad.”Qin Yu nodded.

“This purple gold pill is personally refined by me.”

Luo Yang could not help but sneer, “You personally refined it? Do you

know that there are very few people in the world who can refine this
pill?”

“That’s right. According to what I know, other than the Pavilion Master
of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, there seems to be few people who can

refine this pill.”The elder beside Luo Yang also said.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “That’s right, but I’m an elder of the

Divine Alchemist Pavilion. It’s not difficult for me to refine this pill.”

“An elder of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion?”Luo Yang frowned slightly.

“Who exactly are you?”

“He is Qin Yu!”The mustached man hurriedly jumped out and said.

By now, this name had already spread throughout the world!

Even the stall owner had heard of Qin Yu’s great name!

“You are Qin Yu?”Luo Yang narrowed his eyes slightly.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “That’s right.”



After saying that, Qin Yu looked at the stall owner and said with a smile,
“I don’t need to say much about the use of this purple-gold pill. It should
be more valuable than the high-quality imitation of the Divine Dragon
Blade.”

The stall owner swallowed his saliva and kept nodding, “Yes, yes…”

“So What’s your choice?”Qin Yu asked directly.

The stall owner glanced at Luo Yang and then at Qin Yu.

Then, he gritted his teeth and said, “I choose the Purple Gold Pill!”

After saying that, he snatched the Purple Gold Pill.

Qin Yu smiled and nodded. He picked up the gourd from the ground and

said with a smile, “This gourd belongs to me.”

Luo Yang’s expression was a little ugly.

He looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “Qin Yu, you made enemies on all
sides. Haven’t you thought about the consequences?”

Qin Yu glanced at Luo Yang and said, “What do you mean, young
master Luo?”

Luo Yang snorted coldly and said, “You’ve already offended a lot of
people. Don’t tell me you want to add our pavilion of Heavenly
Secrets?”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said, “Young Master Luo, are you
threatening me?”

“You can understand it that way,”Luo Yang said coldly.



“If you’re willing to give me this gourd, I can pretend that what
happened today didn’t happen. Otherwise… you’ll bear the

consequences!”

Qin Yu’s expression gradually turned cold.

“I hate people who threaten me the most in my life. Luo Yang, if you can
represent the secret pavilion, then it seems that the secret pavilion isn’t
much,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“Okay!”Luo Yang closed the folding fan in his hand and said coldly,
“Let’s wait and see!”

After saying this, Luo Yang turned around and left.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with Luo Yang.

He gave him face and called him young master Luo.

If he didn’t give him face, he would be a dog.

After taking the gourd, Qin Yu and the Mustache Man left the stall.

“What’s the background of the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets?”Qin Yu
asked.

The Mustache Man said in a deep voice, “The pavilion of heavenly
secrets is similar to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, but the Divine
Alchemist pavilion refines medicine while the pavilion of heavenly
secrets refines weapons.”

“This Luo Yang’s father is a master refiner. At the same time, he is also
a top expert.”



“Refining weapons usually requires an extremely high cultivation level.
Therefore, a master refiner is a top expert.”

Qin Yu nodded slightly, but he didn’t really care in his heart.

In any case, he already had enough enemies. He didn’t need to worry
about one or two more.

He wasn’t afraid of being bitten by more lice.

After walking around, Qin Yu did not find any treasures that he wanted.

Therefore, the three of them left the place.

After returning to the Martial Arts Academy, Qin Yu took out the gourd.

“What is so mysterious about this gourd?”Qin Yu looked at the
handlebar mustache.

The handlebar mustache took the gourd and said in a low voice, “I don’t
know either.”

Then, he took out a bunch of talismans and stuck them on the gourd.

Then, the handlebar mustache pressed his palms together and muttered to
himself, as if he was casting some kind of spell.

After a few minutes, the gourd began to transform.

The cracked skin on it shattered!

A Ray of purple light shot into the sky!
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The purple light shot up into the sky and shattered the ceiling!

Qin Yu pulled Little Fish and hurriedly took a step back, afraid that he
would be accidentally injured!

The light lasted for more than ten minutes before it slowly disappeared
and returned to calm.

After the purple light fell, the gourd finally revealed its true appearance.

The gourd flickered with a faint purple light from top to bottom. It no
longer had its previous decadent appearance. Instead, it was replaced by
an indescribable demonic and holy aura.

“This is… a purple-gold gourd? !”The mustached man grabbed the
gourd and exclaimed in shock.

Qin Yu frowned and asked, “What is a purple-gold gourd?”

The mustached man glanced at Qin Yu and said, “A top-notch magic
artifact. Its power is unimaginable.”

“Magical Artifact?”Qin Yu scratched his head.

“Compared to the Divine Dragon Blade?”

The moustache man said in a deep voice, “Compared to the purple-gold
calabash, the divine dragon blade is not even worth mentioning.”

After saying that, the moustache man held the purple-gold calabash and
injected a wisp of Qi/spiritual energy into it to activate the magical
artifact.

In an instant, the purple-gold calabash erupted with a terrifying radiance!



This radiance could be said to be able to destroy Heaven and earth,
shaking the entire room!

The radiance shot into the distance, and then slowly disappeared.

Everything returned to calm once again.

The destructive power contained within this purple-gold calabash caused
people to tremble endlessly!

“What a powerful force,”Qin Yu exclaimed.

The mustached man glanced at Qin Yu and said, “This isn’t its most
terrifying aspect. The most terrifying aspect is that this purple-gold
calabash can display different powers according to the user’s strength.
There’s no upper limit.”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air.

No upper limit? This was too terrifying!

One had to know that no matter how good a magic artifact was, there was
a limit.

As the user’s strength increased, all the magic artifacts would slowly
become unworthy of mention.

Magic artifacts without a limit were extremely rare!

It was rare to see one in the entire world!

“I’ve struck it rich! I’ve struck it rich!”The moustache man said
excitedly.



At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly had an idea.

He looked at the mustache man and said, “Try attacking me with this
purple-gold gourd.”

The Mustache Man was stunned. He couldn’t believe his ears.

“What did you say?”The Mustache Man scratched his ears.

Qin Yu repeated, “Use it to attack me.”

“Are you crazy? The power of this purple-gold gourd is unimaginable.
You…”

“No worries.”Qin Yu waved his hand.

“I was just about to test the strength of my body. Feel free to do it.”

The Mustache Man was silent for a moment, then muttered, “You are
really a madman. You have to be careful.”

“Yes.”Qin Yu nodded.

He released his internal Qi, and golden light instantly rose.

The saintly being technique was unleashed to the extreme at this
moment!

This was a top-tier magic artifact, after all. Qin Yu didn’t dare to neglect
it, and the power of the Divine Dragon also appeared at this moment.

After making all the preparations, Qin Yu looked at the handlebar
mustache.

“Come.”Qin Yu’s eyes revealed his determination.



“Okay.”The handlebar mustache didn’t say anything more.

He urged the purple-gold calabash and aimed it at Qin Yu.

With the injection of Qi/spiritual energy, the purple-gold calabash
flickered with light again.

That destructive power spread throughout the entire mansion!

“It’s coming!”The mustached man roared, and the purple-gold calabash
in his hand immediately shot out waves of terrifying light!

“Ah! !”

Qin Yu roared angrily. He clenched his fist and punched out!

“Boom!”

This was a terrifying collision! The entire ground collapsed in an instant!

Even the residence rumbled and collapsed in an instant!

Yan Jinyao’s residence next door was also not spared from the disaster
and instantly turned into ruins!

“What’s going on?”Yan Jinyao’s expression changed and he hurriedly
rushed into the sky.

At a glance, he could only see that the golden power and the purple
radiance were colliding!

The entire surroundings were covered by dust, and he could only see two
dazzling rays of light!



Yan Jinyao frowned slightly, his eyes fixed on this scene.

“What exactly is this Qin Yu doing?”Yan Jinyao muttered in a low
voice.

“Boom!”

Another explosion sounded!

The two lights were canceled out at this moment!

Qin Yu’s body instantly shot out explosively, flying horizontally.

He even spat out a mouthful of blood!

“Qin Yu!”

The mustached man and Little Fish hurriedly chased after him.

Qin Yu wiped the blood at the corner of his mouth and said in a low
voice, “What a terrifying power.”

“Are You… Alright?”The mustached man asked with a frown.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “I’m fine. It’s just a small injury. This
purple-gold calabash is really terrifying.”

“Your physical body is even more terrifying,”the mustached man
muttered.

“I’ve never heard of anyone who could resist the purple-gold gourd with
their physical body without dying.”

Qin Yu rubbed his fist and smiled, “It’s alright.”



Qin Yu was quite satisfied with the strength of his body.

With his current body, no one below the martial saint level could

compare to him.

“I’ll give this purple-gold gourd to you,”Qin Yu said.

The mustached man was stunned. He said in surprise, “Really?”

“Of course,”Qin Yu said with a smile.

“You’ve helped me a lot. Moreover, you said that this purple-gold
calabash is summoning you.”

The mustached man didn’t know what to say for a moment.

He knew what a purple-gold pill meant.

Moreover, to the mustached man, he had a purpose to get close to Qin
Yu.

But he didn’t expect that Qin Yu would be so generous. He gave up a
purple-gold pill for him and even offended the young master of the

Heaven’s Secret Pavilion.

He put away the purple-gold gourd and said with a smile, “This
venerable one owes you a favor.”

Just as the two of them were thanking each other, Yan Jinyao walked
over.

He sized up Qin Yu and said, “Qin Yu, what kind of spell are you
researching? Why? Are you planning to use this spell to deal with little

black?”



“It’s none of your business.”Qin Yu rolled his eyes.

“You shattered our mansion, and you still say it’s none of our
business?”The disciple beside Yan Jinyao shouted.

“Qin Yu! You better think of how to compensate us. Otherwise, we
won’t forgive you!”The disciple shouted.

Qin Yu glanced at him and slapped him.

The huge force directly made the disciple’s mouth full of blood, and his
body flew out.

“Your master didn’t say anything. What’s Your Name?”Qin Yu said
coldly.

“You can’t spare me? You Dare to Talk Big?”

The Disciple’s expression changed. He opened his mouth, wanting to say
something, but found that his jaw had been broken, and he couldn’t say a
word.

Yan Jinyao’s expression was extremely ugly.

In front of so many people, his own people had been beaten up. He
would definitely not take this lying down.

Yan Jinyao narrowed his eyes and said, “Qin Yu, it doesn’t make sense
for you to hit my man like that, right?”

Qin Yu smiled faintly and said, “Your man doesn’t know etiquette. I’ll
teach him a lesson for you. There’s no need to be polite.”



Yan Jinyao’s face was extremely gloomy. He took a deep breath and
suddenly slapped Xiao Yu!

Chapter 761: Chapter 761, on the eve of the great battle

Yan Jinyao’s palm struck fiercely at little fish.

Qin Yu had long realized that Yan Jinyao would do this, so he had long
been prepared.

Just as Yan Jinyao’s palm was about to Touch Qin Yu, Qin Yu strode
forward and raised his hand to block him.

However, Yan Jinyao took a step further. He raised his other palm in

advance to meet Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed!

He never expected that Yan Jinyao had actually prepared a response in
advance!

That palm struck towards Little Yu.

Little Yu, who had just entered the martial marquis realm, could not
avoid it at all!

“Little Yu!”Qin Yu shouted in shock!

That palm ruthlessly struck towards Little Yu’s body.

Just as the palm was about to touch little Yu, her body suddenly
exploded with a burst of bright light!



The light suddenly appeared, and a terrifying power instantly poured out.

“Boom!”

The enormous power instantly sent Yan Jinyao flying!

His body staggered back more than ten steps before he stabilized his
body, and a sweet feeling surged up from his chest.

Everyone present was stunned.

Even Qin Yu was dumbstruck.

He hurriedly walked to Little Fish’s side and asked worriedly, “Little
Fish, are you okay?”

Xiao Yu shook his head, indicating that he was fine.

“Protective Dharma Treasure?”Yan Jinyao thought that Xiao Yu had a
protective dharma treasure on him.

He looked at Qin Yu coldly and said through gritted teeth, “Qin Yu, I
will remember this slap.”

After saying this, Yan Jinyao turned his head and left quickly.

It was not until he reached a place where no one was around that Yan
Jinyao spat out a mouthful of blood!

“How did this happen…”Yan Jinyao’s face was a little pale.

This attack seemed to have injured him internally.

…



“Little Yu, how did you do that just now?”Qin Yu asked in surprise.

Little Yu shook his head and said, “I didn’t do anything.”

Qin Yu immediately fell into silence.

He subconsciously looked at the Mustache Man.

“Have you grown to such a stage?”The Mustache Man muttered in a low
voice.

Qin Yu pulled the Mustache Man and walked to the side.

“What’s going on? What’s that light on Xiao Yu’s body?”Qin Yu asked.

The Mustache Man touched his chin and said, “You should have guessed
it. Why are you asking me?”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “Is it related to the masked woman?”

“Yes.”The Mustache Man nodded.

“But… didn’t you say that the masked woman has been reborn many
times, but the chances of her growing up are very low?”Qin Yu was a
little puzzled.

The mustached man nodded and said, “That’s right. This is definitely not
her first reincarnation, but there aren’t many records about her in history,
so this is enough to prove that she has grown up very few times.”

“But now… it can only be said that she has grown to the stage where she
has the consciousness to protect herself.”

At this point, the mustached man couldn’t help but sigh.



“I’m afraid that another devil will appear in this world. When that time

comes, it will definitely be a disaster,”the mustached man muttered
softly.

Seeing the handlebar mustache’s expression, Qin Yu was also a little
worried.

He did not understand the masked woman, but from the various signs on

Xiao Yu’s body, he knew that this masked woman was definitely not a

good person.

“I have to go to the scripture depository as soon as possible,”Qin Yu
thought to himself.

…

There was only a short day left before he had to fight with little black.

For the rest of the time, Qin Yu did not leave his house.

Because his residence had been destroyed, Qin Yu could only
temporarily stay in the mansion with the handlebar moustache.

At this moment, in a secret realm of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.

A Ray of light flashed, and then two figures walked out of the light.

These two were none other than Granny Qin and Blacky.

Blacky’s body was exuding a simple internal Qi. This internal Qi carried
a strong sense of oppression.

Granny Qin looked at Blackie and asked, “Blackie, How Do You Feel

Now?”



Blackie replied in a deep voice, “With your help, I have absolute
confidence in killing Qin Yu.”

Granny Qin nodded slightly and smiled kindly, “That’s good. Blackie,
remember to kill Qin Yu no matter what. Don’t hold back.”

Blackie bowed slightly and said, “Granny Qin, don’t worry.”

At this point, Granny Qin reminded, “Also, unless it’s absolutely
necessary, try not to use their power.”

Blackie looked at Granny Qin, deep in thought.

Granny Qin explained, “Blackie, in their eyes, you may be just a tool, a
chess piece. So I can’t guarantee that if you use their power, there will be
no side effects.”

“But in my eyes, you are my child. I won’t allow any mishaps to happen

to you.”Granny Qin’s eyes were rarely filled with kindness.

Blackie nodded and said, “Granny Qin, I understand.”

Then, the two returned to the martial arts academy.

At night.

Qin Yu’s cultivation was finally over.

He stood up from the ground and said in a low voice, “There shouldn’t be
any problems.”

The mustached man came over and said, “Qin Yu, how about… I lend

you the purple-gold Calabash First?”



Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “No need.”

“So Confident?”The mustached man looked a little surprised.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “It’s not confidence. The rules are in
their hands. No one knows if they will allow the use of magic artifacts.”

“Moreover… this purple-gold calabash is so precious. Once it appears, I
can’t guarantee that they won’t snatch it away.”

The Mustache Man seemed to think that it made sense.

He nodded and said, “Then you be careful.”

Qin Yu grunted and didn’t say anything more.

Just as Qin Yu was about to go to sleep, several figures suddenly
appeared at the door.

These people were none other than Yan Jinyao and his disciples.

The few of them stood at the door and quietly looked at Qin Yu.

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He walked forward and said, “Yan Jinyao?
What are you doing here?”

Yan Jinyao said indifferently, “Qin Yu, the world has been talking about
who is stronger and who is weaker between you and me. I think this
matter should be settled.”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes slightly and sneered, “Why? Do you want to

fight with me?”

“No.”Yan Jinyao shook his head.



“Your current opponent is little black. I Won’t take advantage of him.”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “Oh? Then what do you mean?”

Yan Jinyao said, “I’ll send my disciple to fight.”

Hearing that, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer, “Yan Jinyao, are you
crazy?”

Yan jinyao sneered, “Outsiders say that you and I are equal, but in my
eyes, you are Bullsh * T. you are only worthy to fight with my disciple.”

Hearing Yan Jinyao’s words, Qin Yu could not help but snicker, “Yan
Jinyao, if you really want to compete with me, after I kill little black, I
will accompany you.”

“No, no, no. You win against my disciple, then you are qualified to fight
with me.”Yan Jinyao sneered.

“Oh, by the way, let me tell you in advance. If You Die Tomorrow,
everyone will be safe and sound.”

“If You Are Alive Tomorrow, my disciple will immediately challenge
you.. Whether you accept or not, it’s up to you.”

Chapter 762: Chapter 762, Qin Yu VS Blackie

Yan Jinyao’s face was filled with provocation and schadenfreude.

Seeing his expression, Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh. “Yan Jinyao, I
remember the first time I met you. You were a handsome young master
with a gentlemanly face.”



“At that time, I thought that you were worthy of being the crown prince
of the Yan family.”

“But now it seems that you are both sinister and wretched.”

Qin Yu shook his head helplessly, disappointment written all over his
face.

Yan Jinyao’s eyes narrowed slightly. He snorted coldly and said, “I don’t
need you to determine how I am. But whether you can survive tomorrow
is hard to say.”

After saying this, Yan Jinyao turned his head and left.

Qin Yu could not be bothered to lower himself to Yan Jinyao’s level.

His motive was impure. He said that he wanted his disciple to challenge
Qin Yu, but he just wanted to take advantage of the situation.

If he fought with little black, regardless of the outcome, Qin Yu would
definitely be injured.

At that time, Qin Yu might not be a match for Yan Jinyao’s disciple.

“This Yan Jinyao is really cunning!”The mustached man couldn’t help
but curse.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “No worries.”

…

The next day.

Before Qin Yu woke up, there were two people waiting at the door.



After seeing Qin Yu, the two people strode over.

“Granny Qin told us to tell you that she will wait for you at Qinggang
Mountain,”the two people said.

After saying that, they turned around and left without turning back.

Qin Yu touched his chin and said in a low voice, “Qinggang Mountain…
is a good place to bury people.”

After going back and making some simple preparations, Qin Yu rushed
to Qinggang Mountain with little fish and the handlebar moustache.

At this moment, the vicinity of Qinggang Mountain was already filled
with people.

These people came from all over the world. They had all heard the news
and came to watch the battle.

As for the people from the martial arts academy, they had already
gathered here early on, waiting for this long-drawn-out battle.

In the crowd.

A young man’s face was full of anger. Looking at the scene in front of
him, he could not help but clench his fists.

This young man was none other than Han Wei.

“How did he get to where he is today…”Han Wei clenched his teeth.

Unknowingly, he had completely distanced himself from Qin Yu.



“Young Master Han, there’s no need to be angry. People like Qin Yu
will appear every once in a while, but most of them won’t have a good

ending,”the attendant at the side comforted him.

Han Wei didn’t say anything, but he was extremely angry in his heart.

Ever since he lost to Qin Yu, Han Wei hadn’t been able to recover.

Even though he cultivated with all his might, his speed was extremely
slow.

He, who was once in the top ten of the rankings, had long disappeared.

“Look, Little Black has appeared!”At this moment, someone in the crowd
suddenly exclaimed.

Looking over, he saw little black standing on the peak of Mount

Qinggang.

He was dressed in black, and his clothes fluttered in the breeze.

“What a powerful aura!”

Even though they were far away, there were still people who were
inexplicably bragging.

“TSK TSK, you really know how to lick. You can feel the aura of a
chicken feather from so far away,”someone sneered.

“You don’t understand. The Aura that he gives off goes straight to the
bottom of his heart.”

“Go ahead and brag. If You Brag well, maybe you’ll be rewarded with a
bone.”



“Is it enough to scold who?”

“I know who to scold!”

Before Qin Yu and Blacky could fight, the spectators below started

arguing.

“Qin Yu is here!”

At this moment, someone shouted and everyone immediately looked
over.

They saw Qin Yu, handlebar mustache, and little fish getting out of a
taxi.

Compared to little black’s “Posturing”at the top of the mountain, Qin Yu
looked much more down-to-earth.

He was wearing an ordinary sportswear and did not look like a top-notch
person.

“Look, compared to little black, isn’t Qin Yu’s aura far inferior?”

“Bullsh * t, your imposing manner is just to see through his clothes?”

“If you don’t know how to speak, then close your anus!”

“Little Black is much more handsome than that Qin Yu. Little Black will
definitely win!”

“NT, looks determine the outcome?”

“Looks are justice!”



The crowd seemed to be divided into two factions.

Those who supported little black and those who supported Qin Yu, the
two factions were in a heated argument.

“There are so many people.”Looking at the Sea of people in front of him,
Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

Obviously, Granny Qin had spread the news on purpose.

Her purpose was to let more people come to watch.

“It seems that Granny Qin is quite confident.”Qin Yu narrowed his eyes.

It seemed that little black really had some extraordinary trump card.

“You’re finally here.”

At this moment, Granny Qin walked over to Qin Yu.

Qin Yu glanced at her and sneered, “Old Bastard, if I didn’t come, how
would I Kill Your Babe?”

“Little Bastard, how dare you say such arrogant words when you’re about

to die!”Granny Qin’s old face was full of anger.

Qin Yu sneered, “Let it jump down from the mountain. Why Don’t you

stand there and pose?”

Granny Qin glanced at Little Black on the mountain top and said with a
faint smile, “Little Black is destined to stand on the mountain top, and
you are his stepping stone!”

“Is that so?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.



He clenched his hand and a golden light appeared!

Then, Qin Yu suddenly threw a punch in Blackie’s direction!

The terrifying golden light instantly covered the sky and the earth!

“It’s time to make a move!”Someone shouted excitedly!

“Boom!”

The golden light fiercely smashed onto the peak of the mountain!

“Rumble…”

The huge force directly shattered the peak of the mountain!

Blackie also jumped down.

“Old Bastard, it seems that the mountain peak you mentioned is
extremely fragile,”Qin Yu mocked.

Granny Qin gritted her teeth. She knew that she wouldn’t be able to gain

any advantage, so she didn’t say anything more.

“Qin Yu! I have been waiting for you for a long time!”At this moment,
little black suddenly shouted!

This voice contained inner strength, and it rolled over, causing eardrums
to hurt.

Qin Yu looked at little black coldly, and then walked towards little black.

“Qin Yu, you… be careful.”Little Yu pulled Qin Yu and said softly.



Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t worry. Killing him is like squashing an

ant.”

After saying this, Qin Yu’s feet shook, and his body rose into the air.

In almost an instant, Qin Yu arrived in front of little black.

Their eyes met, and there was only a distance of less than ten meters
between the two of them.

Although neither of them made a move, their internal Qi was colliding in
the dark.

Crack

The ground under their feet seemed to be unable to withstand it anymore,
and at this moment, dense cracks appeared!

A gust of Whirlwind suddenly rose between the two of them!

“I’ve finally waited for this day,”Blackie said with a cold face.

Qin Yu sneered, “I admire your spirit of facing death with ease.”

“You talk too much nonsense!”Blackie shouted. His body shook and his
black robe was instantly shattered!

Then, Blackie’s dark fist directly smashed towards Qin Yu!

Chapter 763: Chapter 763, one punch!

A powerful force, accompanied by gusts of wind, smashed towards Qin
Yu!



Wherever it passed, trees were broken, and mountain rocks were
destroyed!

Even from a great distance, one could still feel that terrifying internal Qi!

“What… What a powerful force…”someone exclaimed in shock.

Han Wei’s face instantly turned pale!

This force was too tyrannical!

“Just raising his hand is already so powerful…”Han Wei muttered in a
low voice.

“Boom!”

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly stretched out his hand and grabbed
Blackie’s fist!

The terrifying qi flame that erupted from Blackie’s body suddenly
disappeared at this moment!

The surroundings also instantly became calm.

The Qi force on his fist seemed to have been suppressed by Qin Yu.

“How… how is this possible!”Han Wei’s eyes widened when he saw

this!

Blackie’s terrifying punch was actually easily neutralized?

Was the current Qin Yu already at such a level?

“How could this be…”Han Wei wanted to die.



He knew that there was a gap between him and Qin Yu, but he did not
expect the gap to be this big!

“Just this little bit of strength?”Qin Yu looked coldly at little black in
front of him. The golden light on his body was appearing bit by bit!

Little Black said that things were not good. He quickly broke free from
Qin Yu’s palm and immediately shot backward!

In just one move, both sides seemed to have tested out the depth of each
other.

Little Black looked coldly in Qin Yu’s direction, and his eyes narrowed
slightly.

The atmosphere instantly froze, to the extreme.

Everyone held their breaths, not daring to breathe loudly.

“Qin Yu, you have indeed surprised me,”Blackie said coldly.

“Is that so? You have disappointed me,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile.

A dark light flashed in Blackie’s eyes. Then, the Black Qi force on his
body began to erupt bit by bit.

“Qin Yu, today is the Day You Die!”

With Blackie’s furious roar, his body turned into a ray of black light and
rushed toward Qin Yu!

His fist carried waves of sharp energy and rushed toward Qin Yu like a
storm!



Qin Yu’s body was as light as a swallow. With his hands behind his back,
he relied on his extreme speed to dodge every punch.

“SWISH SWISH SWISH!”

In the blink of an eye, Blackie had already thrown out hundreds of
punches!

Just the residual power alone had already smashed the ground into
thousands of holes. It was enough to witness his strength!

However, no matter how strong the fist was, it could not touch a corner
of Qin Yu’s clothes!

After thousands of punches, Blackie could not help but gasp for breath.

“What, you only know how to Dodge?”Blackie said coldly.

Qin Yu mocked, “Who can be blamed for your slow speed?”

Blackie shouted angrily, “If you are a man, then fight openly!”

After saying that, Blackie once again shot towards Qin Yu!

His body emitted rays of black light. This light blotted out the sky and
the Sun, as if it contained a mysterious and unfathomable power!

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and sneered, “Fine, then I will satisfy you!”

Qin Yu clenched his fist and leaned back slightly.

In the next second, Qin Yu suddenly threw a punch!

“Clang!”



A crisp sound entered everyone’s ears!

Qin Yu’s seemingly plain and unadorned fist directly smashed the
speeding Blackie away!

Everyone only saw a black figure shooting toward Qin Yu and flying
back in the next second!

Blackie’s body was like a cannonball, shooting backwards and smashing
countless mountains!

“Boom, Boom, Boom!”The sound of countless rocks rolling down from
the top of the mountain could be heard!

After smashing countless rocks, Blackie barely managed to stabilize his
body.

For a moment, the scene was extremely quiet, and one could even hear
the sound of breathing.

“One… One Punch?”

“Just one punch, and he sent Blackie flying…”

“No… as expected of Qin Yu, he always surprises people…”

Granny Qin’s expression was also abnormally ugly.

Her wrinkled face kept shaking, and an eerie internal Qi filled her body.

“AH…”

At this moment, Blackie pushed aside the ruins and crawled out.



He looked at Qin Yu coldly, and a serious expression flashed across his
face.

This punch seemed to have shattered his bones.

“What a terrifying power.”Blackie frowned slightly.

“If I didn’t have the body of the heaven-swallowing python, this punch
would have smashed me into meat paste.”

Blackie took a deep breath. He shattered the mountain rocks and looked
at Qin Yu again.

“Qin Yu, you are really a surprising guy.”Blackie opened his mouth and
stuck out his tongue like a tongue.

“But unfortunately, no matter how strong you are, you are only a
mortal!”

As he spoke, Blackie clenched his fists and his back was slightly hunched,
as if he was erupting with some kind of powerful force!

Internal Qi surged out with Blackie as the center!

See small black body, send out a black arc, this arc slightly shake, after a
while, with a very fast speed to spread out in all directions!

“Ah! ! !”

He clenched his fists and raised his head to ROAR!

Internal Qi of terror gushed out and swept up the whole Qinggang
Mountain!



For a time, people only feel chest stuffy, and even some people on the
spot were shocked to spit blood!

“What a terrifying power!”

“Is this Blackie’s full strength?”

“As expected of the person who fought with Jiang He!”

Even Yan Jinyao frowned slightly, as if he was shocked by Blackie’s
power.

That power erupted for a long time and reverberated throughout the entire
mountain.

“Qin Yu, are you afraid?”Blackie stretched out his finger and pointed at
Qin Yu.

Qin Yu squinted his eyes and said, “Not bad power, but in my opinion,
it’s just so-so.”

Blackie sneered and said, “You’re talking nonsense! I’m afraid you

haven’t seen the power of a martial marquis at his peak.”

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “So this is your peak. I thought you
were hiding your strength.”

A hint of displeasure flashed across Blackie’s face.

He snorted, “You’re really boastful. I hope you can still be so arrogant
later!”

Qin Yu sneered, “If you have any moves, just use them. Stop talking
nonsense.”



Blackie did not say anything more. He raised his palm, and streams of
internal Qi flowed along his arm and gathered on his palm.

“Boom!”

After a loud sound, Blackie’s clothes were instantly shattered, revealing
his dark and somewhat slippery skin!

This slightly strange skin was shining with a dazzling light under the
sunlight!

And that power was still gathering towards his palm.

With a glance, he saw that his palm was wrapped by a black qi force.

Blackie coldly glanced at Qin Yu, then suddenly clenched his fist!

In an instant, the wind and clouds surged, and the sky and earth changed
color!

Gusts of violent winds exploded, and a terrifying aura came from all

directions!

“Pu”

Some people could not withstand this power and knelt on the ground on
the spot!

Some people were even directly crushed into meat paste!

“What… What a terrifying power…”

“What kind of move is this… just the internal Qi alone is enough to make
our bodies tremble…”



Even Yan Jinyao and the others seemed to feel a little uncomfortable.

“Good, that’s it. Kill him!”Granny Qin shouted excitedly. She seemed to
be very confident in this move!

Blackie looked down from above, looking down on the world.

His black pupils emitted waves of strange internal Qi.

“Qin Yu, it’s time to end this,”little black said coldly.

Before he finished speaking, he shot towards Qin Yu again!

The crackling sound was incessant, and that terrifying power was about
to tear apart the void!

“Go to hell!”Little Black roared again and again!

That Black and resplendent power was about to explode in front of Qin
Yu!

“Boom!”

Right at this moment, Qin Yu made his move.

He used the same trick again. He clenched his fist and a golden light
appeared, heading towards Blackie.

In the next second, Blackie and the Black Energy on his body were sent
flying once again.

Chapter 764: Chapter 764, the power of a martial saint?



All of Blackie’s power instantly crumbled and disintegrated.

Under this punch, a golden light instantly erupted.

Blackie’s figure shot out once again. This time, it directly smashed a
mountain into pieces, and its entire body was pressed under the mountain
rocks!

Everyone couldn’t help but widen their eyes!

Little Black’s incomparably dazzling light was actually neutralized by a
single punch?

“So… so terrifying…”

“This Qin Yu is already so tyrannical to such an extent. With just a single

punch, he neutralized Little Black’s killing move and even sent him
flying…”

Not far away, the young masters of the aristocratic families could not
help but be secretly speechless.

“This Qin Yu’s growth speed is a little too fast.”Zhuang Teng sighed.

“Yeah, if it was you or me, we wouldn’t be able to escape death from
Xiao Hei’s punch just now. However, Qin Yu actually resolved it so
easily.”Chu Heng also sighed.

Even Yan Jinyao’s face flashed with a trace of solemnity.

He never expected that Qin Yu would almost take Xiao Hei’s life with
just two punches!

“Xiao Hei!”



Granny Qin let out a mournful roar. Her aged figure suddenly shot
towards Xiao Hei!

At this moment, the mountain rocks were suddenly turned into ruins.
Blackie stood up once again!

“Ah! ! !”

Blackie’s body was covered in blood. He raised his head and roared. His
eyes were wide open as anger filled his entire face.

“Qin Yu… You Damn Bastard!”Blackie roared angrily. A terrifying

airwave swept out in all directions.

Qin Yu’s feet lightly shook, and his body rose into the air.

He looked at Blacky coldly and said, “It’s already not bad that you were
able to survive this punch. The body of the heaven swallowing Python is
indeed worthy of its reputation.”

This praise made Blacky feel extremely humiliated!

As a peak Earth rank demonic beast, its body could be said to be
unparalleled in the world! Even among demonic beasts, it was at the
peak!

But now, facing Qin Yu, it actually couldn’t gain any benefits!

“Qin Yu, I want to kill you, I must kill you!”Blacky’s mournful voice
kept coming out.

Qin Yu sneered, “I’m afraid you won’t have the chance.”



Waves of golden light burst out from Qin Yu’s body as the absolute
beginning holy fist slowly condensed.

His fist was like a round sun, incomparably dazzling.

Accompanied by Qin Yu’s furious roar, the Golden Light poured out
towards Blacky!

This punch could be said to be extremely powerful!

The entire ground instantly collapsed, sand and stones flew everywhere,
and the sky turned dark!

“Little Black!”Granny Qin immediately became anxious!

She suddenly stood up, and had the intention to attack!

At this moment, Little Black’s body suddenly emitted a strange light.

This light contained a strange aura, and waves of internal Qi spread out.

Then, little black rose up from the ground. He stretched out his palm and

slapped at Qin Yu.

“Boom!”

At the moment of the collision, the entire ground rumbled!

The golden light that Qin Yu exploded with was actually dispersed in an
instant!

Qin Yu’s eyes narrowed, and he could not help but frown.



“This is the power brought from the Mystic Realm?”Qin Yu thought in
his heart.

He looked up and saw that Blackie was emitting a power that didn’t
belong to him.

This power couldn’t be said to be strong, but it was extremely strange.

It was like a power that had been passed down for thousands of years.

The wounds on Blackie’s body were slowly recovering.

Spots appeared one after another on his dark skin.

“What happened?”Everyone felt puzzled for a moment.

Although they couldn’t see what exactly happened to Blacky, they could
feel the abnormality on his body.

Even the handlebar mustache couldn’t help but frown.

“This power isn’t right. It doesn’t belong to the heaven-devouring
Python,”the handlebar mustache said with a frown.

“What do you mean?”Little Fish frowned slightly.

The handlebar mustache shook his head and didn’t explain.

“In the end, I still used this power.”Granny Qin could not help but sigh.

This power was mysterious and unpredictable, and it came from the eight

high-level officials.

However, no one knew what kind of side effects it would bring.



On the Qinggang Mountain that was already in the ruins of Huawei, two
figures were looking at each other.

“Qin Yu, are you afraid?”Xiao Hei asked coldly.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said, “Afraid? It’s just an Act!”

After saying that, Qin Yu’s body shot towards Blackie!

Blackie did not Dodge and raised his fist to meet it head on!

“Boom!”

A loud sound was heard and Qin Yu’s body was directly smashed into
the ground!

For a moment, everyone was dumbfounded.

Just now, Blackie was still being beaten up. In such a short period of
time, why did it seem like he had changed his identity?

In midair, Blackie looked coldly in Qin Yu’s direction. He placed his
hands behind his back and waited quietly for Qin Yu.

Qin Yu crawled out of the pit.

He rubbed his neck and shook his arms.

“What a terrifying power,”Qin Yu muttered softly as he shook his wrists.

The punch just now seemed weak and powerless, but the moment it
touched, it was as if a bomb had exploded. It was extremely powerful.

“What’s going on with this power on his body…”Qin Yu frowned.



He took a deep breath, and his body burned with golden light again. The
mark of the power of the divine dragon lit up between his brows.

“The power of the divine dragon is no longer of use to me.”Blacky’s eyes
were filled with indifference.

Qin Yu didn’t say a word. He took a deep breath and rushed toward
Blacky with big steps.

The Golden Fist arrived in front of Blackie in an instant.

However, Blackie’s figure disappeared in an instant. Its speed was so fast
that it was almost impossible to see with the naked eye!

“Huh? This is… the wind word formula?”Qin Yu’s expression changed
slightly.

Before Qin Yu could react, Blackie appeared in the sky above Qin Yu!

He closed his fists and smashed them fiercely towards Qin Yu!

“Boom!”

Under this tremendous force, Qin Yu’s bones were instantly broken and
his body shot towards the ground!

However, before Qin Yu could land on the ground, Blacky’s figure had
already arrived below Qin Yu!

He reached out his hand and grabbed Qin Yu’s thigh and neck, and then
his knee firmly landed on Qin Yu’s lower abdomen!

“Wah!”



Qin Yu suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood! The veins on his forehead
bulged like a dragon!

“Is that all you’ve Got?”Blackie grabbed Qin Yu with one hand and
threw a punch at his chest!

“PFFT!”

The punch was so powerful that it shattered Qin Yu’s chest!

“Where’s your confidence from just now?”Blackie said coldly.

Qin Yu’s face was extremely pale, and his internal Qi was somewhat
dispirited.

“This power… What’s going on…”Qin Yu roared in his heart!

This was the first time Qin Yu felt an impenetrable and incomparably
powerful power!

“That’s not right. There’s something wrong with Blacky’s power,”the
mustached man said with a serious expression.

“This power…. is most likely from a martial saint!”

Chapter 765: Chapter 765, the mountain and water painting of

the masked woman

“It’s from a martial saint?”Xiao Yu’s expression changed slightly. The
surrounding people also looked at the handlebar mustache.

The handlebar mustache said with a gloomy face, “That’s right. This
power definitely comes from a martial saint.”



“In other words, Xiao Hei is using the power of a martial
saint?”Someone asked.

The man with a handlebar mustache frowned and said, “You can say that,
but compared to a real martial saint, the strength that little black can
display is far inferior.”

“Even if the strength that little black can display is not comparable to a
real martial saint, it is definitely not comparable to a martial marquis.”At
this moment, someone from the side walked forward and said.

“Yes, I have also heard of it. It is said that hundreds of martial marquises
once planned to besiege a martial saint, but in the end, they all died at the
hands of that martial saint.”

“If that’s the case, I’m Afraid Qin Yu will be in trouble.”

“This little black is, after all, a member of the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association. They will certainly use unimaginable methods.”

For a moment, a trace of solemnity appeared on everyone’s faces.

“Even if little black wins, it will not be an honorable victory. Even if Qin
Yu loses, it will still be an honorable defeat,”someone said coldly.

In front of them, Qin Yu was lifted into the air by little black.

His black palm grabbed Qin Yu’s head. The immense force made Qin Yu
feel unbearable pain.

“What’s wrong? Qin Yu, Where’s Your Ability?”Little Black said
sarcastically.

“Is that all? So that’s all you have?”



Blood dripped from the corner of Qin Yu’s mouth. He was seriously
injured.

He tried to break free, but he found that Little Black’s strength was
extremely great. He could not break free at all.

“Blacky, kill him quickly!”Granny Qin shouted.

She knew that there were too many possibilities hidden in Qin Yu’s
body.

Blacky glanced at Granny Qin, then sneered, “Qin Yu, did you hear that?
Granny Qin asked me to kill you.”

“To be able to make Granny Qin Miss You So Much, you’re considered
very successful.”

As he spoke, Blacky’s hand that was grabbing Qin Yu’s head kept
increasing its strength.

“Ah! !”

The excruciating pain immediately caused Qin Yu to howl in pain.

He felt as if his skull was about to be crushed, and even his spiritual
sense was trembling slightly.

“Five Mountains of Honor Mountain!”

Right at this moment, Qin Yu suddenly let out a loud roar and took out
his magic weapon!

The Five Mountains of Honor Mountain instantly smashed towards
Blacky!



Blacky snorted coldly. He raised his left hand to receive it, but he
realized that the five mountains of Honor Mountain was incomparably
heavy and could not be stopped at all!

Helpless, Blackie had no choice but to throw Qin Yu aside and shoot into

the distance!

Qin Yu, who had been freed, did not dare to be negligent. He took this
opportunity to retreat quickly.

At the same time, a few pill pills appeared in his hand and he stuffed

them into his mouth.

As the pill entered his stomach, Qin Yu’s injuries instantly became much
better.

“Qin Yu! Don’t fight with him anymore. His strength comes from a

martial saint. He is definitely not someone you can compare to!”The
mustached man roared.

Qin Yu glanced at the mustached man and could not help but clench his
teeth.

“The power of a martial saint… NoWonder.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

“Qin Yu, run quickly! This little black is playing tricks!”The mustached
man roared.

“Noisy thing!”

At this moment, Granny Qin suddenly stretched out her palm and slapped

the mustached man.



The mustached man hurriedly pulled little fish and ran hundreds of
meters away.

“Little Bastard, you’d better shut your mouth. Otherwise, I don’t mind
killing you first,”Granny Qin said darkly.

On the mountain.

Qin Yu clenched his teeth.

This was his only chance to find Yan Ruoxue. If he gave up now, he did
not know when he would have the chance next time.

“The power of a martial saint… I want to try it too.”Qin Yu took a deep
breath.

He clenched his fists and Golden Light appeared once again.

Then, Qin Yu held the absolute beginning holy fist in his hand and
charged towards little black again!

This time, little black did not move and allowed Qin Yu’s absolute
beginning Holy Fist to land on his body.

“Clang!”

The loud collision sound was immediately deafening!

Qin Yu’s figure was even forced back a few steps!

On the other hand, Little Black’s dark skin was still incomparably
smooth and was not affected at all.

“It can’t break through the defense…”Qin Yu frowned.



Seeing this, Blackie couldn’t help but burst into laughter.

“Is this your power? Ridiculous, ridiculous!”Blackie roared crazily!

Qin Yu’s face was cold. With a shake of his palm, he held the bronze
sword in his hand.

This bronze sword could even leave a mark on the gate of the immortal
slaying sect. Blackie’s physical body was nothing to him.

“Blacky, this sword is not ordinary. You have to be careful!”Granny Qin
shouted.

Blacky was like a mother’s boy. He listened to Granny Qin’s words.

Therefore, he immediately looked at Qin Yu, adjusted his internal Qi,
and put on a solemn expression.

Qin Yu gritted his teeth. He held the bronze sword with both hands, and
his spiritual power surged into the sword.

Rays of dazzling light began to surge on the bronze sword, and a
terrifying aura spread out in an instant.

“Absolute beginning nine slashes, third slashes!”Qin Yu raised his hand
and made the third slashes!

He knew very well that the first two slashes definitely wouldn’t be able to
hurt Blacky!

The sky-reaching sword light instantly appeared!

A terrifying aura spread throughout the mountain stream!



“Ah!”

Qin Yu let out an angry roar as the bronze sword in his hand ruthlessly
slashed towards little black!

Little Black did not dare to be negligent. With a loud roar, he raised both
of his fists at the same time and faced the sword light head-on!

“Boom!”

The terrifying internal Qi collided and sent the surrounding onlookers
flying!

Even the young masters of aristocratic families were shocked until they
vomited blood!

Meanwhile, Han Wei was kneeling on the ground with several of his

bones broken!

“How… how could this be…”HanWei was in extreme pain, and his face
was full of humiliation!

The current him couldn’t even withstand the aftershocks of Qin Yu’s
collision!

“Such power, can it really be unleashed by a human…”the others

couldn’t help but mutter in a low voice.

The light gradually dissipated, and little black shot out explosively!

He looked down at Qin Yu from above and grinned. “Looks like this is
your trump card.”

“Even the third slash of the absolute beginning nine slashes could not
hurt him…”Qin Yu’s expression was extremely ugly.



After this little black had obtained the power of a martial saint, his
strength had already exceeded his imagination!

“Qin Yu, it’s my turn.”Little Black’s hands slid around as if he was
preparing some terrifying move.

In an instant, the power that engulfed the entire world gathered on his
body.

After sensing this power, everyone’s faces turned extremely pale!

Even though they were very far away, they could still feel the terror of
that power!

Qin Yu subconsciously took two steps back. That powerful power made
Qin Yu feel an intense sense of danger!

“It’s bad.”The mustached man’s face was filled with shock, and his
forehead was covered in layers of cold sweat.

“Under this technique, even Qin Yu will definitely not be able to
withstand it!”

That power was still ongoing, and under this power, the entire space was
shaking.

“Quickly think of something!”Little Fish said anxiously.

The mustached man did not say anything. He kept stroking his beard,
looking extremely anxious.

“I got it!”At this time, the mustached man seemed to have thought of
something!



He hurriedly looked at Qin Yu and shouted, “Qin Yu, take out the
landscape painting of the Masked Woman!”

Chapter 766: Chapter 766, can you withstand it a second time?

Landscape painting?

Qin Yu frowned. What landscape painting did he have in his hands?

What he obtained in the coffin was only a painting that looked like a
ghost drawing talisman.

However, there was no time to think about it. Blackie’s internal Qi was
getting stronger and stronger. It could be said that it was earth-shaking.

Faced with this intense killing intent, everyone present sucked in a breath
of cold air.

“Kill him!”Granny Qin shouted excitedly!

“Ah!”

Blackie let out a furious roar. Following that, streams of incomparably
pure black flew towards Qin Yu!

“Rumble!”

Like a meteorite falling, the ground rumbled.

The powerful pressure caused Qin Yu’s entire body to tremble
incessantly!

The people in the distance could not withstand this pressure and instantly
knelt on the ground, unable to get up!



“Quickly retreat, stay away from them!”Someone shouted.

Then, a group of people shot behind them!

That energy came crushing down on Qin Yu!

The power that engulfed the entire area spread throughout the entire
space!

“Ah! ! !”

Cracks appeared on Qin Yu’s body!

However, under this huge pressure, Qin Yu still did not give up!

He quickly put away the bronze sword and clenched his fists. Golden
Light instantly erupted!

The golden light continued to condense on his fists. A sun-like light burst
out!

One black and one bright. The two forces formed a sharp contrast, like a
confrontation between darkness and light!

“Does this kid still want to resist?”Someone exclaimed.

The mustached man could not help but grit his teeth and said, “Qin Yu,
don’t F * cking show off! This is not something you can resist!”

“HMPH, with this kind of power, he will definitely die.”Granny Qin
grinned, a trace of excitement flashed across her face.

“Ah! !”At this moment, Qin Yu’s mouth let out a hoarse roar!



Following that, the golden light from his entire body gathered on his right

fist!

The light from his body faded away, but his fist directly turned into a
blazing white color!

“Ah! !”

At this moment, another furious roar sounded! That almost blazing white
fist suddenly had traces of purple embellishment!

“Spiritual fire!”Someone seemed to have recognized that hint of purple!

But this was still not the end. The Scarlet Color of the divine dragon
power seemed to have been extracted and gathered on his right fist!

In just a short moment, Qin Yu’s fist became colorful and dazzling!

“Ah! ! !”

Accompanied by Qin Yu’s furious roar, his right fist suddenly smashed
out!

“Boom!”

The two forces collided violently at this moment!

A terrifying internal Qi swept out in all directions like a nuclear bomb
explosion!

For a moment, even the void seemed to be trembling, emitting a strange
buzzing sound!



“Boom!”After another explosive sound, the surroundings instantly turned
into a vast expanse of white!

At a glance, nothing could be seen clearly!

“What’s going on? What Happened?”Everyone exclaimed.

“My eyes are blank, I can’t see anything!”

“Am I F * cking cold?”

“Who won and who lost?”

Everyone was unable to see through the scene in front of them, even
Granny Qin, handlebar mustache, and the others!

“Humph, don’t even think about it. That Little Bastard Qin Yu has
probably turned into a skeleton!”Granny Qin sneered.

She knew very well the power of Little Black’s technique. It was the true
power of a martial saint! It was definitely not something Qin Yu could
resist!

Finally, the scene in front of them began to slowly appear.

The short period of blindness also began to disappear.

“Who won? who won?”Everyone said anxiously.

Granny Qin was rather calm. She was certain that Qin Yu would die
under this technique!

“Is this the power of a martial saint…”



At this moment, Qin Yu’s voice entered everyone’s ears!

Upon hearing this voice, Granny Qin’s pupils suddenly shrank!

“What’s Going On!”Granny Qin shouted in shock!

Looking closely, they saw Qin Yu standing there unmoving.

His clothes were almost torn to shreds, but there was not a single scratch
on his body!

“Qin Yu… survived…”someone gulped as if he could not believe the
scene before his eyes.

“That’s the power of a martial saint… how did he survive?”

Even Yan Jinyao’s expression was extremely ugly!

If it was him, he would have died by now!

“This Qin Yu…”Yan Jinyao could not help but clench his fists!

“Little bastard… he’s actually not dead!”Granny Qin was even more
furious! However, while she was angry, there was also some fear in her
heart.

One had to know that the current Qin Yu was only at the late stage of the
Martial Marquis Realm! He had not even stepped into the peak of the
Martial Marquis Realm!

With his current realm, he was able to withstand a spell that contained
the power of a martial saint. If this kid were to step into the martial saint
realm, how great would that be?



“Qin Yu… You’re really hard to imagine.”Little Black’s voice was also
heard.

Traces of blood flowed out from the corner of his mouth. Clearly, Qin
Yu had won this battle.

Although he did not gain much, Qin Yu had relied on his own strength to
defeat the power bestowed by the eight higher-ups.

Little black wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and a trace of
a cruel smile appeared on his face.

He raised his palm, and that power appeared again!

“Again? !”

“Damn… This Blackie can actually use it a second time?”

“This… how should Qin Yu deal with it?”

That power was brewing in Blackie’s hand again.

He opened his mouth, revealing a mouthful of white teeth, and sneered,
“Your punch just now hurt me very much, but I don’t believe that you
can use it a second time.”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly.

He had been thinking hard for the past few days to come up with this
punch. He did not even have the time to name it.

This punch was naturally extremely powerful, but its weakness was that
it could only hit once. It definitely did not have the strength to hit a
second time.



“The power of a martial saint really lives up to its reputation.”Qin Yu
sighed slightly.

“Qin Yu! Hurry up and use that picture!”The mustached man shouted.

Qin Yu took a glance at the mustached man. He took a deep breath and
nodded, “This is the only way.”

Although Qin Yu did not have much confidence in that drawing, this
might be the only chance now.

Not far away, the energy in Blackie’s hand was still condensing, and the
entire Earth was rumbling.

“Qin Yu, go to Hell!”Blackie’s face was filled with madness as he
roared!

Following that, he threw his palm fiercely towards Qin Yu!

“Rumble…”

This force covered the sky and earth as everyone was once again forced
back!

Looking at this force, Qin Yu gritted his teeth. With a thought, he took
out the painting of the masked woman.

“I hope there will be a miracle,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

Following that, Qin Yu threw this painting fiercely!

Chapter 767: Chapter 767, the guardian of the path was

automatically resurrected!



This picture looked ordinary and did not have the slightest qi/spiritual
energy fluctuation. It did not look like an unworldly spiritual artifact at
all.

“What is this thing?”When everyone saw this picture, they could not
help but laugh out loud.

“Has Qin Yu Gone Mad? He wants to use this piece of broken paper to

resist the power of a martial saint?”

“Haha, this must be a desperate attempt to turn to the doctor. This is
simply madness.”

The surrounding taunts flooded in like a tide. Everyone thought that Qin
Yu was crazy.

Even Granny Qin’s face showed a rare smile.

“Just wait and see.”Only the handlebar mustache sneered.

He stared at the picture and sneered, “These idiots, of course they don’t
know what treasure this is. The power of a martial saint? That’s

nothing!”

Just as everyone was laughing, the picture suddenly flashed with a
strange light!

Then, waves of terrifying and gloomy internal Qi surged out!

In an instant, the surrounding temperature suddenly dropped! It was
extremely cold!

“Eh? What’s going on?”For a moment, everyone had a strange look on
their faces!



At this moment, the black energy in Little Black’s hand had already
smashed over and collided with the picture!

At the instant of the collision, a shocking thing happened!

The picture flashed with light and directly swallowed the Black Energy!

This extremely violent energy didn’t even stir up a single wave.

It was like a piece of broken stone falling into the sea, unable to stir up
even a single wave!

Waves of ancient and simple aura spread out from the picture.

A divine might roamed the entire Qinggang Mountain!

This internal Qi was like the might of an emperor, making people
involuntarily want to worship it!

“This… What’s going on!”Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air!

What exactly was that picture? It was actually so strange? !

Blackie’s expression was extremely unsightly! As if he had gone mad,
waves of resplendent power burst out from his hands, smashing fiercely
towards the picture!

However, all the energy was easily absorbed by the picture and there was
not the slightest ripple!

“How… how could this be!”Blacky’s face was extremely unsightly and
his body could not help but take two steps back!



“How could this kid have such a treasure!”Granny Qin’s eyes were also
wide open!

Such a strange treasure was simply unheard of!

Everyone was dumbstruck, only the handlebar moustache sneered
repeatedly.

“A bunch of idiots. This is the item of the masked woman.”The
handlebar mustached man sneered.

“If Qin Yu could activate this painting, not to mention a martial saint,
even a mighty figure would have to die!”

Qin Yu’s expression was also somewhat unnatural.

He had never thought that this painting would be so powerful.

The power of a martial saint was actually nothing in front of it.

“Little Bastard!”At this moment, Granny Qin suddenly shouted!

“You dare to control a spiritual artifact, this is a violation!”Granny Qin
said angrily.

Qin Yu sneered, “Violation? Then, is it a violation if this
heaven-swallowing Python borrows the power of others?”

“Nonsense!”Granny Qin shouted.

“What evidence do you have to say that little black borrows the power of
others!”



Qin Yu sneered, “Evidence? He was beaten like a dog by me just now.
Are You Blind! ?”

“If he didn’t borrow the strength of others, he would have been beaten
into a pile of meat paste by me!”

Granny Qin said sinisterly, “Nonsense! Little Bastard, if I don’t Teach
You a lesson, you will never repent!”

After saying that, Granny Qin actually disregarded her face and jumped
up, rushing towards Qin Yu with big steps!

“Shameless old bastard!”Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but curse
loudly!

“Boom!”

At this moment.

A strange loud sound suddenly emitted from Qin Yu’s body!

This loud sound instantly caused Qin Yu to frown.

“What’s going on?”Qin Yu asked with a frown.

“Boom!”

Another loud sound!

This time, the sound seemed to be even louder!

Even Granny Qin heard this strange sound.

She stopped and frowned, “What Sound?”



“Boom!”

There was another loud sound!

This time, the sound was even louder, almost reaching everyone’s ears!

“Crack!”

Following that, there was an explosive sound!

Then, they saw many treasures dropped from Qin Yu’s body!

Among them were the listening bronze sword and the power of creation!

“What’s going on? !”Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed!

He hurriedly shouted, “Handlebar mustache, put the things away!”

“Don’t worry, this is my specialty.”Handlebar mustache rolled up its
sleeves and flew out with a swoosh.

At this moment, Qin Yu realized that his spatial artifact had shattered!

“How… how could this be?”Qin Yu frowned tightly!

At this moment, another strange sound came from the spatial artifact.

Then, two figures shot out from the spatial artifact!

And these two figures were none other than the two dao protectors, Big
Fatty and second Zhuang!

“What… What’s going on?”Qin Yu’s eyes widened!



Looking at the two guardians standing in front of him, Qin Yu couldn’t
help but swallow his saliva.

He tried to release his divine sense, trying to control these two guardians.

But soon, Qin Yu realized that something was wrong.

His divine sense couldn’t connect with these two guardians at all!

“Oh No!”Qin Yu’s expression changed drastically!

He suddenly thought of something!

“These two dao guardians… were resurrected on their own!”Qin Yu was
abnormally terrified!

He recalled the scene back at the immortal slaying sect. Back then, these
two dao guardians were resurrected on their own and almost took Qin
Yu’s life!

If not for the masked woman’s clothes suppressing them, Qin Yu would
have probably turned into a skeleton by now!

At this moment, the two dao guardians were emitting waves of pressure.
The Dao Guardians who were resurrected on their own were obviously
more powerful!

Compared to Qin Yu’s control, the current dao protectors were
unimaginably strong!

Thinking of this, Qin Yu hurriedly looked around and shouted,
“Everyone, run! Run!”



But how could they know the urgency of the matter? They were even

more unaware of how terrifying this Dao Protector was!

“What, you want to admit defeat?”Yan Jinyao sneered.

“So be it. Don’t even think about sending us away.”

“That’s right! You want us to leave now? In your dreams!”

Qin Yu could not wait any longer. He knew how terrifying these two dao

protectors were!

They were resurrected on their own and were not under anyone’s control!

In other words, they would attack indiscriminately! Because in their eyes,
everyone was an enemy!

“Hehe, Little Bastard, you brought out these two corpses again?”Granny
Qin said with a sinister tone.

At this moment, she was shocked that she did not know that these two

corpses had automatically resurrected. She thought that Qin Yu was
controlling them.

“The same move, using it twice will be useless. Don’t you
know!”Granny Qin shouted loudly.

Qin Yu opened his mouth and did not know how to explain for a
moment.

“Forget it, it’s up to you.”Qin Yu took two steps back.

Granny Qin flipped her palm and saw a martial saint weapon in her hand.



“This time, I came with a martial saint weapon.. I’m afraid your two

corpses will lose their effect!”Granny Qin shouted.

Chapter 768: Chapter 768, the Terrifying Guardian!

Qin Yu could not help but curse inwardly.

In front of the Guardian, this martial saint weapon was probably useless.

“Granny Qin actually brought a martial saint weapon!”

“Looks like she’s determined to get rid of Qin Yu!”

“I don’t know what these two corpses that flew out of Qin Yu’s body are
for.”

The crowd discussed animatedly. Clearly, they had not realized the
current dangerous situation.

Although Qin Yu was anxious, he could not do anything about it.

Granny Qin held the martial saint’s weapon in her hand. She looked at
the Dao guardian coldly and shouted, “Today, I will smash these two
corpses!”

Accompanied by an angry shout, Granny Qin activated the martial saint’s
weapon in her hand and dashed towards the Dao Guardian!

The Dao Protector’s expression was ice-cold, without a trace of
expression.

Facing Granny Qin who was dashing towards him, the Dao Protector
only raised his head and looked over with a fierce gaze.



“Crack!”

It was just a single gaze! The martial saint weapon in Granny Qin’s hand
was actually shattered!

Granny Qin’s body was sent flying!

Half of her body was directly smashed into minced meat, and only half of
her body remained!

“Ah…”Granny Qin let out a painful wail from her mouth.

“How… how could this be…”she looked at the shattered martial saint’s
weapon, and her eyes were filled with terror.

In the next second, Granny Qin fainted.

The scene was silent.

Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air!

They did not even know what had happened! They only knew that the

martial saint weapon had suddenly shattered, and Granny Qin had
suddenly flown out!

“What… What Happened…”

“Those two people… What did they do? Why did the martial saint

weapon shatter, and Granny Qin flew out…”

“No… I don’t know…”

“Granny Qin!”



At this moment, Blackie suddenly let out an angry roar!

“I’m going to kill you!”Blackie let out an angry roar. He unleashed all
the power in his body and charged towards the Dao Protector!

The power of a martial saint was unleashed to the extreme at this moment.
Clearly, Blackie was extremely furious at this moment!

Facing Blackie who was charging towards him, the Dao Protector finally
made his move.

One of them slowly raised his finger and flicked it gently.

“Boom!”

Blackie was sent flying! His incomparably fierce body was instantly
shattered!

In the next second, Blackie lost his human form and returned to his

original form. He fell heavily to the ground!

“AH…”Blackie spat out a mouthful of blood. Then, following Granny
Qin’s footsteps, he fell unconscious.

“What… What’s going on…”when everyone saw this scene, they finally
felt afraid!

“Little black, who possessed the power of a martial saint, was sent flying
by a finger…”

“What the hell is that thing…”

Qin Yu gritted his teeth and could not help but curse, “A bunch of idiots.
Why aren’t they running? Are they waiting to die here?”



Only after Qin Yu reminded them did they react!

“Run!”Someone shouted and ran away!

Yan Jinyao also realized that something was wrong, and his face turned
extremely ugly.

“These two corpses probably don’t belong to this era. Retreat!”Yan
Jinyao said coldly.

Everyone scattered like birds and beasts, and the Dao Protector also
sensed them at this moment.

The two of them raised their palms and squeezed lightly.

The space in front of everyone instantly distorted!

Everyone’s path of escape was immediately blocked!

“They raised their hands and distorted the space. What…What exactly is

this thing…”Qin Yu’s expression was extremely unsightly!

The Dao Protector’s awakening this time seemed to be even more
powerful than the previous one!

“Not good, these two things aren’t the products of the present. If we let
them live, it will definitely be a disaster!”The handlebar mustache
revealed a grave expression.

Qin Yu walked over and frowned. “What should we do now? Quickly

think of a way!”

The mustached man said coldly, “If we let them do whatever they want,
the present society will definitely be destroyed!”



Qin Yu gritted his teeth and said, “Don’t you have many ways? Quickly

think of a way! Otherwise, I’m afraid I’ll become a sinner!”

The mustached man could not help but curse, “What the F * CK Can I

Do! Can’t you see how powerful they are! Back then, I told you not to
bring them out, but you didn’t listen. Now it’s Over!”

A trace of guilt flashed across Qin Yu’s face.

No one had expected these two corpses to suddenly revive!

“It must be because of that picture.”Qin Yu suddenly thought of
something!

“It must be because we used that picture that caused these two guardians
to revive!”

The mustached man also nodded and said, “That’s right, but it’s easy to
invite the gods, but difficult to send them out. If we want to get rid of
them now, I’m afraid it’ll be troublesome.”

“Damn it, I’ll fight it out with you!”

In the crowd, some people seemed to be unable to withstand the fear in
their hearts and actually charged towards the Dao Protector!

“You’re F * cking crazy!”Seeing this, Qin Yu instantly became anxious!

This was undoubtedly infuriating the Dao Protector!

Once the Dao Protector was enraged, everyone present would die!



Facing the person who charged over, the Dao Protector didn’t even look
at him before the internal Qi on his body directly turned him into meat
paste.

Just as Qin Yu had guessed, this action had completely infuriated the
guardian.

A terrifying killing intent emanated from their bodies!

The killing intent permeated the entire Qinggang Mountain, sending
chills down people’s spines!

“Pu!”

Someone could not withstand this killing intent and was directly blasted
into a bloody mist!

Even Qin Yu, Yan Jinyao, the Handlebar Mustache Man, and the others
felt waves of discomfort.

“We have to think of a way!”Qin Yu said anxiously.

The Mustache Man gritted his teeth and said, “Use that picture to try
again!”

Qin Yu hurriedly threw the picture to the guardian.

Looking at the picture flying over, the Guardian’s face clearly showed a
hint of absent-mindedness.

But in just half a second, they returned to normal.

“It’s over, it’s useless!”Qin Yu’s face changed greatly!



“Clothes! Where are the clothes!”The mustached man said anxiously.

Hearing this, Qin Yu hurriedly took out the clothes of the masked
woman.

Unfortunately, it still didn’t work.

This time, the Dao Protector’s consciousness was obviously stronger!

“It’s bad!”Qin Yu’s expression was extremely ugly!

If this continued, not only would everyone here die, the entire world
would probably face a disaster!

The murderous intent on the Dao Guardian’s body became more and
more intense.

He swept his gaze across everyone, as if he was looking at a bunch of
ants, plants, and plants, without the slightest bit of emotion.

Finally, the Dao Guardian moved.

Their gray eyes swept across everyone, as if they were sentencing
everyone to death.

However, when their gazes landed on Little Fish, they paused.

Only to see their pupils flashed a strong sense of fear! The body is
fiercely trembling!

Chapter 769: Chapter 769, How Shameless!

Their eyes were filled with terror! Their bodies were trembling slightly!



In a short moment, the terror on their faces grew stronger!

In the next second, the Dao Guardian walked over!

When the surrounding people saw this, they were so frightened that they
scattered in all directions and cried out repeatedly!

However, the Dao Guardian came directly in front of Little Fish.

Immediately after, the two dao protectors actually knelt in front of little
fish with a plop!

Their bodies could be seen trembling with the naked eye, and their heads
drooped down in Extreme Terror!

When everyone saw this scene, they couldn’t help but gulp.

What was going on? ! How could two incomparably powerful dao

protectors kneel in front of this little girl? !

Qin Yu couldn’t help but reveal a shocked expression.

“It really is as you said.”Qin Yu glanced at the handlebar mustache and
said in a low voice.

The handlebar mustache spread his hands and muttered, “I actually forgot
about her…”

At this moment, Little Yu’s gaze was somewhat sluggish.

She looked at the two dao protectors kneeling in front of her and didn’t
speak for a long time.



A moment later, Little Yu raised her palm and placed it on their

foreheads.

It was at this moment that the two guardians lost their divine senses and
fell back to the ground, becoming two corpses.

“What the hell is going on?”The surrounding people were still in a state
of confusion.

Yan Jinyao stepped forward and pointed at Qin Yu. “Qin Yu, who
exactly is this little girl? Also, what’s going on with those two
corpses? !”

Qin Yu sneered, “Does it have anything to do with you?”

Yan Jinyao narrowed his eyes and sneered, “Don’t worry, paper can not
cover fire. This matter will soon be spread! The Jingdu Martial Arts
Association will definitely not sit idly by!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately felt that something was wrong.

Just as Yan Jinyao said, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association would
definitely not sit idly by after such a thing had happened.

“I’m afraid I really won’t be able to keep this secret.”Qin Yu glanced at
Little Yu, his eyes filled with worry.

“Let’s go.”Qin Yu didn’t think much about this matter.

He put away the two corpses, pulled Little Yu along, and turned his head
to leave.

The people around didn’t dare to stop him, and one after another made
way for him.



They hurried all the way back to the martial arts academy.

Qin Yu squatted in front of Xiao Yu and asked with a frown, “Xiao Yu,
do you feel any discomfort?”

Xiao Yu shook her head and said, “No, I don’t know what happened just

now. It was like… I suddenly lost my mind.”

Qin Yu glanced at the handlebar mustache and then said with a smile,
“You have made a great contribution today. If it weren’t for you, I’m
afraid that blood would flow like a river today.”

The handlebar mustache muttered to the side, “I’m afraid that she’ll be

even more terrifying in the future.”

“Shut up!”Qin Yu glared at the handlebar mustache.

…

After experiencing this great battle, Qin Yu’s body was extremely tired.

“Handlebar mustache, take good care of Little Yu. Don’t let anyone take
her away,”Qin Yu warned.

The handlebar mustache nodded and said, “Don’t worry.”

Qin Yu grunted and turned back to his room, falling into a deep sleep.

At this time, the news of the Guardian spread like wildfire.

Not only did it spread wantonly on the martial arts forum, but it also
spread throughout the entire martial arts world.



Granny Qin’s body almost shattered and she fell into a coma. It was
likely that she would not wake up for a while.

Blackie was even worse off. The transformation pill was ineffective, and
he had once again turned into a heaven-swallowing python.

Just as Qin Yu was in a deep sleep…

Yan Jinyao suddenly brought his disciples over to pay him a visit.

The door of the mustachioed manor was kicked open and Yan Jinyao
swaggered in with his two disciples.

“Where’s Qin Yu! I want to fight him!”A youth stepped forward and

berated loudly.

The mustachioed youth could not help but curse, “Are You Shameless?
Qin Yu is currently in a deep sleep and has no time to deal with you. Get
lost!”

The youth sneered, “What? Qin Yu wants to be a coward? ! Fine, if he
doesn’t dare to answer, then I’ll leave!”

“You’re really shameless. How about I fight you!”The mustached man
rolled up his sleeves and said.

“Oh? What does it have to do with you? Are you planning to bully the

weak?”At this time, Yan Jinyao stood out.

Seeing this, the handlebar mustache quickly withdrew.

He muttered in a low voice, “Young Master Yan, as a person, we can’t
be so thick-skinned…”



“Who are you talking about!”Yan Jinyao’s disciple immediately shouted.

The handlebar mustache hurriedly took two steps back and said with an
embarrassed smile, “Why don’t you guys wait? Qin Yu will wake up

very soon…”

“Wait? hahaha! Why? Is this Qin Yu so cautious when fighting with my

disciple?”Yan Jinyao ridiculed.

At this moment, little fish suddenly stood up.

“I’ll fight with you,”she said to the young man.

Yan Jinyao frowned slightly when he saw little fish.

He saw the two dao protectors kneeling in front of little fish with his own
eyes. Moreover, he was sent flying by little fish last time.

“We’re looking for Qin Yu. It has nothing to do with you,”Yan Jinyao
said coldly.

Xiao Yu said, “I’m Qin Yu’s disciple. It’s fair for disciples to fight.”

Yan Jinyao opened his mouth. Just as he was about to speak, Xiao Yu
beat him to it. “What’s the matter, Yan Jinyao? Are You Afraid?”

“Master, I’ll fight with her. She’s just a little brat!”Yan Jinyao’s disciple
rolled up his sleeves and said.

Yan Jinyao released his internal Qi and tried to sense Xiao Yu’s internal
Qi.

Soon, he discovered Xiao Yu’s strength.



“A new martial marquis?”Yan Jinyao raised his eyebrows and revealed a
cold smile.

His disciple was in the middle stage of the Martial Marquis Realm!

Every small realm of the Martial Marquis realm was extremely different!

Moreover, it was such a big realm!

“Okay!”Yan Jinyao took a step back.

“If we win, it will prove that Qin Yu’s disciples are not good
enough,”Yan Jinyao said indifferently.

After saying that, he waved his hand and ordered someone to record the
video.

Yan Jinyao’s purpose was very simple. It was to expand his power.

“Master, don’t worry, i…”

“Boom!”

Before the young man could finish his words, Xiao Yu had already
punched out!

The seemingly ordinary punch directly shattered the young man’s head!

The young man didn’t even have time to react before his head and
spiritual sense were directly shattered!

“It’s over!”Little Fish clapped his hands and turned to leave.

Everyone was dumbstruck and subconsciously looked at Yan Jinyao.



Yan Jinyao naturally couldn’t hold it in any longer. he shouted, “Stop
right there!”

“What?”Little Fish stopped in his tracks.

Yan Jinyao narrowed his eyes and said, “It’s just a friendly spar, yet you
want to kill me! You’re so vicious at such a young age, I can’t Let You
Live!”

“Young Master Yan, aren’t you going too far?”The handlebar mustache
hurriedly jumped out.

Yan Jinyao said coldly, “It has nothing to do with you. Get lost!”

After saying that, Yan Jinyao stretched out his palm and grabbed at little

fish again!

This time, Yan Jinyao contained extremely strong power. It was obvious
that he intended to kill little fish with one strike!

At this moment, a golden light burst out from the room!

Then, a golden figure held a golden fist and faced Yan Jinyao head-on!

“Boom!”

At the moment of the collision, Yan Jinyao immediately took two steps
back.

He suddenly raised his head and saw Qin Yu standing in front of Xiao
Yu.

“What? Are you bullying me? Yan Jinyao, you are really
shameless,”Qin Yu said coldly.



Chapter 770: Chapter 770. Xiao Yu left

Yan Jinyao’s expression turned ugly when he saw Qin Yu.

He said coldly, “Qin Yu, this little girl killed one of my disciples. You
have to give me an explanation!”

“You want an explanation? Fine, I’ll give it to you.”Qin Yu sneered.

Before he could finish his sentence, a golden light suddenly flashed!

Then, the head of Yan Jinyao’s disciple was smashed by a slap!

“This is the explanation I gave you. Are You Satisfied?”Qin Yu
questioned coldly.

Yan Jinyao’s eyes instantly widened.

Anger crawled all over his face!

“Qin Yu, aren’t you going too far!”Yan Jinyao said coldly.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “You were the one who brought people to find
trouble. You Didn’t learn well, so you deserved to be slapped to death by
Little Yu.”

“As your master, you actually made a move yourself! Since you are so
Shameless, why should I give you any face!”

“I’m just returning the favor!”



Yan Jinyao was immediately furious and said, “You are full of nonsense!
If you don’t give me an explanation today, you can forget about walking
out of this door!”

Qin Yu Strode forward, and a golden light appeared!

“Yan Jinyao, if you want to pick a fight, I’ll accompany you!”Qin Yu’s
arrogance was soaring, and his invincible posture was fully displayed!

Yan Jinyao’s body also erupted with rays of light, and the internal Qi of
both parties instantly formed a vortex!

At this moment, Yan Jinyao suddenly withdrew his internal Qi.

He looked at Qin Yu coldly and said, “There will definitely be a battle
between you and me, but not now. I’ll let you live a few more days on

your last breath.”

After saying this, Yan Jinyao turned around and left.

Qin Yu did not stop him.

His body had not yet recovered to its peak. If he attacked, he might not
be Yan Jinyao’s match.

After he left, Qin Yu looked at Little Yu and frowned. “How are you?
Are You Hurt?”

Little Yu shook her head and said, “No.”

The mustached man smiled embarrassedly and said, “Little Yu, speaking
of which, your attack just now was indeed too fierce. There’s no need to
take someone’s life just like that…”



Obviously, from the Mustache Man’s point of view, the masked
woman’s nature was beginning to show.

If she was allowed to develop, no one knew what would happen.

Qin Yu, on the other hand, had a different attitude.

He patted Xiao Yu’s head and said, “It’s okay. He’s the one who started
it. There’s no need to blame himself.”

“Okay.”Xiao Yu nodded and didn’t say anything else.

At this moment, little fish suddenly said, “I plan to leave for a period of
time.”

Qin Yu frowned. “Leave? Where are you going?”

Little Fish said, “I don’t know either, but I keep feeling that it’s time for
me to leave.”

Qin Yu opened his mouth, wanting to say something to stop him.

But he couldn’t help but think of the confrontation between the two of
them at the immortal slaying sect.

“Okay.”Qin Yu agreed for the first time.

“Qin Yu, you…”the man with the handlebar moustache was shocked. He
didn’t Expect Qin Yu to agree.

Qin Yu reached out and interrupted the man with the handlebar
moustache. He looked at little Yu and continued, “But you have to wait
for me for two days.”



“Okay.”Little Yu nodded.

After saying that, Little Yu turned around and went back to her room.

“Qin Yu, how can you promise her? Do you know that she is an

extremely dangerous person? If she is not under your nose, no one
knows what she will do!”The Mustache Man said anxiously.

Qin Yu glanced at the mustache man and said, “Do you think that even if
I keep her by my side, I can stop her from growing?”

The Mustache Man opened his mouth and was suddenly speechless.

That’s right. As long as Xiao Yu didn’t die, it was only a matter of time
before she became a masked woman.

“Moreover, what happened last time has already been exposed. The
JINGDU martial arts association can not sit idly by. With their nature,
they will most likely take Xiao Yu away,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice.

“Letting her leave might be a better choice.”

Seeing this, the handlebar mustache didn’t say anything more.

Then, Qin Yu left the martial arts academy.

He went out to buy a few high-quality jade pendants and injected his
spiritual sense into them.

After spending two whole days, this jade pendant finally took shape.

“Little Yu, take this jade pendant with you. Don’t take it off for even a
moment. If you are in danger, I can find you immediately,”Qin Yu said.



Xiao Yu took the jade pendant and nodded. “Okay.”

After taking the jade pendant, Xiao Yu said goodbye to Qin Yu and the
handlebar mustache before leaving the Jingdu Martial Arts Academy.

Looking at Xiao Yu’s departing figure, Qin Yu suddenly felt somewhat
reluctant to part with her.

“No one knows what the next time we meet will be like,”Qin Yu
muttered softly.

…

It had been three full days since the last great battle.

During these three days, Granny Qin still did not wake up.

Although the JINGDU martial arts association had done their best to
restore her body, her body still had not fully recovered.

Qin Yu could be considered to have gotten a few days of respite.

As he sat in the room, he could not help but recall the scene of the great
battle with little black.

“The power of a martial saint… with my current realm, there’s really
nothing I can do,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

The power of a martial saint was unrivalled. To a martial marquis, it was
an existence that could crush him.

It was already a miracle for Qin Yu to be able to survive.



“Since there was no result from the previous battle, Will the Sky

Guardian Book Take Effect?”Qin Yu looked at the handlebar mustache
and asked.

The handlebar mustache shook his head and said, “Of course not.”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “In other words, the Sky Guardian book is no
longer useful?”

“No.”The handlebar mustache shook his head.

“The last time there was no winner, it will automatically be postponed to
the next fight,”the handlebar mustache explained.

Qin Yu nodded.

According to Xia Hang’s information, Granny Qin would need at least
half a month to recover from her injuries.

To Qin Yu, this half a month was extremely precious.

“I must think of a way to deal with his martial saint’s power,”Qin Yu
thought to himself.

Otherwise, Qin Yu would definitely lose the next time they fought.

At the same time.

The Jingdu Martial Arts Association was in the middle of a meeting.

Eight high-ranking officials appeared in the meeting room once again.

This time, the person participating was not Granny Qin, but Xia Hang.



On the big screen in the meeting room, a video was playing.

This video was the scene of Qin Yu and Little Black’s battle that day.

Although the image was a little blurry, one could still roughly see the
outline.

“What is that move of his? He can actually resist the power of a martial

saint?”A higher-up asked coldly.

“With the Martial Marquis realm, this Qin Yu should be the only one
who can resist the power of a martial saint.”

“Mm, this kid can resist the power of a martial saint at the Martial
Marquis Realm. His future… I don’t dare to imagine.”

“It seems that the prophecy of Heaven’s secrets is correct. This child
might really become a martial saint. When that time comes, it will be
troublesome.”

Xia hang sat silently at the side, quietly listening to the words of the eight
higher-ups.

“Shouldn’t we take the necessary measures?”A higher-up said coldly.

Chapter 771: Chapter 771 was exposed!

“We have already taken enough measures.”There was a hint of mockery
in the tone of the higher-ups.

“Xia Hang, what do you think?”At this moment, someone suddenly
asked.



An unnatural look flashed across Xia Hang’s face.

“With my current skills, I’m definitely not a match for Qin Yu.
Moreover… Granny Qin is the True Controller of power. I can’t do
anything either.”Xia hang took advantage of the situation and said.

“How about… the higher-ups make a move personally?”Xia hang
suddenly suggested.

As soon as these words were said, the scene instantly fell into silence.

No one was willing to take up this topic.

And Xia hang seemed to have guessed something from their attitude.

“En? What’s that picture in Qin Yu’s hand?”At this time, someone
noticed the picture that Qin Yu was controlling on the screen.

“What kind of treasure is that? It actually dissolved the power of a

martial saint so easily?”

“What are those two corpses?”

For a moment, the higher-ups were all attracted by the contents of the
video.

After they finished watching the entire video, they fell into silence once
again.

“That little girl… seems to be somewhat similar to a certain character
recorded in the ancient books.”A higher-up seemed to have guessed
something.



“Xia Hang, send someone to capture her immediately!”A higher-up
quickly gave an order.

Xia hang said awkwardly, “With my strength, it’s impossible for me to
be a match for that Qin Yu…”

The higher-ups were silent for a moment.

They could clearly bestow power to Xia Hang, but in the end, they
decided to wait for Granny Qin.

It was very obvious that these higher-ups did not believe Xia hang.

“Let that Qin Yu live for a few more days,”the higher-ups said coldly.

“Xia Hang, you have to keep a close eye on Qin Yu.”

After saying this, the higher-ups began to slowly disappear.

After walking out of the meeting room, Xia hang took out a cigarette
from his pocket and put it in his mouth.

A cold smile appeared on his face.

“I seem to have guessed something,”Xia Hang said with a low, cold
smile.

…

Granny Qin was in a coma, and Qin Yu also had a chance to catch his
breath.

These few days, Qin Yu had been racking his brains, but he couldn’t
think of a way to deal with the power of the martial saint.



At this moment, Qin Yu’s phone suddenly rang.

He picked up the phone and saw that the caller was the manor head.

Qin Yu hurriedly picked up the phone and said, “Manor Head, why did
you suddenly call me?”

The Pavilion Master on the other end said indifferently, “Qin Yu, have
you forgotten a lot of things?”

Qin Yu was stunned. He scratched his head and said, “Lord Pavilion
master, what do you mean by this?”

The pavilion master said indifferently, “I remember that I said that I
would take you to use the warehouse, but you have to agree to one
condition of mine, right?”

Qin Yu patted his head and hurriedly said, “Lord Pavilion Master, I
haven’t forgotten. If there’s anything you need me to do, just let me
know!”

The pavilion master continued, “You also promised ye Qing that you
would give them the pill formula.”

“Ah, right, right, right. I’ve been too busy recently, I forgot…”Qin Yu

was a little embarrassed.

The pavilion master on the other end said, “Come to the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion. Jiang he is here too.”

After saying that, the pavilion master hung up the phone.

Qin Yu quickly stood up and muttered, “Damn, I actually forgot about
this.”



The moustache man muttered, “What’s Wrong?”

Qin Yu said, “I’m going to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”

“I’ll go with you!”The moustache man quickly stood up and said.

“The Divine Alchemist Pavilion is a good place. According to my
geographical speculation, it used to be a graveyard…”the moustache man

licked his lips and said.

Qin Yu Glared at the moustache man and said, “You’d better not have
any ideas about the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.”

The man with the handlebar mustache smiled embarrassedly and said,
“Don’t worry, I won’t Do Anything Reckless.”

Just as Qin Yu was about to set off, his phone rang again.

He picked up the phone and saw that the caller was actually Xia hang.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

He walked to the side and picked up the phone.

“What’s Wrong?”Qin Yu asked in a deep voice.

Xia hang said, “Let’s meet tonight. I have something to tell you.”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment, and then he agreed, “Okay, where shall
we meet?”

“I’ll send your address later.”

After saying that, Xia hang hung up the phone.



Qin Yu grabbed his phone, and he couldn’t help but frown slightly.

“Things have really come together,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

After thinking for a while, Qin Yu sent a message to the pavilion master:
I Have Something to do tonight, I’ll arrive at the Medicine God Pavilion
on time tomorrow.

Not long after, the pavilion master replied: Yes.

At this moment.

In a certain mansion in Jingdu.

A muscular man was sipping tea.

This man’s internal Qi was unparalleled. Every movement of his had a
powerful internal Qi.

Most importantly, this man was wearing a purple robe.

This man was the purple robe of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. His
position was not low and his name was Chen Huang.

As purple robe, Chen Huang was not responsible for Xia Hang or Qu Xie
from before. Instead, he was directly responsible for the higher-ups and
Granny Qin.

As for Xia Hang, Chen Huang had always been worried. After all, Xia
Hang’s previous position was to build a good relationship with the
various aristocratic families.

This kind of person who went deep into the secular world was usually not
firm and was easily bewitched by benefits.



Apart from that, Chen Huang also had his own selfish motives.

That was to covet the position of President!

Although this position would not be higher than the position of the purple
robe, it had more resources and honor!

As long as he caught Xia Hang’s little braid, he could replace him!

Therefore, Chen Huang secretly sent a purple robe to secretly monitor
Xia hang.

That evening.

Chen Huang’s phone rang.

“Brother Chen, Xia Hang went out.”A voice came from the other end.

“Where did he go?”Chen Huang asked.

The other end said, “Qinggang Mountain.”

Chen Huang’s expression froze.

Qinggang Mountain? The place where Qin Yu and Xiao Hei fought?

“Before he left, Xia hang made a call,”the other end continued.

Chen Huang narrowed his eyes and said, “Keep an eye on him! No
matter what news there is, inform me immediately!”

“Yes.”The call was cut off.

…



At this moment, Qin Yu was rushing towards Qinggang Mountain.

Meanwhile, Xia hang had been waiting at Qinggang Mountain for a long
time.

The surroundings were in ruins. Ever since that battle, Qinggang
Mountain, which was already deserted, was even more deserted.

The sky gradually darkened. At around 8 o’clock in the evening, Qin Yu
finally appeared at Qinggang Mountain.

Xia hang waved his hand at Qin Yu and said, “Here.”

Qin Yu grunted and immediately strode toward Xia Hang.

At this moment, the purple robe hiding in the dark suddenly narrowed his
eyes!

“Qin Yu?”He muttered in a low voice and then sneered, “Xia Hang, you
actually dared to secretly contact Qin Yu. You’re Dead!”

After saying that, the purple robe took out his phone and pressed the
camera button in Xia Hang’s direction.
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Xia hang knew nothing about this.

Qin Yu walked all the way to Xia Hang, and at this moment, he suddenly
stopped.

“What’s Wrong?”Xia hang asked.



Qin Yu’s eyes narrowed slightly, and his brows immediately furrowed.

Before Xia hang could continue to ask, Qin Yu said in a low voice, “Hit
me.”

“Ah?”Xia hang was instantly stunned.

“Hurry up and hit me, don’t talk nonsense!”Qin Yu said angrily.

After saying that, Qin Yu took the lead to hold the golden light in his
hand and threw a punch at Xia Hang!

This punch directly shattered Xia hang’s chest! His entire body was sent
flying!

Following that, Qin Yu held the golden light in his hand and said coldly,
“Xia Hang, you still dare to ask me out alone, just because you are my
opponent!”

Xia hang lay on the ground in extreme pain.

He kept spitting out blood from his mouth, looking extremely miserable.

With Xia Hang’s strength, he was not Qin Yu’s opponent at all. He did
not even have the right to fight back!

Before Xia hang could react, Qin Yu had already walked over!

He grabbed Xia hang by the collar and threw him in a certain direction!

This direction was where the Purple Robe was hiding!

“Not good!”The Purple Robe’s expression changed. He quickly stood up
and disappeared from Qinggang Mountain at an extremely fast speed.



Only after he completely disappeared did Qin Yu put away the
murderous aura on his body.

After making sure that there was no one around, Qin Yu pulled Xia hang
up.

He placed his palm on Xia hang’s chest and injected his qi/spiritual
energy into it.

After a full ten minutes, the wound on Xia hang’s chest eased up slightly.

“You… What’s going on?”Xia hang couldn’t help but ask angrily.

“I really thought you were going to kill me just now!”

Qin Yu looked around and said coldly, “You’ve been targeted by
someone.”

“What?”Xia hang’s expression instantly changed.

Qin Yu stepped on the ground and said, “It’s right here. Someone was
hiding here just now.”

“If I don’t do this, you will definitely be exposed.”

Xia Hang’s expression immediately became a bit ugly.

If this matter was exposed, he would definitely die!

“Think about it, who is suspecting you?”Qin Yu frowned.

Xia hang frowned. He thought for a moment, then shook his head and
said, “I don’t know, I really can’t figure it out.”



Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “There’s no rush. Since they sent someone
to follow you, I think they will definitely find trouble with you in the
next few days. When that time comes, you will naturally know who it

is.”

Xia hang frowned and said, “But… if I didn’t die at your hands, I’m
afraid it wouldn’t make sense.”

This question, Qin Yu didn’t think of it.

He rubbed his chin and walked around, and then said, “If anyone asks,
just say that you promised to give me a stalk of herbs, and I’ll spare your
life.”

“At the same time, after you go to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association
tomorrow, immediately find someone to collect the herbs and take the
initiative to make trouble. Tell them about what happened tonight.”

Xia hang nodded and said, “Okay, I got it.”

“If there’s anything next time, I’ll look for you,”Qin Yu reminded him.

Xia hang grunted and agreed, “I understand.”

“Let’s get down to business.”Qin Yu sat on a piece of gravel.

Xia Hang said in a deep voice, “Today, the higher-ups found me for a
meeting. This meeting is for you.”

“Oh?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and signaled Xia hang to continue.

Xia hang said, “They won’t make a move against you for the time being.
I guess they’ll have to wait for Granny Qin.”



“As expected.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer.

These higher-ups were quite cautious.

“That’s not the point.”At this time, Xia hang changed the topic.

“According to my probing today, these eight higher-ups can’t make a
move personally.”

Then, Xia Hang told Qin Yu the whole story.

After Qin Yu heard it, his brows immediately furrowed.

These eight higher-ups, not only had no one seen them, they couldn’t
even personally make a move. What was the reason?

“Maybe Granny Qin can know the secret,”Xia hang reminded.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and nodded, “En, since they can’t personally
make a move, I’m still relatively safe for the time being.”

If those eight higher-ups made a move personally, Qin Yu probably had
no chance of survival.

“Oh right, how is Granny Qin Now?”Qin Yu asked.

Xia hang said, “She shouldn’t wake up in a short period of time.
According to the news, that palm almost took Granny Qin’s life.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer.

The one who made a move was a dao protector! His strength was even
above that of a mighty figure. How could he be compared to a peak

martial marquis?



“Alright, I understand.”Qin Yu stood up and said.

“You can go back. Remember, find out who is suspecting you as soon as
possible.”

Xia hang nodded and said, “Alright, I understand.”

After parting with Xia Hang, Qin Yu turned around and left Mount
Qinggang.

The next day.

Qin Yu left Jingdu with his handlebar moustache and rushed towards the
Divine Medicine Pavilion.

He arrived at the Divine Medicine Pavilion. The moment he stepped
through the door, countless pharmacists swarmed over.

“Elder Qin, you’re back!”A group of pharmacists rushed forward and

protected Qin Yu in the middle.

“Qin Yu, you’ve been in the limelight recently.”At this moment, fifth
elder also walked over.

Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “Fifth elder, don’t joke with me.”

“I’m not joking with you.”The fifth elder rolled his eyes.

“Back then, I saw that you were a talent, but I really didn’t expect that
you could grow to this stage.”

Qin Yu laughed embarrassedly and then asked, “Oh right, where is Lord
Pavilion Master?”



“I’ll wait for you at the Pavilion Master’s Building,”said the fifth elder.

Qin Yu grunted in gratitude and quickly walked towards the pavilion
master’s building.

He came to the pavilion master’s building.

Qin Yu glanced at the handlebar mustache and said, “Wait for me here.
I’ll come down later.”

The handlebar mustache impatiently waved his hand and said, “Alright, I
got it. Don’t bother me anymore.”

His eyes looked around, full of cunning and greed.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with him. He immediately stomped his feet
and arrived at the pavilion master’s building.

At the edge of the Pavilion Master’s Building, the Pavilion Master and
Jiang he were drinking tea.

Qin Yu walked forward quickly and bowed, “Greetings, pavilion master,
and senior Jiang.”

“Sit.”The pavilion master waved his hand.

Qin Yu sat directly opposite the pavilion master and said with a smile,
“Pavilion Master, what do you need me to do? Feel free to ask.”

However, the pavilion master did not pay attention to this question.
Instead, he said indifferently, “The battle between you and the
sky-devouring Python was truly earth-shattering.”



Qin Yu said with a bitter smile, “I’m currently worrying. Once the
sky-devouring Python recovers, it will definitely attack again.”

“I have no way to deal with the power of the martial saint that he
controls.”

When the pavilion master heard this, he could not help but laugh, “Then
why don’t You Run?”

Qin Yu smiled bitterly. “Run? I only need to win to see Yan Ruoxue. If
I miss this opportunity, I don’t know when I will be able to see her

again.”

When they heard this, the pavilion master and Jiang he could not help
but look at each other and smile.

When he saw this scene, Qin Yu could not help but say with some
surprise, “Pavilion Master, do you have any ideas?”

Chapter 773: Chapter 773, the method to obtain the power of

a martial saint

Looking at the Pavilion Master and Jiang he’s smiles, Qin Yu suddenly
guessed something.

Could it be that they called him here for this matter?

“Senior Jiang he, do you have a way?”Qin Yu instantly became anxious.

“This matter is very important to me. You know that everything I do is to

save Yan Ruoxue!”



“As long as I win against Xiao Hei, I can enter the Mystic Realm! At that
time, I can see Yan Ruoxue!”

Jiang he glanced at Qin Yu and said, “Have you ever thought that if you
really enter the mystic realm, you might never be able to come out
again?”

“What if they work together to besiege you in the mystic realm? What

will you do then?”

Qin Yu gritted his teeth and said, “I have my own ways! As long as I can
find the mystic realm, I will definitely have a way!”

Seeing this, Jiang he could only nod and say, “It seems that you have
made up your mind. I can’t say anything more.”

After saying that, Jiang he stood up.

He put his hands behind his back and said, “You should know about the

heavenly secrets, right?”

“I know.”Qin Yu nodded.

“I tried to catch the heavenly secrets once and succeeded.”

This surprised Jiang he a little.

He looked at Qin Yu and said, “Capturing the heavenly secrets is a very
difficult thing. You… . .”

“I did manage to capture it.”Qin Yu said seriously.

Jiang he could not help but smile bitterly as a trace of admiration
appeared on his face.



“Recently, the heavenly secrets had predicted that a martial saint would
appear at the beginning of next year at the fire country’s Pyro.”Jiang he
said.

“Martial Saint?”Qin Yu appeared to be somewhat puzzled.

Jiang he hummed and continued to say: “It’s almost the new year. In
other words, it’s not far from the time that martial saint will appear.”

“So?”Qin Yu was even more confused.

Jiang he stared at Qin Yu and said: “Have you ever thought that the
martial saint that the heaven’s secret has predicted is you?”

“Me?”Qin Yu pointed at his nose.

However, the current Qin Yu was still far away from becoming a martial

saint.

“There are so many martial marquises at the peak of the Martial Marquis
Realm in the world, how could it be me…”Qin Yu said with a bitter

smile.

“They will definitely be the first to step into the Martial Saint Realm.”

“No.”Jiang he shook his head.

“Martial saints can no longer appear in this era. The first person to step
into the martial saint realm will break this deadlock.”

“Therefore, many people are stuck at the perfect stage of the Martial
Marquis realm and are unable to take another step forward, regardless of
their talent.”



“This is the suppression of the Heavenly Dao! It has nothing to do with
talent!”

When Qin Yu heard this, his eyes immediately widened.

No wonder there were so many geniuses in this era, but none of them had

stepped into the Martial Saint Realm!

It had been many years since a new martial Saint had appeared!

“Senior Jiang He, why do you think it’s me?”Qin Yu asked with a
frown.

Jiang he said indifferently, “I feel it.”

“I feel the same way too,”the pavilion master said as well.

“Qin Yu, why don’t you focus on increasing your strength for the time
being? As long as you step into the martial saint realm, even the Jingdu
martial arts association will have to negotiate with you peacefully!”

“When that time comes, you can ask for people and even fight head-on
with the Jingdu Martial Arts Association!”

Qin Yu frowned deeply.

If that martial saint was really him, then it would indeed be something to
look forward to.

But… would Granny Qin give him time?

After they recovered from their injuries, they would definitely use the
power of a martial saint to get rid of him!



“I don’t have that much time.”Qin Yu shook his head.

When Jiang he saw this, he looked at the pavilion master.

The pavilion master said in a deep voice, “If he can obtain the power of
a martial saint, you can also obtain Qin Yu.”

“I can also obtain it?”Qin Yu looked at the pavilion master hurriedly.

The pavilion master nodded and said, “That’s right. As long as you can
find the power left behind by a martial saint, you can borrow the power

of a martial saint.”

When he heard this, Qin Yu could not help but smile bitterly and said,
“It’s not that easy to find the power left behind by the martial saint…”

“Of course it’s not that easy.”The pavilion master smiled and said.

When he said this, the pavilion master changed the topic and continued,
“But it’s not that difficult.”

Qin Yu looked at the pavilion master eagerly and waited for him to
continue.

The pavilion master continued, “Many of the aristocratic families left
behind will have the power of the martial saint. Moreover, there are quite
a number of such aristocratic families.”

Qin Yu quickly looked at the pavilion master and said, “Pavilion Master,
don’t Keep Me in suspense. You must know where the aristocratic

families left behind are, right?”

The pavilion master smiled lightly and said, “That’s right.”



After he finished speaking, the pavilion master took out a business card
and placed it on the table.

On the business card was written a name: Xue Yuzhi.

This name was rather unfamiliar, Qin Yu had never heard of it before.

He took the business card and frowned, “Pavilion master, how come I’ve

never heard of the Xue Family?”

“Because the Xue family has long moved abroad,”said the pavilion
master.

She pointed at the business card and said, “Xue Yuzhi is my good friend.
Her father needs a kind of pill, called the concentric pill.”

“This kind of pill is a genuine heaven rank pill. Xue Yuzhi has begged
me many times, but I never agreed to it because I don’t have the formula
for the concentric pill at all.”

Upon hearing this, Qin Yu quickly understood.

“You said you wanted me to help you refine the Unity Pill, right?”Qin
Yu grabbed the business card and said.

The pavilion master nodded and said, “That’s right. If you can refine the
unity pill for the Xue family, I think they will give you the power of a
martial saint.”

Qin Yu took the business card and stood up immediately.

Then, he said with some excitement, “Pavilion master, Thank You!”



The pavilion master continued, “Don’t be happy too early. The power of
a martial saint is of great significance. They might not be willing to give
it to you. Therefore, you still need to do it yourself.”

“Pavilion Master, the possibility of obtaining the power of a martial saint
is already worth my hard work.”Qin Yu’s eyes were extremely
determined.

“Alright.”The pavilion master nodded.

“You will leave on time in three days. I will inform the Xue family to

pick you up.”

Qin Yu nodded vigorously and said, “Pavilion Master, I, Qin Yu, will
never forget your great kindness. I…”

“That’s enough.”The pavilion master did not seem to like hearing these

things.

She waved her hand and said, “You can go down now.”

Qin Yu coughed dryly and then said with an embarrassed smile, “Then,
pavilion master, Please Rest.”

After he had finished speaking, Qin Yu greeted Jiang he and jumped
down from the pavilion master’s building.

After Qin Yu had left, Jiang he poured a cup of tea and said with a smile,
“Do you really think Xue Yuzhi will give the power of the Martial Saint
to Qin Yu?”

“I don’t know.”The pavilion master shook his head and said.



“Even if Xue Yuzhi really refused, it would be good for him to go out

and hide.”

Jiang he could not help but stroke his beard and said with a smile, “You
really put in a lot of effort.”

The pavilion master smiled faintly and said, “I believe in Qin Yu. He will
definitely be able to obtain the power of the martial saint.”

“I don’t think it’s possible.”Jiang he shook his head and said.

“You should know what the power of the martial saint means. Not all
clans can be compared to the Jingdu Martial Arts Association.”

The pavilion master smiled and said, “Why don’t we make a bet?”

“What Bet?”Jiang he asked.

The pavilion master said faintly, “If I win, you will teach the nine secrets
of Taoism to Qin Yu. How about that?”
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Upon hearing this, Jiang he immediately hesitated.

The nine secrets was Jiang he’s ultimate technique.

In the entire world, not many people knew this technique.

Even the Jingdu Martial Arts Association didn’t have any records of the
nine secrets!



And the reason why Jiang he could be known as the number one person
in the world was precisely because of the nine secrets!

“What, you can’t bear to?”The pavilion master smiled and poured a cup
of tea for Jiang he.

Jiang he sighed slightly and said, “I originally planned to wait until after
I die before I spread the nine secrets.”

“After death? The life and death of a person is not something that can be

controlled by oneself.”The pavilion master shook his head.

Jiang he was stunned, then he laughed loudly and said, “That makes
sense! Alright, then I’ll bet with you!”

“It’s a deal.”

…

At this time, Qin Yu had already jumped down from the Pavilion

Master’s building.

And the handlebar mustache had disappeared to who knows where.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but curse inwardly, “If this bastard were to dig up
the pavilion master’s ancestral grave, it would be troublesome!”

Helpless, Qin Yu could only release his spiritual sense to search for the
handlebar mustache.

“Qin Yu.”

At this moment, a voice came from behind Qin Yu.



Turning around, he saw a girl standing behind Qin Yu.

And she was no other than peaches.

Peaches’face had a hint of surprise, but underneath the surprise was a
hint of shyness.

“Peaches?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but be a little surprised.

Since the last time they parted, the two of them hadn’t seen each other for

a long time.

Therefore, Qin Yu temporarily put down his mustache and went to a
pavilion with peaches to sit down.

Peach poured a cup of tea for Qin Yu and then asked, “Qin Yu, have you
heard from Yao Qing recently?”

Qin Yu shook his head and sighed, “No.”

Speaking of which, Qin Yu really missed this guy a little.

His despicable expression always flashed in Qin Yu’s mind.

“Last time when he left, he said that he would either die outside or
become famous.”Peach grabbed the corner of his clothes.

“Now that your reputation has become famous, almost everyone in the
world has heard of your deeds, but Yao Qing has never returned. I’m
afraid…”

Qin Yu’s face darkened.



He raised his head to look at Tao Zi and said, “Do you think Yao Qing is
involved?”

“I’m just worried that his talent is not high, and he’s alone again,”tao zi
said.

“Moreover, everyone knows about his relationship with you. After your
accident, there were quite a number of people who came to look for
him.”

Qin Yu’s expression immediately turned ugly, and for a moment, he even
felt uneasy.

To Qin Yu, there were not many people in this world who were
important to him. Yao Qing was one of them.

“Qin Yu, don’t worry too much. I’m just guessing.”Tao Zi saw the

situation and quickly comforted him.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but stand up. He couldn’t help but curse in his heart,
“I should have gone to look for him earlier.”

“You can’t find him even if you look for him. He’s determined to go out
and make some achievements,”peach consoled.

“This is his own choice. Perhaps… Perhaps this will make him happier.”

Qin Yu was speechless.

That’s right. Everyone would choose their own path, and only the path
they chose would be willingly.

“I’ll think of a way to find him,”Qin Yu said.



Tao Zi nodded and said, “Mm.”

After some small talk, they learned that Tao Zi had also become an elder
of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

Her talent in alchemy was extremely high, and after Qin Yu’s accident,
the pavilion master had personally taken care of her. This also allowed
her alchemy skills to improve at a rapid pace.

“Qin Yu, I’ll Follow You Back to the Jade Moon Villa in the future,”Tao
Zi said.

Qin Yu reached out and touched Tao Zi’s head, saying, “Okay, I have
the same intention.”

When Qin Yu, the Jingdu Martial Arts Association, and the various
aristocratic families fought head-on, countless people would be injured.

And peach would be of great use.

After parting with peach, Qin Yu used his spiritual sense to search for the
handlebar moustache.

Soon, Qin Yu found the handlebar moustache on the back mountain of
the Medicine God Pavilion.

He saw that the handlebar moustache was already filled with tools, and
he was working hard to dig something out.

Qin Yu rushed over and kicked his butt from behind, causing him to fall

to the ground.

“What are you doing!”Qin Yu scolded.



The handlebar mustache crawled up from the ground. He stared at him
and said, “Of course this venerable self is searching for treasures!”

“Don’t F * cking dig up the ancestral grave of Lord Pavilion Master!”Qin
Yu scolded.

The handlebar mustache pointed at the ground and said, “This isn’t an
ancestral grave at all! It’s a battlefield that was once left behind! Just like
the immortal slaying sect!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s eyes immediately lit up.

“Is what you said true?”Qin Yu said somewhat excitedly.

The moustache stroked his beard and muttered, “Of course, saying that
it’s the same as the immortal slaying sect is obviously a bit of an
exaggeration, but there must be a babe.”

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “As long as it’s not a grave, it’s fine. If
Pavilion Master blames you, you’ll be in trouble.”

“Don’t worry.”The handlebar mustache waved his hand.

Even though that was the case, Qin Yu was still a little worried.

Hence, he sat here and quietly watched the handlebar mustache to
prevent any accidents from happening.

In the evening.

A young man suddenly appeared on the back mountain.

He took steady steps and slowly walked towards Qin Yu.



This person’s body contained traces of killing intent. This killing intent
was approaching Qin Yu.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and stood up to look at him.

Looking at the young man in front of him, Qin Yu felt somewhat
unfamiliar.

“I don’t seem to know you. Why do you want to kill me?”Qin Yu said
coldly.

The young man ignored the young man’s words and said, “Everyone in
the world thinks that you, Qin Yu, are a top-notch genius. Some people
even call you the number one genius, but I’m not convinced.”

“So?”Qin Yu questioned.

“Before you appeared, master once said that I was the person who could
change the world,”the young man continued.

“But ever since you appeared, he changed his view.”

“Qin Yu, did you know that you took away the glory that should have

belonged to me!”

As he spoke, the young man’s eyes turned scarlet, and his aura erupted!

“Late-stage Martial Marquis Realm?”Qin Yu’s expression changed
slightly when he sensed the young man’s internal Qi.

The young man continued, “We are both in the late-stage martial marquis
realm. Today, I want to see just how capable you are. Are you really
what master said you are?”



“Who is your master?”Qin Yu asked with a frown.

“You will know after I beat you up!”The young man roared angrily, and
the internal Qi all over his body completely exploded!

“Internal Qi! Internal Qi! Internal Qi! Internal Qi! Internal Qi! Internal
Qi! Internal Qi!”A wave of power that swept through the entire area

instantly spread out, and the terrifying aura shook the back of the
mountain until it hummed!

Qin Yu’s expression changed again.

“This person’s strength is probably not weaker than mine,”Qin Yu said in
shock.
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Seeing the change in Qin Yu’s expression, the young man immediately
became even crazier!

He laughed loudly and said, “Qin Yu! Why, are you very surprised? Do

you think that you are the only one in this world? I, Jiang Yi, am not

convinced!”

“Jiang Yi…”Qin Yu silently said this name and immediately guessed
something.

“You are senior Jiang he’s disciple?”Qin Yu suddenly raised his head
and asked.

Jiang yi shouted, “No need to ask. Let’s talk after the fight!”

After saying that, Jiang Yi strode toward Qin Yu!



Jiang Yi’s moves were clean and neat. There was no fancy moves, only
the purest power!

That incomparably fierce fist made Qin Yu a little absent-minded for a
moment!

This Jiang Yi’s style was actually somewhat similar to his own!

“Qin Yu, don’t be so F * cking distracted!”The mustached man couldn’t
help but shout.

Qin Yu’s expression changed. His fist instantly flickered with golden
light, and then he raised his fist to meet it!

“Bang!”

The two fists collided, and it was as if Mars had collided with earth,
causing the Earth to Rumble!

In an instant, the ground collapsed, and it was sent flying at any moment.
The entire back mountain seemed as if it was about to be shattered!

The two fists collided, but for a moment, the victor couldn’t be
determined!

“Go to hell!”Jiang Yi roared again!

The two sides immediately launched the simplest and most extreme
collision!

In the blink of an eye, the two sides had already exchanged dozens of
punches!



Under this tremendous force, the ground had been completely shattered!
However, the two people still couldn’t decide the winner!

The mustached man couldn’t help but widen his eyes.

It was indeed shocking to have a physical body against a chaotic body!

“This person really has some ability,”the mustached man could not help
but say in a low voice.

“Boom!”

At this moment, another fist collided!

This time, Qin Yu and Jiang Yi both took three steps back.

The difference was that Jiang Yi was already panting, while Qin Yu still
looked calm.

He frowned slightly and said, “Jiang Yi, I’m not your enemy, and you
don’t need to compete with me.”

“Cut the crap!”Jiang Yi shouted crazily!

“I want to prove to everyone that I, Jiang Yi, am not inferior to you, Qin
Yu!”

Qin Yu’s frown became tighter and tighter.

Jiang Yi was Jiang he’s disciple, so Qin Yu naturally wouldn’t have the
intention to kill him.

However, if there was no winner today, Jiang Yi would obviously not let
it go.



“Alright.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

“I’ll accompany you in a great battle,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Before he finished his words, Qin Yu’s internal Qi started to rise, and his
golden radiance erupted to the maximum.

Jiang Yi sneered, “You’d better not hide your strength, or else… You’ll

die here!”

“Stop!”

At this moment, Jiang he and the pavilion master suddenly stepped
forward and blocked the two of them!

When he saw Jiang he, a trace of unwillingness flashed across Jiang Yi’s
face!

“Master…”Jiang Yi clenched his teeth.

Jiang he turned to look at Jiang Yi and said in a deep voice, “Why do

you insist on holding onto Qin Yu?”

Jiang Yi suddenly raised his head and shouted angrily, “Because I’m not

convinced! I don’t think I’m inferior to him!”

“Master, I will definitely defeat him today. I will prove to you who is the
one who has stepped into the Martial Saint Realm!”Jiang Yi roared
crazily.

However, Jiang he shook his head and said, “Jiang Yi, let’s stop here.
You are equally outstanding. I have never felt that you are inferior to
anyone.”



“Then let me have a big fight with him and determine the winner!”Jiang
Yi roared angrily and charged towards Qin Yu again!

However, this time, Jiang he stepped on a secret technique and instantly
stood in front of Qin Yu. He raised his hand to receive Jiang Yi’s punch.

The deafening sound was deafening!

The dazzling light made people unable to open their eyes!

“Master!”Jiang Yi clenched his teeth as if he was extremely unwilling.

At this moment, Qin Yu took a step forward and shook his head, “Senior
Jiang he, please satisfy him.”

Jiang he looked at Qin Yu and frowned slightly.

He was silent for a moment, then he sighed slightly and said, “Okay.”

Jiang he moved aside and stepped aside.

“Only today,”Jiang he said.

Jiang Yi didn’t say anything more. He clenched his fist and charged at
Qin Yu again.

Although Jiang Yi was Jiang he’s disciple, his moves were completely
different from Jiang he’s.

Compared to Jiang he’s elegance, Jiang Yi’s moves were extremely
rough. Almost every punch was a collision of extreme power.



Qin Yu no longer restrained his internal Qi. His moves were open and
unrestrained. Golden Light illuminated the world, and he fought with an
undefeatable posture.

This battle lasted from day to night. Jiang Yi gasped for breath and
vomited blood many times, but he still didn’t give up.

Even Qin Yu was slightly moved by such a posture!

Both of their bodies were covered in blood, but their Qi and blood didn’t
show any signs of weakening. Instead, they became braver as they
fought.

The Pavilion Master couldn’t help but frown and said, “Your disciple is a
bit stubborn.”

Jiang he sighed slightly and said, “Yes, this is his strength and also his
weakness.”

“If we don’t guide him, he might walk another path.”The pavilion master
was a bit worried.

Jiang he kept silent. He naturally understood this reasoning.

All these years, he had been guiding him.

The battle was still going on. It seemed that both sides would only give
up if one of them fell.

“Although Qin Yu didn’t hide his strength, he didn’t use his spells to
oppress Jiang Yi,”the mustached man said in a low voice.



He knew very well that Qin Yu had a secret technique. If it was really a
battle of life and death, Jiang Yi would have fallen long ago.

What Qin Yu did was to use the purest power to fight.

“Boom!”

Finally, in the early morning of the next day, Qin Yu punched Jiang Yi’s
chest with his golden fist.

Jiang Yi’s body was smashed into the ground, and there were many
bloody marks on his body.

He wanted to stand up, but he found that he couldn’t. The bones in his
body were almost shattered.

“AH…”blood kept pouring out of Jiang Yi’s mouth, but his fighting
spirit didn’t decrease.

Qin Yu’s body was bathed in fresh blood. The bright red and golden
color merged into one.

Qin Yu walked in front of Jiang Yi and said with his head lowered,
“Jiang Yi, I admire you very much. I’m not your enemy.”

Jiang Yi gritted his teeth and said with difficulty, “Qin Yu… Sooner or

later, I will kill you…”

Qin Yu did not say anything more. He looked at the pavilion master and
said, “Lord Pavilion Master, I’ll have to trouble you with his injuries.”

The pavilion master nodded and said, “Yes.”



Then, Qin Yu said, “I have to return to Jingdu. I have something to take
care of.”

“Now?”The pavilion master’s brows were slightly furrowed.

She looked at the fresh blood on Qin Yu’s body and seemed somewhat
worried.

Qin Yu wiped the blood off his body and smiled. “I’m fine. It’s just a
superficial injury.”

Seeing this, the pavilion master didn’t say anything more.

Then, Qin Yu walked quickly to the handlebar mustache.

“There’s news from Jingdu,”the handlebar mustache said.

Qin Yu took the phone and looked at the content on the phone.. Qin Yu
frowned slightly.
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The message on the phone was from Xia Hang.

He told Qin Yu an important piece of news, and this news was related to
the imprisonment of Yan Ruoxue!

“The person who suspects me is the purple-robed Chen Huang,”Xia
Hang said on the phone.

“As far as I know, the person who took Yan ruoxue away from the prison

that day was Chen Huang.”



Looking at this news, Qin Yu could not help but take a deep breath.

“Chen Huang…”Qin Yu muttered softly, and then the corners of his
mouth curled up into a cold smile.

This meant that as long as they found Chen Huang, they would be able to
know where Yan Ruoxue was being held.

Thus, Qin Yu looked at the handlebar mustache and said, “Return to
Jingdu immediately.”

“The injuries on your body… are they really not serious?”The handlebar
mustache furrowed his brows tightly.

At this moment, Qin Yu looked extremely terrifying. The blood stains all
over his body almost made it impossible for him to see his appearance.

“It’s just a minor injury. Let’s hurry up and leave.”Qin Yu frowned and
said.

Then, the two of them rushed back to Jingdu.

Qin Yu simply changed his clothes and prepared to go look for Chen
Huang.

At night.

Chen Huang sat in his mansion as usual.

On this day, there were many guests in his mansion.

Among them were the purple robe who followed Xia hang that day, as
well as the black and Gold Robe Yan Guiyi and the others!



“Mr. Chen, that Xia hang almost died at the hands of Qin Yu that day.
He… He can’t be having an affair with Qin Yu, right?”A purple robe

asked.

“Indeed, Xia Hang is now the president of the Jingdu Martial Arts

Association. His status is noble. Why should he have anything to do with

a person like Qin Yu?”

At this time, Yan Guiyi could not help but grit his teeth and said, “When

Granny Qin recovers, that Qin Yu will definitely die! No matter how
stupid Xia Hang is, he can’t get involved with Qin Yu!”

Chen Huang snorted and said, “It doesn’t matter whether he has a
relationship with Qin Yu or not. What matters is how to make him

abdicate.”

As soon as he said this, everyone in the room fell into silence.

“Yan Guiyi, I will let you control black gold robe as soon as
possible,”Chen Huang said lightly.

“As long as purple robe and black gold robe disagree with Xia hang, he
will have to step down.”

A hint of excitement flashed across Yan Guiyi’s face. Then, he hurriedly
nodded and said, “Thank you, Mr. Chen!”

Chen Huang glanced at purple robe and said, “When I become the

president, Purple Robe will be led by you.”

“At that time, in the entire Jingdu martial arts association, other than the
higher-ups, we will be the ones in Charge!”



The purple robe was overjoyed and thanked him profusely.

Obviously, Chen Huang knew how to win people’s hearts.

“That Xia Hang is just a tool to communicate with the outside world.
Does he deserve to be the President?”Chen Huang snorted.

“That’s right. Before Qu Xie died, his position was even lower than mine.
Now, he is suppressing me. It really makes me unhappy!”Yan Guiyi said
resentfully.

Chen Huang smiled and said, “Don’t worry. After Xia hang leaves the
stage, I won’t let him off easily.”

“TSK TSK, I really didn’t expect that the inner circle of your Jingdu
Martial Arts Association would be so exciting.”

At this moment, a voice suddenly sounded.

The expressions of the few people changed, and they all looked toward
the direction of the door!

They saw Qin Yu slowly walking over, and then sitting down next to
Yan Guiyi.

Yan Guiyi’s expression changed. He stood up and wanted to leave.

“Mr. Yan, don’t be in such a hurry to leave.”Qin Yu reached out and
patted Yan Guiyi’s shoulder.

“Qin Yu, don’t… Don’t do anything reckless,”Yan Guiyi said with some
fear.



“Reckless?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows. Then, he suddenly grabbed Yan
Guiyi’s arm. He exerted force with his hand and broke Yan Guiyi’s arm!

“Is this fooling around?”Qin Yu sneered.

Yan Guiyi grimaced in pain and broke out in cold sweat, but he didn’t
dare to say a word.

“Qin Yu, how do you know this place?”Chen Huang asked with
narrowed eyes.

Qin Yu glanced at Chen Huang and poured himself a cup of tea.

“What do you think?”Qin Yu took a sip of tea and asked with a faint
smile.

Chen Huang narrowed his eyes and snorted, “Xia Hang told you that?”

“That’s right.”Qin Yu nodded.

Chen Huang was stunned.

He did not expect Qin Yu to admit it so directly!

“This Xia Hang… really betrayed the Jingdu Martial Arts
Association!”Chen Huang said coldly.

Qin Yu said with a faint smile, “A good bird chooses a tree to roost in.
The Jingdu Martial Arts Association’s fate is over. Xia hang just made
the right choice.”

“Qin Yu, don’t be arrogant!”The purple-robed man said angrily.



Qin Yu looked at him coldly and said, “It was you who followed Xia
hang that day, wasn’t it?”

“You… you discovered me?”The purple-robed man’s expression
immediately changed.

Qin Yu said sarcastically, “Your ability to hide is too clumsy. It’s
difficult for me not to discover you.”

“So… you deliberately put on an act for us to see?”Chen Huang asked
with a cold face.

“That’s right.”Qin Yu smiled faintly.

Chen Huang could not help but sneer when he heard that. “You admitted
it very straightforwardly.”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows. “Guess why I told you all these things?”

“Why?”Chen Huang asked.

“Because you’re going to die soon. Dead people can always keep their
secrets,”Qin Yu said faintly.

Hearing this, the purple robe next to Chen Huang shouted, “Arrogant! Do
You Think You’re Invincible? No one dares to threaten us, purple robe!”

After saying that, he actually walked straight towards Qin Yu!

A sharp blade condensed in his palm and pierced straight towards Qin
Yu’s chest!

Qin Yu did not Dodge or Dodge. He allowed the sharp blade formed by
his Qi force to Pierce towards him!



“Clang!”

At the instant of contact, the sharp blade was directly shattered!

And this purple robe was even forced back four to five steps!

“How could this be!”The Purple Robe’s expression changed greatly!

Qin Yu sneered, “The famous purple robe, is that all you have?”

Before he finished speaking, Qin Yu’s figure suddenly disappeared!

In the next second, he arrived in front of this purple robe!

The purple robe only felt a golden light covering his eyes. In the next
second, his head and spiritual sense were directly crushed!

He was killed in one hit!

The purple robe of the Jingdu martial arts association was actually unable
to fight back!

This immediately made Chen Huang and Yan Guiyi’s expressions change
drastically!

“Qin… Qin Yu, this has nothing to do with me. I… I didn’t hear

anything…”Yan Guiyi said with a slight tremble.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said, “Yan Guiyi, I had forgotten about you.
Why do you have to get involved in this mess?”

Just as Yan Guiyi was about to speak, Qin Yu slapped him in the air!

His head and spiritual sense exploded instantly!



Then, Qin Yu’s gaze fell on Chen Huang.

Chen Huang’s body tensed up. He pretended to be calm and said, “Qin
Yu, what are you trying to do?”

Qin Yu ignored him and asked, “You were the one who took Yan ruoxue
away that day, right?”

Chen Huang’s expression changed and he hurriedly explained, “I was
just following the orders of the higher-ups…”

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “I’ll give you a chance. Tell me where
you took Yan Ruoxue.”

Chen Huang was stunned. He asked tentatively, “Can I tell you… in

exchange for my life?”

“No.”Qin Yu shook his head.

Chen Huang said coldly, “Then why should I tell you?”

Qin Yu grinned and said, “Because I can leave your divine sense behind..
You should know that if your divine sense is destroyed, your soul will be
destroyed.”
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divination

Chen Huang’s expression changed drastically.

He subconsciously looked at the two people who had turned into
skeletons beside him, and his forehead could not help but break out in
cold sweat.



“F * ck you!”

At this moment, Chen Huang suddenly made a move. His hand flashed
with light and headed straight for Qin Yu’s glabella!

Qin Yu was already prepared. He could not help but Snort coldly and
immediately waved his hand, sending Chen Huang flying with a slap!

This slap was extremely powerful, almost breaking half of Chen Huang’s
face bone.

Chen Huang fell to the ground in a sorry State!

“I don’t want to die. Please spare me…”Chen Huang was afraid.

In the face of death, everyone revealed their most vulnerable side.

Qin Yu looked down at Chen Huang and said, “Tell me, where did you
bring Yan Ruoxue?”

Chen Huang hurriedly said, “I’ll tell you, I’ll tell you everything!”

“That day, Granny Qin asked me to bring Yan Ruoxue to the true martial
arts room of the Jingdu Martial Arts Association. After I put her down, I
chased us out.”

“I don’t know anything else. I only know that she was brought to the true

martial arts room!”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “True martial arts room? where is that?”

Chen Huang hurriedly said, “It’s in a mansion in the depths of the Jingdu
Martial Arts Academy! Ask Xia Hang, Xia Hang Knows!”



Qin Yu sized up Chen Huang and said, “You’re not lying to me, right?”

“I swear, I’m absolutely not lying to you!”Chen Huang hurriedly
explained.

Qin Yu nodded. Then, a light flashed on his palm and directly shattered

Chen Huang’s spiritual sense.

Since he suspected Xia Hang, then Qin Yu would never let him live.

Then, Qin Yu used the spiritual fire to finish off the Three Corpses and
left in a hurry.

All the way back to Jingdu Martial Arts Academy.

Qin Yu took out his phone and called Xia Hang.

“Where is the true martial arts room?”Qin Yu went straight to the point.

Xia hang said, “The true martial arts room? That is an important place of

Jingdu Martial Arts Academy. I have never seen it before.”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “How should I go in?”

Xia hang smiled bitterly and said, “Even I don’t have the qualifications to
go in…”

Qin Yu took a deep breath and thought to himself, “I have to find an
opportunity to sneak in and take a look.”

After he hung up the phone, Qin Yu calculated the time.

There was still one day left before the time the pavilion master
mentioned.



Therefore, Qin Yu was not in a hurry. He brought his handlebar
mustache out and planned to buy a space artifact.

“Spatial artifacts are not common items. If you want to buy them, I’m
afraid you can only go to the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets,”said the
handlebar moustache.

“Pavilion of Heavenly Secrets?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Not long ago, Qin Yu had offended the young master of the pavilion of
heavenly secrets. If he went to the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets Now, he
would definitely be in trouble.

“Other than the pavilion of heavenly secrets, is there no other place to
buy them?”Asked Qin Yu.

The Mustache Man shook his head and said, “It’s very difficult, unless
you’re looking for it at an auction, but there aren’t any auctions in the
near future.”

Qin Yu thought for a while and said, “Forget about him. Maybe Luo
Yang isn’t here at all.”

Thus, Qin Yu left the Jingdu Martial Arts Academy with the Mustache
Man and rushed toward the pavilion of heavenly secrets.

The entrance of the pavilion of heavenly secrets was very imposing. The
door was shaped like a statue of a dragon and a tiger fighting. Looking in
from the entrance, it was dark.

Standing at the entrance, one could feel the pressure emanating from it.

Above the entrance, there were a few big words: Pavilion of heavenly
secrets.



“This is the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets,”Qin Yu said in a low voice.

The mustached man licked his lips and said, “There are countless babe
here.”

Qin Yu said jokingly, “Why don’t you come here to search for Babe?”

“Come here? Do you know what is searching for the Babe? Searching

for the Babe is searching for the treasure. There are experts here, so I
can’t find anything here.”The Mustache Man rolled his eyes.

Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh when he heard that.

There were a number of luxury cars parked at the entrance of the pavilion
of heavenly secrets.

One of the cars attracted Qin Yu’s attention.

It was a Maybach with a capital plate number, and Qin Yu was quite
familiar with it.

“A car from the Yan Family?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

As he was speaking, Yan Sihai walked out from the pavilion of heavenly

secrets.

Beside him was a peak-stage martial marquis.

After seeing Qin Yu, Yan Sihai was stunned, and then he sneered, “Qin
Yu? Long time no see.”

Qin Yu also sneered, “Yeah, I thought you were dead.”



Yan Sihai raised his eyebrows and said with slight sarcasm, “What? You

haven’t rescued Yan Ruoxue Yet? If you don’t bring her out, her blood
will probably be sucked dry.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s face suddenly changed, and a burst of killing
intent burst out!

Feeling this killing intent, Yan Sihai unconsciously took a step back.

And the peak-stage martial marquis beside him quickly stepped forward

and blocked in front of Yan Sihai.

Qin Yu said coldly, “Yan Sihai, Yan Ruoxue is your niece after all. Not
only are you not in a hurry, but you’re even proud of her being taken
away. Your skin is really thick.”

Qin Yu paused for a moment and continued, “But that’s true. You can
even be ruthless to your own biological father, let alone your niece.”

Yan Sihai said with a cold face, “Qin Yu, don’t think that I can’t do
anything to you just because you have some achievements now.
Remember what kind of society we live in now!”

Qin Yu also sneered and said, “Yan Sihai, if I want to kill you, even if
you hire a bodyguard, it’s useless.”

Yan Sihai seemed to feel a sense of danger.

He snorted coldly, then turned around and left.

Looking at Yan Sihai’s departing back, Qin Yu’s eyes narrowed slightly.

“Sooner or later, I will take back the Yan family for Old Mister
Yan,”Qin Yu snorted coldly.



Then, Qin Yu Strode into the pavilion of heavenly secrets with his
handlebar mustache.

The pavilion of heavenly secrets had all kinds of weapons and spiritual
artifacts.

Some of these spiritual artifacts were purchased, and some were
personally forged by them. Each of them was extraordinary.

“I hope I don’t run into that Luo Yang,”the handlebar mustache
muttered.

But the truth was that what one was afraid of came true.

Not far away, Luo Yang was holding a folding fan and striding over.

“Hello, Young Master.”When the surrounding people saw Luo Yang,
they all bowed to greet him.

“Damn, what bad luck!”The mustached man couldn’t help but curse.

Qin Yu pretended not to see Luo Yang and turned his head to the side.

“Qin Yu?”

But even so, he still couldn’t escape.

Luo Yang walked quickly to Qin Yu and said with some ridicule, “TSK
tsk, isn’t this the famous Qin Yu? Why would a big shot like you come

to my small pavilion of Heavenly Secrets?”

Seeing that he couldn’t hide, Qin Yu smiled and said, “Young Master
Luo, we meet again.”



Luo Yang said sarcastically, “Yeah, I still remember the time you stole
my babe.”

“Do you have that gourd with you?”Luo Yang raised his eyebrows and
asked.

Qin Yu frowned slightly and didn’t answer.

At this time, a few people walked over from Luo Yang’s side and

surrounded Qin Yu and the handlebar mustache.

“To be honest, I’m very interested in that gourd,”Luo Yang said faintly.

“If you’re willing to hand over that gourd, you might be able to avoid the
pain of suffering.”

Chapter 778: Chapter 778, the panicking pavilion of heavenly

secrets

This was Luo Yang’s territory, and it was practically a call to a hundred.

And the strength of the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets was clearly much
stronger than he had imagined.

Qin Yu looked coldly at Luo Yang and said, “We are here to buy things,
but you want to rob us by force. Who would dare to come to the pavilion

of Heavenly Secrets in the future?”

Luo yang sneered and said, “Qin Yu, don’t tell me you think that our
pavilion of heavenly secrets relies on buying things to earn money?
Could it be that your divine alchemist pavilion relies on selling medicine
to earn money?”



“Aiya, young master Luo, I was wrong about that gourd. It’s a fake. I
threw it away a long time ago.”The mustached man quickly jumped out
to smooth things over.

Luo yang sneered and said, “Do you take me for a Fool? Cut the crap.
Hand over the thing and I’ll spare your lives!”

The surrounding people quickly surrounded him.

In order to please Luo Yang, many people shouted one after another,
“Young master Luo, Do you need our help?”

At a glance, dozens of people from the pavilion of heavenly secrets were

standing by Luo Yang’s side.

Seeing this, Luo Yang became even more proud.

He said indifferently, “Qin Yu, as long as I say the word, I can let you
die here!”

“Qin Yu?”Hearing this name, the faces of the people around changed.

Some people even had the intention to retreat and retreated one after
another.

Qin Yu looked at Luo Yang coldly and said, “I’m giving you face. I’ll
call you young master Luo. If I don’t Give You Face, you’re nothing.”

“Qin Yu, this is the pavilion of Heavenly Secrets!”The Mustache Man
suddenly became anxious and gently pulled Qin Yu.

Qin Yu ignored him. He looked at Luo Yang coldly and said, “Luo Yang,
I’ll give you one last piece of advice. I’m here to buy things, not to find
trouble.”



Luo Yang said with a cold face, “You’ve already angered me. Qin Yu,
I’m afraid this matter will be difficult today.”

After saying this, Luo Yang took a step back.

More than ten people immediately strode towards Qin Yu.

Qin Yu’s face became colder and colder, and the internal Qi on his body
also erupted.

“Do it!”Luo Yang shouted.

As soon as he gave the order, someone immediately took the lead and
rushed towards Qin Yu!

Qin Yu was not used to it at all. He waved his hand, and golden light
rose in all directions. He directly sent him flying with a slap!

When the others saw this, their expressions changed drastically!

He sent a middle stage martial marquis flying with a slap. What kind of

strength was this?

“Attack! Attack together!”Luo Yang shouted in exasperation.

These ten over people gritted their teeth and then rushed towards Qin Yu
with large strides.

In an instant, spells rose in all directions, and light burst forth!

Countless spells rushed towards Qin Yu! They held the weapons gifted
by the pavilion of heavenly secrets and were approaching Qin Yu’s vital
point!



Qin Yu was not afraid at all. His moves were wide open and wide, and
his undefeatable stance was terrifying!

His moves were simple and neat, only having an incomparably fierce fist.

And this fist contained an undefeatable might. With a punch, one person
died!

Qin Yu fought against ten people alone. He was not at a disadvantage at
all. His steel-like body forced back several people!

“Boom!”

An absolute beginning holy fist smashed out and directly shattered a
person’s body!

In just half an hour, these ten people all fell to the ground. Some were
dead, some were injured. Almost no one could stop Qin Yu’s footsteps!

The surrounding people were dumbstruck. They had only heard about
Qin Yu’s strength. After seeing it with their own eyes today, they were
greatly shocked!

Luo Yang’s face was filled with exasperation. He said angrily, “A bunch

of trash! A bunch of trash!”

After saying that, he glared at Qin Yu and shouted, “Qin Yu, don’t be
arrogant. If my father didn’t have something to do, he wouldn’t let you
be so arrogant!”

Qin Yu glanced at Luo Yang coldly, and suddenly slapped Luo Yang’s
face!



This Luo Yang’s strength was not weak, but compared to Qin Yu, he was
dwarfed!

Qin Yu’s slap caused Luo Yang’s head to buzz, and his vision started to
see stars.

“You… you dare to hit me!”Luo Yang immediately flew into a rage!

Qin Yu said coldly, “You uneducated thing, today I will teach you for
free on behalf of your father!”

After saying that, Qin Yu slapped Luo Yang’s face again.

This slap was full of force, and it directly sent Luo Yang flying.

The surrounding people didn’t dare to breathe loudly, and no one dared
to make a sound.

“Qin Yu, you… You’re finished!”Luo Yang said through gritted teeth.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with Luo Yang anymore.

He walked straight to an iron platform and examined it carefully.

There were many magical weapons and weapons placed on this iron
platform, and they all looked extremely exquisite.

Some of the spiritual artifacts seemed to have not been dealt with in time.
They looked rusty, but one could still feel that they were extraordinary.

Qin Yu casually picked up a spatial god artifact that looked like a ring
and put it on his finger.



“I originally planned to buy a spatial god artifact, but your attitude made
me very unhappy. This spatial God artifact will be taken as an apology
from your pavilion of Heavenly Secrets,”Qin Yu said with a sneer.

Luo Yang was flustered and exasperated, but there was nothing he could
do.

“Qin Yu, you’re finished, you’re finished!”Luo Yang could only sit on
the ground and fly into a rage.

After Qin Yu took the spatial artifact, he turned around and left the
Heaven’s secret pavilion.

Only after he walked out of the Heaven’s secret pavilion’s door did the
mustache mutter, “You’re really fierce, running to the heaven’s secret
pavilion to snatch something.”

Qin Yu snorted coldly, “Doesn’t he have to pay the price for attacking
me? This spatial artifact is the price.”

After saying this, Qin Yu returned to the martial arts academy with his
handlebar mustache.

Then, Qin Yu put the power of creation, Coffin, and other items into the
spatial artifact.

“This picture will probably be targeted,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

The video of the battle with little black that day had long been leaked out.
It was so big that there must be someone who knew the value of it.

And the person who could recognize this item must be very powerful.



“This is also good. I was just worrying about not having a golden
core,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

After calculating the time, they should set off tomorrow.

Qin Yu and the handlebar mustache rushed to the airport that night.

On the other side, in the secret pavilion.

In the evening, as soon as the Pavilion Master of the secret pavilion, Luo
Jingyu, returned to the secret pavilion, Luo Yang ran over crying.

“Dad, someone broke into the secret pavilion and injured our people! I
also got two slaps on my face!”Luo Yang pointed at his own face and
said with a face full of grief and indignation.

Luo Jingyu glanced at Luo Yang and said, “What did you do this time?”

“It’s not me who caused trouble! It’s that Qin Yu who is arrogant and
conceited! He doesn’t put our pavilion of heavenly secrets in his eyes!
and he even wants to steal our things!”Luo Yang said angrily.

Luo Jingyu obviously didn’t believe it at all. He poured a cup of tea and
said indifferently, “If you don’t tell the truth, I Won’t care about you.”

Seeing this, Luo Yang had no choice but to bite the bullet and tell him
the whole story.

After Luo Jingyu heard it, he couldn’t help but snort, “You don’t have
much ability, and you still want to rob others? You Deserve It!”



“Dad, you can’t blame me for this. Even Yan Jinyao might not be his
match with that Qin Yu’s strength, let alone me…”Luo Yang muttered in

a low voice.

Luo Jingyu glanced at Luo Yang and changed the topic, snorting coldly,
“He came to my secret pavilion to fight. Isn’t he looking down on me too
much?”

“Yes, yes, yes! And that Qin Yu also snatched a spatial god weapon from
our iron platform!”Luo Yang hurriedly said.

Hearing this, Luo Jingyu’s face immediately changed!

He hurriedly looked at Luo Yang and said, “Which spatial God

Weapon?”

“It’s the ring that was placed in the iron platform…”Luo Yang
whispered.

“You…. you said he took that ring? !”Luo Jingyu instantly looked as if
he had lost his parents, and his face was extremely pale!
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saint

“That’s right, isn’t that just a broken ring? Why are you so

nervous…”Luo Yang muttered in a low voice.

Luo Jingyu gritted his teeth and slapped Luo Yang’s face!

“Broken ring? Do you know that there’s a secret hidden in that spatial

artifact? You Bastard!”Luo Jingyu said through gritted teeth.



“I spent a lot of effort to get that ring, and now it’s stolen because of

you!”

Luo Yang covered his face and said in a low voice, “Then why don’t you
go and get it back? Does he, Qin Yu, dare to Offend Our Pavilion of
Heavenly Secrets?”

“If he was afraid of our pavilion of heavenly secrets, he wouldn’t have
slapped you, you piece of trash!”Luo Jingyu said coldly.

“Let me tell you, if you can’t find that ring, I’ll break your legs!”

At this moment, Luo Yang also realized that something was wrong.

He said in a low voice, “Dad, then… then what should we do?”

Luo Jingyu took a deep breath and said, “We can only pray that he didn’t

discover the secret of that spatial artifact.”

After saying that, Luo Jingyu fell into silence.

After a moment, Luo Jingyu sighed and said, “Calm him down first and

apologize to him.”

“Take a few treasures and exchange it for the ring!”

…

At this time, Qin Yu and the handlebar mustache arrived at the airport
early.

The Pavilion Master also sent Qin Yu the address.



Seeing this address, Qin Yu seemed to feel that it was somewhat
familiar.

“Shengguo…”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice.

Qin Yu had been to this country before.

Back then, in order to treat Yang Jing’s father’s illness, Qin Yu had
indeed made a trip there.

“What a coincidence.”Qin Yu thought to himself.

“I’ve already informed Xue Yuzhi. Whether or not you can obtain the

power of the martial saint is up to you.”The pavilion master said in the
text message.

Qin Yu picked up his phone.

He took a deep breath and said in a low voice, “No matter what, I must
obtain the power of the Martial Saint!”

Qin Yu bought the latest flight and the two of them rushed to the Sheng
Kingdom in the early morning.

Ten hours later.

The plane successfully arrived at the Sheng Kingdom.

After he got off the plane, Qin Yu took a deep breath and could not help
but feel a little emotional.

“The last time I came to the Sheng Kingdom, I had just stepped into the
path of cultivation. In the blink of an eye, so much time had passed.”Qin
Yu could not help but sigh.



Thinking back, it had been a long time since he had seen Yang Jing.

In the past two years, Qin Yu had almost been cultivating and had not
entered the secular world for a long time.

“I’m already here. If I have time, I’ll go visit the Yang family,”Qin Yu
thought to himself.

At this time, the mustache pointed to a car not far away and said, “That
car should be here to pick us up.”

Qin Yu looked over and saw a car with Qin Yu’s name written on it.

Therefore, the two of them immediately walked towards the car.

As soon as they approached, two people got out of the car.

They walked to the back and opened the car door. Then, they saw a

woman in her twenties.

“You are Qin Yu?”The woman asked straightforwardly.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Are you Miss Xue Yuzhi?”

“Miss?”The woman couldn’t help but cover her mouth and laugh.

“According to my age, you should call me Auntie.”

“Auntie?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but scratch his head.

But on second thought, since Xue Yuzhi was a friend of the pavilion
master, she must be around the same age.

“Hello, Auntie Xue.”Qin Yu quickly changed his words.



Xue Yuzhi smiled and said, “Get in the car.”

Qin Yu did not waste any time and immediately got into the car with his
handlebar mustache.

After getting into the car, Xue Yuzhi sized up qin yu and sighed, “Your
Pavilion Master is full of praise for you. He said that your alchemy skills
are not inferior to hers.”

Qin Yu quickly waved his hand and said, “That’s too exaggerated. How
can I be compared to the Pavilion Master?”

“Don’t be too modest. She also said that you would become the first
martial saint in the world.”Xue Yuzhi continued.

Qin Yu could not help but stick out his tongue.

The first martial saint?

Qin Yu had heard these words one after another in the past two days.

“Oh right, do you know how to refine the Unity Pill?”At this moment,
Xue Yuzhi suddenly asked.

Qin Yu said, “It shouldn’t be a problem. Auntie Xue, May I ask, what is
the effect of this unity pill?”

Hearing this, a trace of doubt flashed across Xue Yuzhi’s face.

Qin Yu explained, “Because I came in a hurry, I didn’t make any
preparations. But don’t worry, since I’m here, I’ll definitely give you a
satisfactory explanation.”



Seeing this, Xue Yuzhi nodded and said, “My father was poisoned a few
years ago. This poison is extremely strange. It’s said that only the
concentric pill can cure it.”

“Over the years, we have tried many methods, but all of them failed. So,
we put all our hopes on the concentric pill.”

“Detoxification…”Qin Yu nodded silently.

Normally, detoxification should not be difficult.

But with the Xue family’s ability, they must have tried the ordinary pill.

Since it did not work, it was enough to show that this kind of poison was

not simple.

“How is it? Is It Okay?”Xue Yuzhi asked.

Qin Yu quickly nodded and said, “No problem.”

At this point, Qin Yu suddenly thought of the martial saint’s power.

Thus, Qin Yu said, “Aunt Xue, may I ask, I heard that your Xue family
has the power of the martial saint. Is that true?”

Xue Yuzhi did not avoid this question.

She smiled and said: “That’s right. It is precisely because we have the
power of a martial saint that our Xue family has been able to stand firm in
the Sheng Country.”

“Otherwise, I am afraid we would have been eaten long ago.”



Qin Yu frowned and said: “From what you said… . . The Sheng country
is very dangerous?”

“Yes.”Xue Yuzhi nodded.

“The Sheng country is not very big and its management skills are very
poor. That is why many organizations have been stationed here.”Xue
Yuzhi explained.

Qin Yu asked a little puzzled: “Since it is so dangerous, why did you all
come to the Sheng Kingdom? Why did you not stay in the fire country?”

Xue Yu Zhi’s expression changed slightly and she said in a deep voice:
“We have enemies and we had no choice but to come to the Sheng
Kingdom. Otherwise, who would be willing to leave their hometown?”

“In any case, do not ask about things that you should not ask.”

Seeing that Xue Yu Zhi’s tone was not friendly, Qin Yu did not continue
to ask.

The car sped along and soon arrived at the Xue family.

Just like the Yang family, the Xue family also owned a manor, and this
manor was even more magnificent than the Yang family.

The entire border was built with city walls, almost like a small city.

After arriving at the Xue family, Xue Yuzhi asked someone to arrange a
room for Qin Yu.

“You can stay here temporarily. I’ll inform you when I look for you,”Xue
Yuzhi said.



Qin Yu nodded and said, “Aunt Xue, there’s no time to lose. I hope you
can hurry up.”

For Qin Yu, time was of the essence.

Just as Yan Sihai said, Every Minute Qin Yu delayed, Yan Ruoxue
would suffer more.

Chapter 780: Chapter 780, snatching the pill formula

Hearing Qin Yu’s words, Xue Yuzhi said with a faint smile, “There are
some things that can not be rushed.”

After saying that, Xue Yuzhi looked at the door and said, “If there is
anything, you can inform the people outside.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu could only nod.

After Xue Yuzhi left, Qin Yu and the handlebar mustache temporarily
stayed here.

He released his spiritual sense to cover the surroundings and discovered
that there were many martial artists in the Xue family.

However, these martial artists were not all top-notch. Instead, there were
many weak ones.

For example, martial grandmasters, or even martial grandmasters.

“How can there be martial grandmasters in the Xue Family?”Qin Yu
could not help but frown.



The difference in strength between the Xue family was a little big. Not
only were there martial marquises, there were even martial grandmasters.

This simply did not make sense. A family with a martial marquis would

definitely not look at Grandmasters in the eye.

Of course, Qin Yu did not think too much about it. After all, there might
be geniuses in the Grandmaster realm.

In the blink of an eye, night arrived.

However, the Xue family did not make any movements, and no one came
to inform Qin Yu.

This could not help but make Qin Yu a little anxious.

He stood up and walked to the door. He said politely to the person
outside the door, “May I ask if Aunt Xue has come?”

“No,”the person said expressionlessly.

Qin Yu said in puzzlement, “I’m here to refine pills for the Xue family.
Why hasn’t the Xue family made any movements?”

The person glanced at Qin Yu and sneered, “You’re not the only one who
refined pills for the Xue family. You’d better wait patiently.”

Only then did Qin Yu come to a realization.

It turned out that the Xue clan had not invited him alone.

Those weaker grandmasters might have been the alchemists that the Xue
Clan had invited.



“Looks like there is still a need for competition in this matter.”Qin Yu
rubbed his chin as he thought to himself.

The Divine Alchemist’s Pavilion had gathered together the fire country’s
most elite alchemists and Pyro Alchemists. But in the entire world, the
Divine Alchemist’s pavilion was not the only one that was dominant.

Hence, it was normal for the Xue clan to have invited other alchemists.

“The Unity Pill… . . Have you heard of this pill before?”Qin Yu asked
as he looked at the handlebar moustache.

The handlebar moustache rolled his eyes and said: “You are an alchemist,
and you ask me? I have never heard of the Unity Pill before.”

Qin Yu said softly: “The Unity Pill is a heaven ranked pill. In the current
era, most of the heaven ranked pill formulas have already been lost.”

What Troubled Qin Yu the most was that there was no concentric pill
formula in his inherited memories.

That night, Qin Yu searched for an entire night, but he still could not find
the concentric pill.

“Sorry for the trouble.”Qin Yu could not help but touch the tip of his
nose.

If he did not have the concentric pill formula, then this trip was destined
to be in vain. He could forget about the power of a martial saint.

At this moment, the sound of knocking came from outside.

In a short while, a man walked in.



“Who is Qin Yu?”He asked after entering the door.

Qin Yu stood up and said, “I am.”

“Follow me,”the man said.

Qin Yu did not hesitate. He immediately stood up and followed the man
out of the room.

They arrived at a certain square in the Xue family’s manor.

At that moment, there were already dozens of people gathered in the
square!

Qin Yu frowned and asked: “Why are there so many people? Could it be

that they are all alchemists?”

“That’s right.”The man nodded and said.

“These people come from all over the world and they all claim to be able
to concoct the concentric pill.”

Qin Yu swept his gaze over and discovered that among these people, not
only were there people from the Yan country, there were also many
foreigners with blonde hair and blue eyes.

“The Xue Clan has actually invited so many alchemists.”Qin Yu
suddenly felt a sense of crisis in his heart.

With so many people, there was no guarantee that one of them would be

able to obtain the pill formula of the heart synchronization pill.

He swept his gaze across everyone present and a vicious thought
suddenly emerged in his heart.



That was to snatch the pill formula from these people’s hands! In that
case, the heart synchronization pill would not be a problem!

Although his thoughts were a little vicious, Qin Yu had no other choice.

Qin Yu must obtain the power of a martial saint.

“Wait here.”That man said these words and then left in a hurry.

Qin Yu stood there silently and waited quietly.

The people around him all had strange expressions on their faces. They
looked as if they did not care about anyone and were incomparably
arrogant.

They didn’t communicate with each other at all. It was as if they were
enemies.

Ten minutes later.

Xue Yuzhi and two men appeared in front of them.

The two men were Xue Yuzhi’s brothers, Xue Yujie and Xue Yuchen.

The three of them stood on high ground and looked down from above.
All they could see were alchemists.

“Thank you for coming all the way here,”Xue Yujie said.

“My father is in urgent need of a concentric pill. Whoever can refine the

concentric pill will be rewarded handsomely!”



At this point, Xue Yujie stretched out three fingers and said, “I will only
give you three days. After three days, I hope that you can bring the pill
and gather here again.”

“As for the herbs, you can directly go to the herb warehouse to collect
them.”

Everyone present bowed and said, “Mr. Xue, please rest assured.”

Xue Yujie grunted in gratitude, then waved his hand and said, “Everyone,
don’t waste your time. Gather here on time in three days.”

After saying this, the three people of the Xue family turned around and
left.

Qin Yu looked at an alchemist beside him and said, “Do you really have
the pill formula for the concentric pill?”

“It’s none of your business!”The Alchemist glared at Qin Yu and turned
to leave.

Qin Yu was rejected and could not help but feel a little awkward.

Many of the alchemists present rushed to the herbs warehouse, but Qin
Yu was not in a hurry.

Without the pill formula in his hands, even if he went to the herbs
warehouse, he did not know what to receive.

After returning to his residence, Qin Yu was troubled for a moment.

“How is it?”The mustached man came forward and asked.



Qin Yu smiled bitterly and said, “The Xue family has found at least
dozens of alchemists, and I’m only one of them.”

“So Many?”The mustached man was also a little surprised.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes. The most important thing is that I don’t
have the formula for the heart-to-heart pill at all.”

“Then why are you here?”The mustached man said with his eyes wide
open.

Qin Yu sighed and said, “We can only take it one step at a time. Maybe
we can find another way.”

At this moment, Xue Yuzhi pushed the door open and walked in.

Qin Yu hurriedly got up and said, “Aunt Xue.”

Xue Yuzhi nodded slightly and said with a smile, “How is it? is the pill

okay?”

Qin Yu opened his mouth and finally lied, “No problem. But… why did

the Xue family invite so many pharmacists? Don’t tell me they all have

the formula for the concentric pill?”

“No.”Xue Yuzhi shook her head.

“I told you, Shengguo is a country with very poor supervision. Many
forces are stationed here.”

“Many people came because of the reputation. In these three days, they
will certainly inquire about the news, find out who has the recipe for the
concentric pill, and then snatch the recipe for the concentric pill.”



As soon as these words were said, Qin Yu was a bit surprised.

Wasn’t this a coincidence? This thought really coincided with his own.

Chapter 781: Chapter 781, killing two people!

“In other words, someone is here for the pill formula?”Qin Yu raised his
eyebrows and asked.

“That’s right, so you have to be careful.”Xue Yuzhi nodded with a smile.

She didn’t know what Qin Yu was thinking. In her opinion, Qin Yu must
have the pill formula.

“By the way, Aunt Xue, do you know who has the pill formula among

these people? I want to know who my competitors are,”Qin Yu Lied.

Xue Yuzhi smiled and said, “Although there are many people here today,
you only need to pay attention to two people.”

“One is called Hou Xin, and the other is called Wen Sheng,”Xue Yuzhi
said.

Qin Yu silently memorized these two names and nodded. “Okay, Auntie
Xue, I got it.”

“Well, hurry up. You only have three days,”Xue Yuzhi said.

After saying that, Xue Yuzhi got up and left.

After she left, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer, “Snatching things? I’m

the best at it.”



Late at night.

The entire courtyard was silent.

And under this silence, there was an undercurrent surging.

Who knew how many people were filled with killing intent, preparing to
snatch the formula for the Unity Pill.

Qin Yu got up and strode out of the house.

He restrained his internal Qi and carefully rushed towards Hou Xin’s
residence.

During the day, Qin Yu had already inquired about Hou Xin’s residence,
so it was not difficult to find Hou Xin.

He came all the way to Hou Xin’s residence.

The moment he got close, Qin Yu felt several internal Qi surrounding
him.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and could not help but sneer, “Looks like
someone has already made a move.”

Qin Yu looked at the door and found a few footprints.

Obviously, someone had already made a move.

He was not in a hurry to make a move. Instead, he waited silently nearby.

A few minutes later.



Hou Xin’s door was easily opened by someone. Then, two martial
marquises strode in!

Hou Xin, who was about to sleep, was suddenly startled. He hurriedly
got up and said with some fear, “You… What are you doing?”

Hou Xin was not very strong. He was only at the peak of the Great
Grandmaster realm.

Facing two martial marquises, he had no way to fight back!

“What are you doing? Hand over your concentric pill formula!”One of
the martial marquises said coldly.

“Otherwise, today will be the day of your death!”

Hou Xin’s face was pale. He said with fear, “I… I don’t have the

concentric pill formula! You… Don’t act recklessly!”

“No? Bullsh * T! The outside world knows that you have the formula for
the concentric pill!”One of the martial marquises shouted.

The other Martial Marquis took a step forward and grabbed Hou Xin’s
neck.

The huge force instantly made Hou Xin unable to breathe.

Blue veins bulged on his forehead as he said with a pained expression,
“I… I really don’t have the formula for the concentric pill…”

“You still want to argue? Fine! If you don’t hand over the formula for
the concentric pill today, then you can go to hell!”Wu Hou shouted

sternly as the strength in his hands suddenly increased!



Under this tremendous force, blue veins bulged on Hou Xin’s face, and
his entire face turned red and swollen!

“TSK TSK, you want to kill someone just because you can’t snatch
something?”

At this moment, a voice entered their ears.

They turned around and saw that it was Qin Yu.

He sized up the two martial marquises in front of him and said, “Put
them down.”

One of the martial marquises said coldly, “Who are you? I’m Warning

You, you better mind your own business!”

Qin Yu sneered, “I told you to put them down.”

“I think you’re courting death!”One of the martial marquises shouted
angrily and then rushed towards Qin Yu!

The sharp claws in his hand were incomparably sharp, and directly
headed towards Qin Yu’s head!

Qin Yu coldly looked at this martial marquis, and then threw a punch.

“Boom!”

Just this punch, that Martial Marquis’Palm was instantly shattered!

Before he could speak, Qin Yu’s Golden Palm had already slapped over.

“Crack!”



This slap directly smashed that Martial Marquis’head into pieces!

Qin Yu bent down and took out the golden pill from his stomach, then
threw his body to the side.

The other Marquis Wu’s face instantly turned pale. He let go of Hou Xin
and said coldly, “Brother, you should also be here for the Unity Pill,
right? Why don’t we work together and force this kid to hand over the

Unity Pill, how about it?”

Qin Yu touched his chin and muttered, “This is a good choice…”

“No… no…”Hou Xin panicked and looked at Qin Yu with a terrified
expression.

“Cut the crap!”Marquis Wu slapped Hou Xin’s face.

Then, he looked at Qin Yu and said with a smile, “Brother, I have many
ways to torture people. I guarantee that I can get him to hand over the

recipe for the Unity Pill!”

Qin Yu looked at Marquis Wu in front of him and said with a smile,
“Your suggestion is good, but… I don’t want to cooperate with you.”

“You… What do you mean!”Marquis Wu’s face suddenly changed!

Qin Yu said coldly, “I mean to kill you.”

“How dare you! Do you know what kind of person I am!”Marquis wu
shouted.

“I am a member of the Purple Flame sect! If you kill me, I guarantee that
you won’t be able to leave Sheng Country!”



Qin Yu sneered, “What Bullshit Purple Flame sect? I fucking hate people

who threaten me the most!”

After saying that, Qin Yu directly gave him a slap, directly smashing his
head!

In the blink of an eye, he had killed two martial marquises. This kind of
strength left Hou Xin dumbstruck!

He trembled slightly as he said, “Thank… Thank you…”

Qin Yu did not pay attention to him. He kept the two golden pills and
then with a gentle wave of his hand, the door closed.

Qin Yu walked to Hou Xin and sat down. He said with a smile, “How
about giving me the formula for the concentric pill? Of course, you can
name the conditions.”

Hou Xin’s face changed. He said with a bitter smile, “Sir, I really don’t
have the formula for the concentric pill…”

“You don’t?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.

“But it’s being spread outside. You have the formula, not to mention…
with your strength, if you don’t have the formula for the concentric pill,
why would you take this risk?”

Hou Xin was silent for a moment, then sighed and said, “To tell you the
truth, I only have one substitute, which is also used to remove poison.
What I want is to try my luck.”

“If my pill can only be used by Old Master Xue, then this trip will not be
in vain. But I never thought that it would lead to a fatal disaster…”



Qin Yu frowned slightly.

He frowned and said, “Do you really not have the formula for the
concentric pill?”

Hou Xin nodded vigorously and said, “I really don’t! But… that Wen

Sheng seems to have it.”

“How do you know?”Qin Yu frowned and said.

Hou Xin stammered and said, “I also heard it from others.”

At this point, Hou Xin suddenly changed the topic and said, “You saved
my life, so I owe you a favor. Although I don’t have the formula for the
concentric pill, I can give you my substitute pill formula.”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said in surprise, “Really?”

“Absolutely!”Hou Xin nodded and said.
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“I, Hou Xin, have never owed anyone a favor! Please wait a moment, I’ll
give you the Pill Formula Right Now!”Hou Xin hurriedly stood up and
said.

Qin Yu did not refuse. He sat at the side and waited quietly.

About three hours later, Hou Xin came over with the pill formula.

“This is my substitute. It’s called the detoxification pill. It can almost
remove all poisons!”Hou Xin said with confidence.



“But I’m not sure if the poison in Old Master Xue’s body can be
removed.”

Qin Yu took the pill formula, stood up and said, “Thank you very much.”

“By the way, with your strength, it’s very easy for you to get yourself
killed. Why Don’t you follow me to My Place?”Qin Yu suggested.

Hou Xin shook his head and said, “No, I prefer to live alone. Thank you
for your concern.”

Seeing this, Qin Yu did not insist.

He nodded and left.

Then, Qin Yu rushed to Wen Sheng’s residence.

However, when Qin Yu arrived atWen Sheng’s residence, his expression
could not help but change!

He saw a corpse lying on the ground. His chest had been shattered, and it
looked terrible!

Qin Yu’s expression immediately changed!

“Could it be that he is Wen Sheng? !”Qin Yu muttered in a low voice.

Before Qin Yu could think, a few people had already walked in from

outside the door.

“How dare you! You actually dared to commit murder in the middle of
the Night!”



Qin Yu turned around and saw that Xue Yujie was leading two Marquis
Wu and looking at Qin Yu coldly.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “I didn’t kill him, i…”

“If you didn’t kill him, then why are you here? !”Xue Yujie shouted.

Qin Yu opened his mouth and felt something was wrong.

Oh No! Wen Sheng had been killed by someone before him!

Most importantly, this SH * T Pot was about to fall on his head!

“You actually killed Wen Sheng. What a vicious thought!”Xue Yujie
said coldly.

Qin Yu said with a cold face, “I’ll say it again. I didn’t kill him!”

“Cut the crap. take him down!”Xue Yujie shouted.

After that, the two marquises strode toward Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s face was cold, and the internal Qi on his body was rising
rapidly.

“What’s going on?”

At this moment, Xue Yuzhi walked in.

Xue Yujie glanced at her and said, “This person killed Wen Sheng. He
probably didn’t want to take the prescription, so he killed him to silence

him.”

“Qin Yu?”Xue Yuzhi immediately frowned.



Qin Yu bowed and said, “Aunt Xue, I didn’t kill him.”

“You still dare to be stubborn? If you didn’t kill him, why are you
here?”Xue Yujie said angrily.

Qin Yu opened his mouth and was about to explain, but Xue Yuzhi shook
her head and said, “Qin Yu was introduced by my friend. He can’t lie.”

“Impossible to lie? Yuzhi, don’t be deceived by others,”Xue Yujie said
coldly.

Xue Yuzhi said in a low voice, “Brother, Wen Sheng is already dead. If
you capture Qin Yu again, who will save father?”

Xue Yujie frowned slightly, as if he thought what Xue Yuzhi said made
sense.

“Qin Yu, hurry up and declare your position!”Xue Yuzhi urged
hurriedly.

Qin Yu looked at Xue Yujie and said in a deep voice, “Mr. Xue, I will
definitely be able to refine the pill and Cure Old Master Xue.”

“Also, I didn’t kill the person.”

Xue Yujie didn’t care about Wen Sheng’s life or death at all. As long as
someone could refine the pill and one or two people died, he didn’t care
at all.

“Okay, I believe you for the time being,”Xue Yujie said coldly.

“But I’m warning you, if I don’t see the pill three days later, I will never
let you go!”



After saying this, Xue Yujie turned around and left.

After he left, Xue Yuzhi hurriedly asked, “Qin Yu, what exactly
happened?”

Qin Yu frowned and said, “I wanted to discuss the pill formula of the
Unity Pill with him, but when I came, he was already dead.”

Xue Yuzhi asked in a deep voice, “Why did you come in the middle of

the night?”

Qin Yu did not panic. He explained, “I went to find Hou Xin first and
discussed it with him in the middle of the night, so I came late.”

Seeing this, Xue Yuzhi did not ask any more questions.

She nodded and said, “As long as I can refine the heart-to-heart pill, it
doesn’t matter.”

Qin Yu grunted and said, “Aunt Xue, I understand.”

At this point, Qin Yu suddenly thought of something.

“Aunt Xue, do you know the Purple Flame sect?”Qin Yu asked.

“Purple Flame sect?”Xue Yuzhi frowned slightly.

“Why did you inquire about the Purple Flame sect for no reason?”

Qin Yu said casually, “It’s nothing. I just heard someone mention it
before, so I just asked casually.”



Xue Yuzhi said in a deep voice, “The Purple Flame sect is a local force.
It is very powerful. It has more than twenty martial marquises, and there
is no lack of peak martial marquises among them.”

“With such strength, even our Xue family is unwilling to offend them.”

Upon hearing these words, Qin Yu immediately felt that something was
amiss.

It was not that he was afraid of the Purple Flame sect. It was mainly
because he was afraid that after he left, the Purple Flame sect would
blame this on the Xue family.

“If I can obtain the power of a martial saint, I might as well make a trip
to the Purple Flame sect.”Qin Yu thought to himself.

It was also a good opportunity to test out the power of a martial saint.

After bidding farewell to Xue Yuzhi, Qin Yu walked around the room
again. He only returned to his residence in the middle of the night.

After he returned, Qin Yu took out the two golden cores.

The golden cores were emitting a dim light in the darkness.

Waves of dense qi/spiritual energy spread out.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “This golden core is really a good
thing. It would be great if I could get a few more.”

Thinking of this, Qin Yu suddenly had an idea.

He thought for a while and finally sneered, “It’s decided!”



Then, Qin Yu took out the pill formula given by Hou Xin and carefully
studied it.

The herbs recorded in this pill formula were all quite common, and the
refining method wasn’t too difficult.

“Can this thing really dispel poison?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

He pondered for a moment before putting the pill formula aside.

Following that, Qin Yu closed his eyes slightly and searched through his
inherited memories for the pill formula for the dispel poison pill.

“There really is one!”

Very quickly, Qin Yu found the pill formula of the poison expelling pill
in his inherited memories.

“HM?”

A few minutes later, Qin Yu frowned slightly.

The pill formula in his inherited memories seemed to be different from
the pill formula that Hou Xin had given him.

The general medicinal herbs were basically the same, but there were a
few herbs that were completely different.

Not only were the medicinal herbs different, their effects were
completely opposite.

Qin Yu stared at the pill formula in his hand and immediately frowned.

A few minutes later, Qin Yu’s brows relaxed.



He sneered, “So that’s how it is. I understand now….”
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